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Violations of Human and Civil Rights by U.S. Immi­
gration Authorities in a South Texas Border Com­
munity 
Robert E. Koulish and John Robert Warren* 
Resumen 
Hay muy poca investigacidn sobre las autoridades de inmigracidn en las comunidades 
de la frontera entre Estados Unidos y Mexico. Esta investigation es el primer estudio 
sistemdtieo, Este estudio determina que la poblackm del sur de Texas sufre muchos 
maltratos en manos de las autoridades migratorias Norte Americanas. 
Summary of Overall Mistreatment by Immigration Authorities 
in Two Hispanic Border Communities 
I. Victims Of Mistreatment 
Most victims of INS mistreat­
ment are citizens or legal residents 
of the United States. 
All Hispanics in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley community are at 
risk of experiencing mistreatment 
regardless of their sex, income, lan­
guage ability, country of birth, or 
legal status. In other words, no 
single personal characteristic is 
strongly associated with the likeli­
hood of experiencingmistreatment. 
The typical characteristics of a 
victim of mistreatment by U.S. 
immigration authorities are as fol­
lows: A Mexican born resident of 
the United States, 34.4 years old, 
has about 8 years of schooling, 
Spanish speaking, married, and, 
when employed, has a mean in­
come of $8,750. 
II. Types of Mistreatment 
Mistreatment by U.S. Immi­
gration Authorities is surprisingly 
widespread. In all, 10.2% of the 
community reported mistreatment 
by U.S. immigration authorities. 
The U.S. Border Patrol com­
mits the largest number of reported 
abuses, followed by the U.S. Cus­
toms Office. 
The most common types of mis­
*University of Wisconsin-Madison 
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treatment committed by immigra­
tion authorities are verbal and le­
gal mistreatment: racial slurs, abu­
sive language, and denial of legal 
rights. 
Immigration officers commit a 
wide variety of types of physical, 
verbal and legal mistreatment. 
However, no one form of mistreat­
ment stands out from the others. 
Official avenues of complaint 
and redress are not utilized by citi­




Recently, several human and 
immigrant rights organizations 
have issued reports critical of prac­
tices of U.S. immigration authori­
ties1 at the U.S.-Mexico Border.2 
These reports have emphasized the 
serious nature of human rights 
abuses at the border, and have 
directed much needed public at­
tention to the issue of how inhabit­
ants of border communities are 
treated by immigration authori­
ties. Such reports have also con­
tributed to recent proposals in Con­
gress to create an Independent Law 
Enforcement Review Commission 
as a check on immigration law en­
forcement activities (H.R. 2119). 
To date, however, there has 
been no systematic research into 
the treatment of Hispanics by U.S. 
immigration authorities.3 Previ­
ous studies of the border situation 
have not established the persua­
siveness of mistreatment by U.S. 
immigration authorities. Instead, 
they have tended to rely on data 
collected from individuals who took 
grievances to governmental or non 
governmental organizations 
(NGO). 
This study is the first compre­
hensive empirical investigation of 
human rights abuses perpetrated 
by immigration authorities.4 The 
data collection methods employed 
in this study consist of a random 
sample of households in two South 
Texas counties. As a result, this 
study is capable of generating con­
clusions that generalize about the 
persuasiveness of mistreatment of 
Hispanics by U.S. immigration 
authorities.5 
Human Rights Literature 
Since the 1970s, several gov­
ernment and NGO studies have 
documented the existence of mis­
treatment of Hispanics by U.S. im­
migration and other legal authori­
ties. In 1970, the U.S. Commission 
on Civil Rights drew national at­
tention to the issue of overt racial 
discrimination by legal institutions 
in the United States against His­
panics. The Commission found that 
"Mexican-American citizens are 
subject to unduly harsh treatment 
by law enforcement officers... (and) 
are often arrested on insufficient 
grounds, receive physical and ver­
bal abuse, and penalties which are 
disproportionately severe."6 
In 1980, the U.S. Commission 
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on Civil Rights investigated abuses 
occurring in the immigration pro­
cess, and the internal administra­
tive mechanisms available to im­
migrants regarding these con­
cerns.7 The Report found wide­
spread violations of immigration 
laws and civil rights laws and also 
discovered serious flaws with the 
complaint procedures. Together, 
these reports revealed the exist­
ence of discrimination in the en­
forcement of U.S. laws against 
Mexican Americans and Mexican 
immigrants living in the United 
States. 
Recent reports published by 
non-governmental human and le­
gal rights organizations have at­
tempted to pick up the gauntlet of 
the U.S. Commission on Civil 
Rights in documenting the persis­
tence of serious problems in the 
relationship between the Hispanic 
community and immigration law 
enforcement authorities. These 
reports have assembled informa­
tion from a vast network of human 
rights and non-governmental law 
offices along the border, from San 
Diego, California, to the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley in Texas. Their 
results have illuminated serious 
human and legal rights violations 
of Hispanics living in the United 
States. 
Since 1988, the Immigration 
Law Enforcement Monitoring 
Project (ILEMP) of the American 
Friends Service Committee (AFSC) 
has been monitoring human rights 
conditions at the U.S.-Mexico bor­
der and issuing reports on its find­
ings. In an effort to systematize 
data collection, ILEMFsMay 1989 
report made use of the existing 
network of local immigrant rights 
organizations in four border re­
gions and South Florida. The com­
bined sample documented a total 
of 783 human rights violations 
which were reported by 357 indi­
viduals. The most common catego­
ries of abuse were seizures of prop­
erty, physical abuse, illegal condi­
tions of detention, denial of due 
process, inappropriate use of fire­
arms, and the improper arrest of 
U.S. citizens and legal residents. 
Recent 1992 report further en­
hanced the quality of data collec­
tion through the introduction of a 
centralized computer system that 
assembled data from the five re­
gions.8 It documented 392 persons 
reporting a total of 1,274 human 
rights violations during the period 
from May 1989 to May 1991. 
In 1992, the human rights or­
ganization, America's Watch, is­
sued its report, Brutality Un­
checked: The Human Rights Abuses 
Along the U. S. Border with Mexico. 
They concluded that human rights 
violations by immigration authori­
ties occur with impunity along the 
U.S.- Mexico border as a result of a 
lack of political accountability. The 
methods of data collection used by 
America's Watch similarly relied 
upon the documentation efforts of 
local NGO's along the border. The 
4 Rio Bravo Vol. IV: 1-2, 1995 
investigation was limited to hu­
man rights abuses committed dur­
ing the arrest and detention of 
undocumented immigrants. In a 
1993 follow-up report,9 America's 
Watch concluded that beatings and 
other forms of mistreatment are 
not uncommon during the arrest 
and detention of undocumented 
immigrants, Hispanic U.S. citizens, 
and Hispanic legal residents. It 
also documented and condemned 
unjustified shootings and sexual 
assaults against immigrants. 
A 1993 report issued by the 
National Lawyers Guild and the 
National Network for Immigrant 
and Refugee Rights entitled, 'The 
Violation of Rights in Immigration 
Policing in Non Border Areas," pro­
vided an aceount of INS activities 
in non-border regions and docu­
mented abuses in Michigan, Wash­
ington, New York, Kansas, Illinois 
and Puerto Rico. It concluded that 
greater numbers of U.S. citizens, 
not only Hispanic immigrants, are 
victimized by immigration authori­
ties; this finding underscores the 
fact that an abusive pattern of im­
migration law enforce-ment "is not 
a border problem but a national 
problem."10 
In sum, a series of governmen­
tal and NGO reports provide rea­
son to believe that immigration 
authorities are guilty of serious 
violations of human and civil rights 
and liberties. However, since there 
have been no systematic studies of 
these patterns of mistreatment, 
and since most of the evidence is 
based on the experiences of ag­
grieved citizens and immigrants 
who have actually filed complaints 
with NGO's, the exact quantity of 
mistreatment which occurs is un­
clear. 
Social Science Literature 
In recent years, social scien­
tists have also contributed to the 
study of how minorities are treated 
by the U.S. legal institutions. The 
conclusions of several scholars have 
made it almost axiomatic that ra­
cial and ethnic minorities have re­
ceived harsh and unequal treat­
ment in the American criminal jus­
tice system.11 Several studieshave 
built upon the critical findings of 
the U.S. Commission on Civil 
Rights to show that distinctive 
characteristics in the Hispanic cul­
tural experience have exacerbated 
the already attenuated relation­
ship that ethnic and racial minori­
ties have had with America's legal 
institutions.12 Ithas been argued, 
for example, that differences in lan­
guage and culture create barriers 
that African Americans do not 
face.13 Armando Morales' study of 
criminal law courts indicated that 
the justice system in the American 
southwest and West discriminates 
against Spanish surnamed citi­
zens.14 In another empirical study 
of the treatment of Chicanos in the 
courts, Malcolm Holmes and 
Howard Daudistel found discrimi­
nation in the disposition of crimi­
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nal eases on the basis of Hispanic 
ethnicity.15 
At the same time, however, 
other empirical studies offer little 
evidence of systemic discrimina­
tion against Latinos in the crimi­
nal system.16 James Unnever pro­
vides inconclusive support for the 
contention that Latinos convicted 
of drug offenses were more likely 
than Anglos to be incarcerated.17 
Welch, Gruhl, and Spohn argue in 
a recent empirical investigation on 
the treatment of Latinos in the 
courts that there exists little evi­
dence of disparate treatment in 
dismissal, conviction and incar­
ceration rates on the basis of race 
or ethnicity.18 
Similarly, a recent series of 
studies on judicial sentencingfound 
little bias in terms of ethnicity. 
Tinker, Quiring and Pimentel's 
study of Latino and Anglo felony 
defendants concluded that there 
was no observable judicial bias in 
sentencing.19 Marjory Zatz'1985 
study similarly found that Hispan-
ics and Anglos convicted of crimes 
were sentenced to comparable 
lengths of time in prison.20 
In sum, while investigations 
into the extent of discrimination 
against Hispanics exist in the lit­
erature, empirical studies have 
reached disparate conclusions, with 
several scholars indicating that 
ethnicity was not an important 
determinant of disparities in treat­
ment. However, immigration laws 
and procedures are distinct from 
the criminal justice system. While 
the academic studies we have re­
viewed are capable of generating 
conclusions about the treatment of 
Latinos in the criminal law set­
ting, their relation to Hispanics 
within the civil law framework of 
immigration enforcement is at best 
tangential. 
The Study 
The present study attempts to 
systematically investigate the 
treatmentthat Latinos receivefrom 
U.S. immigration authorities. This 
report emerged originally from a 
pilot study that was conducted at 
the University of Texas-Pan Ameri -
can as part of a political science 
course taught during the autumn 
1991 semester.21 After several 
weeks of training, students con­
ducted interviews in their fami­
lies, neighborhoods, and among 
their friends. A total of 250 sur­
veys were conducted.22 The sample 
population for the pilot study was 
not random. Descriptive statis­
tics, percentages and frequency dis­
tributions in a non-probability sam­
pling were prepared. Frequencies 
consisted of a count of responses in 
each category. Upon finding that a 
surprisingly high 29.2% of the re­
spondents experienced mistreat­
ment by immigration authorities, 
the study argued that mistreat­
ment at the Mexico-U.S. Border 
was problematic. While the pilot 
study did not attempt to infer that 
the results were illustrative of pro­
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portions in the Valley community, 
as a whole it provided a general 
indication of the situation in South 
Texas. Further, the pilot test 
showed the need for a random 
sample capable of making gener­
alizations abouthow Hispanic resi­
dents in the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley are treated by immigration 
authorities. 
The U.S.-Mexico border was 
chosen for study because it con­
tains the country's highest concen­
tration of both federal immigra­
tion law enforcement officials and 
Latino residents.23 About 85% of 
INS employees and budget (and 
88.5% Border Patrol) is specifically 
directed to border immigration 
enforcement activities.24 Pres­
ently, more than 4,000 Border Pa­
trol agents are stationed on the 
U.S.-Mexico border. Of this force, 
there are about 365 agents in the 
McAllen, Texas sector. During the 
fiscalyear ending September 1992, 
Border Patrol agents in South 
Texas made 88,464 arrests.25 Like­
wise, most of the recipients of im­
migration law enforcement prac­
tices are Hispanic. As South Texas 
is about 85% Hispanic,26 Latinos 
constitute the community of per­
sons most likely to be in daily con­
tact with immigration law enforce­
ment operations and to have per­
sonal experiences with immigra­
tion law enforcement operations. 
A second identifying characteristic 
of these two communities is the 
level of poverty. These communi­
ties are among the most impover­
ished in the country. 
Legal Setting 
Due to its geographical prox­
imity to the U.S.-Mexico Border, 
South Texas is vulnerable to un­
usually broad immigration polic­
ing powers, and it is against these 
broad powers that treatment and 
mistreatment of Mexicans and 
Mexican-Americans are measured. 
When analyzingmistreatment, 
the specific activities of immigra­
tion officers should be measured in 
terms of whether or not they are 
prohibited by the Constitution of 
the United States, statute, regula­
tion, case-law, or executive depart­
ment guidelines.27 Immigration 
laws have given to immigration 
officers broad search and arrest 
powers in order to locate and ap­
prehend suspected undocumented 
immigrants,28 and these broad 
powers were recently expanded by 
the Immigration Act of 1990.29 The 
Act allows immigration officers to 
make arrests without a warrant 
for any offense committed in the 
officer's presence and for any felony 
under U.S. laws, if the officer has 
reasonable grounds to believe that 
the person has committed a felony. 
The Act also allows immigration 
officers to carry firearms and to 
serve warrants and subpoenas. 
Moreover, under existing law, 
the immigration officer may patrol 
private property to search for un­
documented aliens within twenty 
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five miles of the border.30 The 
South Texas community is located 
within this twenty five mile zone, 
and thus, officers may patrol pri­
vate property at any time. An 
officer may board and search cars, 
trains, airplanes, ships and other 
conveyances in search of undocu­
mented entries even absent a be­
lief that aliens are aboard up to one 
hundred miles of the boundary.31 
A fixed checkpoint search is not an 
illegal seizure under the Fourth 
Amendment.32 An officer may 
stop33 or search34 a person if she 
has reasonable suspicion to believe 
the person is in the United States 
illegally. The law enforcement of­
ficer determines whether there is 
reasonable suspicion by weighing 
the totality of the circumstances.35 
This gives the officer wide latitude 
in instigating an encounter with 
Valley residents. 
Also, immigration officers have 
the right to stop and question a 
person upon reasonable suspicion 
solely to determine whether she 
has a right to be in or remain in the 
United States.36 The officer's de­
termination of reasonable suspi­
cion may not be based solely on 
race or alienage.37 However, the 
reasonableness of the stop is ap­
plied within the context of what 
conclusions a trained INS officer 
might reasonably draw.38 
A law enforcement official can 
arrest any person if there exists 
probable cause, or if there is reason 
to believe the subject is likely to 
flee before a warrant could be ob­
tained.39 The Supreme Court has 
interpreted the "reason to believe" 
standard to mean probable cause.40 
The probable cause standard can 
be met when a person fails to pro­
duce an alien resident card or other 
proof of legal residency.41 
After an apprehension or ar­
rest is made, the suspected un­
documented entry is taken to the 
Border Patrol station for initial 
processing. Processing consists of 
an interrogation by an enforcement 
agency official and the completion 
of two forms : Form 1-2 13, "Record 
of Deportable Alien", and Form I-
274, "Request for Voluntary De­
parture."42 
While the inquisitorial nature 
of the arrest procedure resembles 
the criminal process, the deporta­
tion hearing is a civil, not a crimi­
nal proceeding, and so undocu­
mented aliens do not have the same 
Constitutional protections at this 
stage of the process as do arrests in 
criminal proceedings.43 Suspected 
undocumented immigrants threat­
ened with deportation are not pro­
tected by constitutional safeguards, 
or even court-created safeguards. 
Without these safeguards, there is 
virtually no review of the interac­
tions between the detainee and INS 
officials during this process.44 
In addition to statutes, Title 8 
of the Code of Federal regulations 
and judicial case law, additional 
constraints on agency behavior are 
located in the Department of Jus­
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tice Handbook, the Border Patrol 
Handbook, and the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service's Op­
erations Instructions. For example, 
the Department of Justice grants 
the public the absolute right to 
courteous, fair, and sympathetic 
treatment from every INS officer.45 
Further, according to the INS 
Handbook, physical force may only 
be used by immigration officers in 
self defense, the defense of others, 
or when absolutely necessary to 
make an arrest or prevent an es­
cape.46 Finally, the INS Operating 
Instructions establish constraints 
on the verbal behavior of INS offic­
ers: 
No remarks of a sarcastic or 
"kidding" nature should ever be 
made to an alien about his/her 
name, nationality, race, religion, 
economic condition, dress, etc. Such 
remarks may result in disciplinary 
action against the officer involed.47 
Research Design 
To carry out an empirical in­
vestigation of the nature and ex­
tent of mistreatment of Hispanics 
by U.S. immigration authorities, a 
sample of individuals in 186 ran­
domly selected households was 
drawn from colonias in Hidalgo 
and Cameron Counties. The re­
sults of the random sample provide 
a representation of the general 
populations in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley, Texas. 
While the sample population 
was overwhelmingly Hispanic, it 
also included people representing 
virtually all types of legal status, 
as illustrated in Table 1. 
The interviewers were bilin­
gual college students as well as 
workers from local non governmen­
tal organizations. Many interview­
ers hailed from the localities being 
studied. Thus, the interviewers 
constituted research teams that 
Table 1 
Characteristics of South Texas Respondents 
Pull Sample Males Females 
(N = 186) (N = 80) (N = 106) 
Gender 
% Male 43.0% 100.0% 0.0% 
% Female 57.0% 0.0% 100.0% 
Ethnicity 
% Anglo 1.1% 1.3% o.9% 
% Hispanic 96.7% 97.4% 96.2% 
% Other Ethnicity 2.2% 1.3% 2.9% 
Country of Birth 
% Born in United States 36.2% 35.4% 36.8% 
% Born in Mexico 63.8% 64.6% 63.2% 
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Immigration Status 
% Native Bom U.S. Citizens 37.2% 35.9% 38.1% 
% Naturalized U.S. Citizens 8.7% 12.8% 5.7% 
% Lawful Permanent Residents 48.1% 47.4% 48.6% 
% Undocumented 3.8% 1.3% 5.7% 
% With Other Status 2.2% 2.6% 1.9% 
Language Ability 
% Who Only Speak Spanish 44.3% 41.8% 46.2% 
% Who Speak Both Engl, and Span. 54.1% 56.9% 51.9% 
% Who Speak Only English 1.6% 1.3% 1.9% 
Marital Status 
% Currently Married 83.3% 82.9% 83.7% 
% Not Currently Married 16.7% 17.1% 16.3% 
Age Distribution 
% Age 1-17 1.1% 1.3% 0.9% 
% Age 18-24 7.6% 7.7% 7.5% 
% Age 25-64 84.8% 80.7% 87.9% 
% Age 64+ 6.5% 10.3% 3.7% 
Mean Age 40.0 42.9 37.9 
Educational Attainment 
% Completing 1-3 Years 17.2% 20.8% 14.6% 
% Completing 4-7 Years 33.9% 33.8% 34.0% 
% Completing 8-11 Years 23.9% 22.1% 25.2% 
% Completing 12 or More Years 23.9% 20.8% 26.2% 
Unknown 1.1% 2.6% 0.0% 
Means Years of School Completed 7.4 7.0 7.7 
Employment Status 
% Employed in the Last Year 51.1% 75.6% 33.0% 
% Not Employed in the Last Year 48.9% 24.4% 67.0% 
Individual Earnings, if Employed 
$0-4,999 27.7 17.5% 39.3% 
$5,000-9,999 26.1% 33.3% 17.9% 
$10,000-14,999 14.3% 17.5% 10.7% 
$15,000-19,999 4.2% 7.9% 0.0% 
$20,000-24,999 4.2% 4.8% 3.6% 
$25,000-29,999 0.8% 1.6% 0.0% 
$30,000-34,999 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$35,000- 39,999 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
$40,000+ 1.7% 3.2% 0.0% 
No Response 21.0% 14.3% 28.5% 
Mean Individual Earnings $8,883 $10,833 $6,250 
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were uniquely qualified to elicit 
answers to sensitive questions re­
garding community interactions 
with immigration authorities. The 
interviewers were instructed to ask 
questions in the first language of 
the persons interviewed, and were 
asked to explain to the respondents 
that this was an academic project, 
and not an activity of a govern­
ment agency. Data from the sur­
veys were collated through a data­
base program. Interviewers were 
trained by the principal investiga­
tors, and the training sessions were 
recorded. 
The study consists of a forty-
five question survey. Each inter­
viewer conducted between 5-15 in­
terviews between December 1992 
and May 1993. All interviewers 
used the standard questionnaire 
designed for the survey. The forty-
five questions on the questionnaire 
were divided into three categories: 
1. Background Information. 
These questions provided useful 
demographic information of the 
persons being interviewed. 
2. General Attitudes toward 
immigration authorities. 
3. Specific encounters with im­
migration authorities, and their 
outcomes and repercussions. 
Background to Findings 
It is difficult for any survey 
research to evaluate with absolute 
certainty whether or not respon­
dents actually experienced harass­
ment or other forms of mistreat­
ment. There is always the possibil­
ity that fear of reprisals, resent­
ment against the government 
agency, or other intangible aspects 
of the interview may influence the 
respondent's answers to questions 
about these sensitive issues. 
With that said, this study is an 
effort to describe and quantify "ir­
regular encounters" with immigra­
tion authorities. We have defined 
"irregular encounters" with immi­
gration authorities in terms of both 
subjective and objective criteria. 
Respondents were first asked 
whether or not they have had "face 
to face" encounters with immigra­
tion authorities.48 If they answered 
yes, they were asked whether any 
of these encounters "were less than 
positive or cordial". A positive re­
sponse here led to the third part of 
the question, where irregular en­
counters were defined for the re­
spondent by specific objective cri­
teria in the questionnaire describ­
ing types of encounters that are 
prohibited by law and policy. For 
example, subjects were asked 
whether in any encounters immi­
gration authorities "spoke in a rude 
or aggressive manner," "got physi­
cal" with them, or ever forcibly 
isolated them from others. A nega­
tive response to all of these three 
questions indicated that there was 
no negative encounter for the pur­
poses of the survey. Finally, fol­
lowing affirmative responses to the 
above questions, we evaluated the 
narrative statements about direct 
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encounters in terms of whether or 
not they constituted, on face value, 
a credible claim of mistreatment or 
were clearly frivolous accounts. 
Claims which were clearly frivo­
lous were disregarded. Below, we 
include accounts ofincidents which 
provide examples of'frivolous" and 
"credible" claims of mistreatment. 
An example of a frivolous en­
counter occurred in April 1992 
where a Mexican couple attempted 
to cross the bridge at Hidalgo. The 
husband didn't have his papers and 
after being stopped by U.S. Cus­
toms officials, he was not allowed 
to enter the U.S. Consequently, 
the couple returned home in 
Matamoros to retrieve the 
husband's papers. On the other 
hand, an example of a credible claim 
of mistreatment is recounted by 
the subject as follows: 
Respondent: Hispanic woman, 
42 years old, employed, native 
born US citizen. Date of inci­
dent: September 1992. 
Claim: My husband and I were 
driving to San Antonio to visit 
relatives. We were stopped at 
the Falfurias Checkpoint and 
asked to get out of the car. Two 
officers began searching the car, 
and when my husband became 
irritated, the officers removed 
the seats, ripped cushions and 
damaged the interior of the ve­
hicle. My husband was also 
taken away for questioning. 
After about twenty minutes he 
was told we could go. 
Findings 
Through questions in which 
respondents were asked to describe 
the specifics of their negative en­
counters with immigration authori­
ties, the study measures three gen­
eral types of irregular encounters: 
verbal, physical and legal mistreat­
ment. Each of the three general 
categories is further divided into 
any of several objective categories 
of mistreatment. Physical Mis­
treatment was divided into six cat­
egories, verbal mistreatment into 
six categories, and legal mistreat­
ment into twenty categories. 
Physical mistreatment consists 
of the improper use of firearms, 
hands or fists, night sticks, flash­
lights, or handcuffs. Verbal mis­
treatment consists of abusive be­
havior that otherwise degraded the 
individual, such as rude or insult­
ing language, threats, or inappro­
priately aggressive interrogation. 
Finally, legal mistreatment con­
sists of attempts to deny due pro­
cess. It includes attempts to iso­
late the suspect from others, to 
keep the individual uninformed 
about the legal proceedings the 
individual is about to enter, or in­
volves the use of police authority to 
degrade the individual such as with 
unnecessary strip searches, or by 
not providing food or water. 
All told, 10.2% (20 of 185) of the 
respondents reported having per­
sonally experienced or knowing 
someone who experienced an ir­
regular encounter with immigra­
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tion authorities.49 In many in­
stances, individuals reported more 
than one type of mistreatment per 
encounter. Hence, the number of 
acts of mistreatment listed below 
is greater than the number of per­
sons reporting mistreatment. 
Twenty individuals reported 46 
types of mistreatment. 
As Table 2 illustrates, the most 
common type of mistreatment was 
verbal, followed closely by legal 
types of mistreatment. Physical 
mistreatment was less common. 
In all, 95% of the irregular encoun­
ters involved verbal mistreatment, 
and 85% involved legal mistreat­
ment. In contrast, only 20% of the 
respondents reported physical mis­
treatment. 
The most common type of ver­
bal mistreatment consisted of rude 
and disrespectful language during 
questioning and inquiries about 
legal status. In the Valley, 81.7% 
of the persons who experienced 
verbal mistreatment remarked 
that their encounters consisted of 
a combination of rude and abusive 
language, and ethnic and racial 
insults. 
The most common type of legal 
mistreatment consisted of immi­
gration officials neglecting to in­
form respondents of their legal 
rights. In all, 88.9% of the simi­
larly situated respondents reported 
that they were not advised of legal 
rights. In addition, it was common 
for authenticity of identification 
papers to be challenged and the 
documents seized or destroyed. 
Furthermore, respondents re­
ported being denied phone calls 
and food during long periods of 
detention. 
The most common type of physi­
cal mistreatment involved tight 
handcuffs, and the pushing and 
shoving of respondents. 
In the Valley, 60.8% of the re­
spondents experienced these kinds 
of mistreatment at or near the in­
ternational crossing bridge or Rio 
Grande River. This was followed 
by 30% of the respondents report­
ing mistreatment on public streets 
throughout the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley, and 4.3% reported mistreat-
mentatthe checkpointin Falfurias, 
Texas. The surprisingly high per­
centage of mistreatment on the 
streets of the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley seems to contradict the offi­
cial mission of border patrol opera­
tions, which is deterrence against 
undocumented entry at the front 
line border rather than in Texas 
communities. 
In most instances, persons who 
experienced mistreatment reported 
that they were with others when 
the mistreatment occurred. In all, 
69.6% of the respondents report-
ingmistreatmentwere with atleast 
one other person when they en­
countered immigration authorities. 
Of this group, almost half (47.4%) 
were then singled out for mistreat­
ment. 
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Table 2 
Frequency and Characteristics of Reported Incidents of Mistreatment of South Texas 
Residents by United States Immigration 
Proportion of Sample 
Experiencing Mistreatment 
% Experiencing ANY FORM of 
Mistreatment 
% Experiencing any form of 
PHYSICAL Mistreatment 
% Experiencing any form of 
VERBAL Mistreatment 
% Experiencing any form of 
LEGAL Mistreatment 
Full Sample 

















Characteristics of Reported 
Incidents of PHYSICAL Mistreatment 
Firearms 
Otherwise Physically Mistreated 
Characteristics of Reported 
Incidents Of Verbal Mistreatment 
25.0% 33.3% 0.0% 
75.0% 66.7% 100.0% 
Spoken to Rudely/Abusively 57.9% 28,6% 72.7% 
Experienced Racial/Ethnic Insults 47.4% 28.6% 54.5% 
Otherwise Verbally Mistreated 26.3% 42.9% 18.2% 
Characteristics of Reported 
Incidents of LEGAL Mistreatment 
Not Advised of Legal Rights 88.9% 85.7% 90.0% 
Otherwise Legally Mistreated 29.4% 28.6% 30.0% 
Mistreatment Case Narratives 
In the survey, respondents 
were asked to describe irregular 
encounters as they had unfolded. 
The interviewers were instructed 
to transcribe these encounters in 
the first person. In the section that 
follows several narrative examples 
of mistreatment are provided which 
we believe are representative. The 
narratives begin with physical mis­
treatment, and are followed by ex­
amples of verbal and legal mis­
treatment. 
Physical force is permitted by 
immigration officers in very lim­
ited circumstances. Under INS 
policy, physical force is not permit­
ted in most instances. Similarly, 
INS guidelines prohibit verbal mis­
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treatment. Human rights organi­
zations have suggested that physi­
cal and verbal mistreatment "seem 
to be aimed at either humiliating 
the targets or provoking a violent 
response."50 As the ILEMP Report 
put it, verbal mistreatment "is used 
as part of a subjugating technique, 
often leading to another abuse, 
denial of due process."51 The ex­
amples below do not contradict 
these assumptions. In many in­
stances, verbal mistreatment was 
followed by legal mistreatment. 
Further, the following narratives 
suggest that immigration authori­
ties may act with impunity in their 
attempts to control and subjugate 
members of these two border com­
munities. 
Physical Mistreatment 
Inappropriate Use of Firearms 
Respondent, a male natural­
ized citizen of the U.S., about 30 
years of age reported the following: 
"I was taking two relatives of mine 
who were undocumented to do some 
migrant work. My car was stopped 
by Border Patrol. I was removed 
from the car, handcuffed, and my 
vehicle was taken from me. After I 
was released, I was walking back 
towards the valley and met some 
other workers along the way. It 
was night and we started walking 
together. The Border Patrol ap­
proached and I was arrested again. 
The officers pulled out shotguns 
and pointed them at us and we 
were threatened that we would be 
shot. They called us "hungry dogs". 
The officer placed a shotgun at my 
neck. We were not allowed to talk. 
I was ordered to lay flat in the 




(February 1993) The respon­
dent described the following: "At 
the international bridge in 
Progresso, Texas we were ordered 
to park our vehicle. I was traveling 
with two daughters, and three 
grandchildren and my son in law. 
We were ordered to pull everything 
out of the station wagon, which 
wasn't much, a pack of shaving 
razors and some other toiletries. 
The passport of my son in law was 
taken away by the officers, and we 
were insulted by the female officer 
who asked if maybe we had $10,000, 
which I think must have referred 
to drug money? We were released 
after about thirty minutes." 
(March 1991) Respondent, a 
seventeen year old Hispanic male 
citizen of the United States re­
ported, "I was walking home at 
about 3:40 in the morning when I 
was stopped by the Border Patrol. 
The officer started flashing a flash­
light up and down. I asked him 
what he wanted and he told me he 
wanted to know where I lived. I 
told him I lived 2 1/2 houses away 
from where we stood. He shoved 
me into the Border Patrol van and 
searched me, I guess for weapons. 
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After the search, he told me to stop 
walking around because this might 
happen again. He got in his van 
and drove off." 
(June 1989) Respondent, 
an undocumented male described 
the following: "As I went to a dance 
in Sullivan City (Texas) at about 7 
PM, my sister and I were ap­
proached by Border Patrol officers. 
We were sitting in a friend's car. 
He asked what we were doing there 
and then asked us to step out of the 
car. He searched my wallet and my 
sister's hand bag, and asked sev­
eral questions about the 
"mica"(identification) cards of my 
children, which I had in my posses­
sion. I told him I was telling him 
the truth that my children were 
legal residents, and at that point 
the officer threw my children's 
cards onto the grounds. The officer 
took me in the van to the interna­
tional bridge at Rio Grande City." 
Denial of Food 
Respondent, a female migrant 
worker, nowapermanent legal resi­
dent reported the following inci­
dent: "There were six of us hiding 
in the brush in Falfurias, Texas. 
We were discovered at about 5 AM. 
We were taken to the checkpoint 
immediately and were separated 
from my friends. I was initially 
held in the bathroom at the Border 
Patrol checkpointfor about one half 
hour. I was taken from the bath­
room and was told my friends would 
be taken to Mexico and that I would 
be held until I explained to them 
about the wounds on my leg. I told 
them the cuts were received from 
jumping a fence but they didn't 
believe me. They threatened to 
detain me for years unless I told 
them the truth. They didn't be­
lieve I was aMexican. Theythought 
I was Salvadoran. They asked me 
questions about Mexico. Since I 
knew the answers they finally be­
lieved me. They told me they would 
call my parents in Mexico to verify 
my nationality. In all, I was de­
tained from 5 a.m. until 6 p.m. My 
friends were fed meals for break­
fast, lunch and dinner. I was not 
given any food until dinner, at 
which time I was returned to 
Mexico." 
Illegal Detention/Arrest 
Respondent, a female perma­
nent legal re sident about fifty years 
of age reported the following: 
"While coming back from Mexico, 
after takingmy children to a doctor 
there, I was stopped by the Border 
Patrol and questioned as to what I 
was doingin that area at that time. 
I told the officer I was returning 
from the doctor in Mexico and I 
showed my documents with my 
maiden name on them. The officer 
then asked my children for their 
last name. Since my children have 
their father's last name, they gave 
a name different than my own. 
The officer refused to believe they 
were my children, and detained us 
for an extended period of time, and 
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then he finally let us go." 
Inappropriate Behavior 
(September 1992) Respondent, 
a male permanent legal resident 
about 35 years of age reported the 
following: "I was coming from 
Reynosa (Mexico) and had lost my 
passport. I was carrying my son. I 
tried to explain to the officer that I 
was a permanent legal resident of 
the United States but the officer 
refused to believe me. He spoke to 
me in a rude, aggressive, ridiculing 
manner. He told me I could pay 
eighty dollars for a temporary pass­
port. I asked why he did not offer 
me the fifty dollar passport. He 
told me that 90 dollars was my only 
option, but then said I could pay 50 
dollars. Finally, I paid 50 dollars 
and went home. The passport was 
eventually sent to my home." 
(November 1992) The respon­
dent described the following event: 
"I was stopped and questioned at 
the International Bridge in Rio 
Grande City, Texas. Two female 
Hispanic officers took passports 
from my 11 year old daughter and 
we were ordered inside. There a 
male officer wanted to know how 
he could tell if my daughter was 
the same person described in the 
passport. He took my daughter's 
belongings includingher purse and 
searched it. He told her she had 
better have a school I.D. or grades 
wi th her next time or she would not 
be allowed to come to the U.S. again. 
The officer looked through my pass­
port and also searched utility bills 
in my possession. The officer then 
opened my car and searched it thor­
oughly without providing any rea­
son for the search." 
Complaint Process 
At present, there is no effective 
method for reporting grievances 
regarding INS misconduct. Spe­
cifically, there exists no internal 
affairs unit within INS to investi­
gate claims of mistreatment. For­
mal written complaints may be 
made to immigration authorities. 
If a complaint is deemed credible 
by the immigration supervisor it is 
referred to the Office of Inspector 
General (OIG) within the Depart­
ment of Justice. The OIG assigns 
an inspector to the case, and the 
inspector is charged with conduct­
ing an investigation. Upon comple­
tion of the investigation, a written 
report is prepared and forwarded 
to the Inspector General.52 In 1992, 
the OIG received 463 allegations 
against agents. Of these allega­
tions, formal investigations were 
opened in only 30 cases,53 suggest­
ing that investigating alleged mis­
treatment complaints is not a gov­
ernment priority. 
Doubt about INS accountabil­
ity is accentuated when the num­
ber of investigations into formal 
complaints is considered against 
the finding of this study that the 
percentage of formal complaints 
registered with immigration au­
thorities constitutes a fraction of 
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the number of actual mistreatment 
cases. Virtually no instances of 
mistreatment in South Texas re-
sultedin aformal grievance against 
immigration authorities. 
Out of 20 incidents of mistreat­
ment, two individuals attempted 
to file some sort of complaint. In 
neither instance was aformal com­
plaint filed with government au­
thorities. 
Perpetrators of Mistreatment 
The U.S. Border Patrol com­
mits the largest number of abuses 
as reported in the sample.54 
The ethnicity of the immigra­
tion officer had virtually no bear­
ing on the likelihood of the occur­
rence of an irregular encounter, 
36.8% of the officers were Anglo, 
and 57.9% of the officers were His­
panic. 
Victims of Mistreatment 
As Table 3 shows, there is no 
difference between the personal 
characteristics of the victims of 
mistreatment by immigration au­
thorities and the sample popula­
tion. Due to the random nature of 
the sample, the sample population 
embodied the personal character­
istics of the community under 
study, which is among the most 
impoverished in the country,55 
overwhelmingly Hispanic,56 and 
has among its residents a large 
minority of Mexican immigrants. 
Therefore, all Hispanics in the com­
munity studied are at risk of expe­
riencing mistreatment. In an ef­
Table 3 
Comparisons of Those Who Did Experience Negative Encounters to Those Who Did Not 




(N=20) (N= 166) 
Female 57.9% 57.2% 
Married 88.9% 89.3% 
Born in the United States 36.8% 37.2% 
Naturalized Citizen 10.5% 8.5% 
Primary Language is Spanish 79.0% 68.7% 
Employed in the Last Year 47.4% 48.5% 
Mean Age 34.4 40.6 
(SD of Mean Age) (12.1) (13.1) 
Mean Years of School Completed 8.2 7.3 
(SD of Years of School Completed) (3.2) (3.6) 
Mean Individual Earnings $8,750 $8,898 
(SD of Earnings) (11501) (6956) 
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fort to determine whether or not a 
correlation existed between indi­
vidual characteristics and mis­
treatment, the following personal 
characteristics were analyzed. 
Ethnicity 
Hispanic ethnicity is not con­
sidered a variable in this study 
because it didn't vary, 96.7% of the 
respondents were Hispanic. Ofthe 
subjects who had reported incidents 
of mistreatment, 19 of 20 incidents 
of mistreatment involved Hispanic 
victims.57 
Legal Status 
The overwhelming majority of 
respondents and victims were citi­
zens of the United States and legal 
residents. About 46% ofthe sample 
population consisted of citizens, 
where 37.2% of these respondents 
were native born U.S. citizens, 
and 8.7% were naturalized citizens 
from Mexico. Also, 48.1% of the 
sample population were legal per­
manent residents, and 3.8% were 
undocumented. Among respon­
dents reporting mistreatment, 
about 47% were citizens: 36.8% 
were native born citizens, and 
10.5% were naturalized citizens; 
47.4% of the victims were non citi­
zens: 42.1% were permanent legal 
residents, and 5.3% were undocu­
mented immigrants.58 
Gender 
The sample population con­
sisted of57% women, and 43% men. 
Women were as likely as men to be 
mistreated, 10% for each. Within 
the population of mistreated re­
spondents, males were more likely 
to be hit and threatened with fire­
arms, and women were more likely 
to receive verbal mistreatment. 
Females were more likely to be 
spoken to rudely and abusively, 
72.7% as compared to 28.6%, and 
experience racial and ethnic in­
sults, 54.5% as compared to 28.6% 
for males. 
Marital Status 
In all, 83.3% of the respon­
dents were currently married, and 
a slightly higher percentage, 88.9% 
of the victims of mistreatment were 
currently married. There was a 
slight tendency for married respon­
dents to be more likely singled out 
than non-married counterparts for 
mistreatment. 
Country of Birth 
Most of the respondents were 
born in Mexico (63.8%). Similarly, 
73.7% of the victims of mistreat­
ment were born in Mexico. In con­
trast to the Tucson sample, the 
data for South Texas suggests some 
relation between being born in 
Mexico and the likelihood of abuse. 
Employment 
In South Texas, 51.1% of the 
respondents had been employed in 
the last year, and 48.9% were un­
employed. There were 52.6% of 
persons victimized by mistreat­
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ment and employed during the past 
year, showing virtually no rela­
tionship between employment and 
likelihood of mistreatment in South 
Texas. 
Income 
The mean income for employed 
persons was $8,883. The mean 
income for persons experiencing 
mistreatment was $10,208. In 
terms of income, the data suggests 
thatvietims are slightly better paid 
than non-victims of mistreatment. 
There is some indication that 
older respondents are slightly less 
likely than younger subjects to be 
victims of mistreatment. In South 
Texas, the mean age of the sample 
population was 40 years of age. 
The mean age of persons experi­
encing mistreatment was 36 years 
of age. 
Education 
The mean number of years of 
education completed for the sample 
population is 7.4 years. The mean 
number of years of education for 
persons who had been mistreated 
is 8.2 years. 
Primary Language Spoken 
In Texas, Spanish was the pri­
mary language for about 70% per­
cent of the respondents, and 79% of 
the victims of mistreatment. 
Discussion And Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was 
to examine how immigration au­
thorities interact with the South 
Texas community in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley. Our findings show 
a surprisingly high percentage of 
persons mistreated by immigra­
tion officials, 10.2%, and little dif­
ference among Hispanic victims of 
mistreatment by immigration law 
enforcement authorities. This in­
dicates, we believe, that no single 
characteristic strongly predicts 
mistreatmentamongHispanics. To 
test this argument we ran a logis­
tic regression analysis.59 The re­
sults of this analysis are reported 
in Table 4. 
The regression model indicates 
no significant difference among the 
several personal characteristics in 
terms of the likelihood of mistreat­
ment. Generally, the data sug­
gests no conclusive differences re­
garding the personal characteris­
tics of victims of mistreatment and 
the general population. Rather, 
any individual is as likely as any 
other individual to be mistreated. 
It does not matter where the indi­
vidual was born, or his or her sex, 
age, education, class, language 
ability, or country of birth. 
The data makes evident the 
existence of widespread mistreat­
ment by immigration authorities, 
and the haphazard victimization 
of inhabitants of the Valley. Fur­
ther, the lack of redress suggests 
that immigration officers are not 
accountable for their actions. The 
huge variety of types of mistreat­
ment, and the almost random se­
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Table 4 
Results of Logistic Regression Model Designed to Predict Mistreatment Among South 
Texas Sample Members 
Independent 
Variable B Exp(B) S.E. B/S.E. 
Male ? (Yes=I) -0.08 0.92 0.29 0.27 
Married? (Yes = 1) 0.03 1.03 0.34 0.07 
Born in the United States ?(Yes= 1) 0.25 1.28 0.33 0.76 
Speaks Both English and Spanish 2.11 8.29 6.96 0.30 
Speaks Only English 0.94 2.56 6.96 0.14 
Age (in Years) -0.04 0.96 0.03 1.69 
Education (Years of School Completed) 0.12 1.13 0.10 1.26 
Employed in the Last Year? (Yes= 1) 0.01 1.01 0.29 0.04 
Earnings, if Employed (in Dollars) 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Constant -3.21 0.04 7.14 0.45 
N 186 
—2 Log Likelihood 115.9 (w/ 176 D.F.) 
Model Chi-Square 11.1 (w/9D.F.) 
Dependent Variable: Reported Mistreatments 1, Otherwise=0 Missing Values for Age, 
Education, and Earnings Variables Were Set to the Sample Mean; Dummy Variables to 
Test the Selection Interaction were Not Statistically Significant, and Were Dropped From 
Subsequent Models. 
lection of victims suggest further 
that safeguards for basic legal 
rights are not a priority of U.S. 
immigration authorities. 
Several possible explanations 
maybe offered for these patterns of 
ad-hoc and aberrant immigration 
law enforcement at the border. Not 
the least of these explanations is 
the fact that U.S. immigration au­
thorities is a neglected and mis­
sion-poor organization. We believe 
that any explanation should in­
clude the ambiguity over the types 
of INS operations which are to be 
considered appropriate to its law 
enforcement mission. The ambi­
guity consists of whether or not 
frontline Border Patrol operations 
at the border, which is the unit's 
primary law enforcement task, 
should also include law enforce-
mentoperations which occur within 
communities. We believe these 
processes should be distinct, given 
the results of this study. 
For the communities on the 
North and South sides of the Rio 
Grande River, the border region is 
defined in terms of a shared 
economy and culture. With fami­
lies residing on both sides of the 
border, it is not uncommon for resi­
dents to cross the border to engage 
in commercial and social activi­
ties. Similarly, the recent passage 
of NAFTA indicates there is also 
open economic exchange. 
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At the same time, however, the 
border also represents a legal 
boundary that contradicts the idea 
of open exchange and instead sepa­
rates two distinct sovereign na­
tion-states. This legal understand­
ing of the border has defined offi­
cial enforcement strategies which 
include deterrence, preventingthe 
entry of unwanted Mexican immi­
grants, and expeditiously appre­
hending and returning undocu­
mented immigrants. After the U.S. 
Border Patrol was created in 1924, 
broad law enforcementpowers were 
delegated to immigration authori­
ties with this limited goal in mind. 
The potential for abuse in­
creases, however, as border enforce­
ment intrudes upon the family lives 
and commercial activity of U.S. citi­
zens and legal residents within 
their own communities. As immi­
gration authorities patrol streets 
and colonias in South Texas, citi­
zens will inevitably be swept into 
the net of immigration law enforce­
ment. With broad law enforce­
ment powers and little account­
ability, the amount of mistreat­
ment can be expected to increase. 
While it is certainly the right of 
any democratic society to establish 
and enforce entry and exit require­
ments, unaccountable law enforce­
ment that intrudes upon the lib­
erty and family life of citizens and 
legal residents places in jeopardy 
longrevered democratic traditions. 
In sum, because immigration law 
enforcement authorities do not dis-
tinguish undocumented immi­
grants from amongthe larger popu­
lation of Hispanic residents in the 
Lower Rio Grande Valley, all Mexi­
cans and Mexican-Americans are 
potential targets for abuse. As the 
federal courts have ruled on this 
issue, however, immigration law 
enforcement authorities cannot le­
gitimately single out Hispanics 
solely on the basis of ethnicity. 60 
This study cannot find support for 
any other basis explaining why 
immigration authorities pursue 
members of Valley communities. 
Rather, it seems, Mexicans and 
Mexican-Americans in South Texas 
are subjected on an arbitrary basis 
to the same border enforcement 
strategies that were originally de­
signed to deter undocumented im­
migrants and expedite their re­
moval. As the study also indicates, 
Mexican s and Mexican-American s 
in South Texas are still without an 
effective forum to adequately re­
dress these concerns. 
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The Central American Immigrant Boys in the Los 
Fresnos Shelter: The Challenge of the American 
Dream 
Patrick D. Lynch* 
Hesumen 
Micntras Centroamdriea vivia una 6poca do guerras, Estados Unidos recibla 
inmigrantes centroamericanos, entre ellos a jdvencs que llcgaban a este pals despuds do 
una larga travesla por Mexico. La mayorla de ellos son de clase social baja y llegan a los 
Estados Unidos con el propdsito de trabajar para ayudar a sus familias que se quedaron 
en sus palses de origen. Estos adolescentes cuando estudian no entienden la importancia 
de la preparacidn formal, a diferencia de los numerosos jdvenes rnexicanos que estudian en 
las secundarias del valle del sur de Texas. Por el contrario, los adolescentes rnexicanos 
valoran la formacibn del capital humano. La historia del desarrcllo econdmico tiene que 
ver con esta inclinacidn valorativa del adolescente. 
The American Dream is a pow­
erful magnet for Central American 
boys. They believe strongly in their 
ability to overcome any difficulties 
they might encounter in improving 
their lot in the future. They know 
that they are among the few to 
survive the midpassage through 
Mexico with the help of the Virgin 
and the Senor de Esquipulas. Get­
ting a job in the promised land is a 
snap after suffering the mid-pas­
sage through Mexico. 
In May, 1994, I visited many 
classrooms in Progreso, Tela, and 
La Junta, Honduras. In every class­
room, the early teen-age boys said 
they knew relatives and friends in 
America. When I asked who 
wanted to come to the United 
States, every hand went up. Why 
do these kids want to come and to 
abandon their own country and 
culture? It is a question which is 
not easily answered, but part of it 
lies in the image they have of 
America. It is a dream as much as 
a place. 
The undocumented, unaccom­
panied minor immigrant boy is not 
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so welcome in America as he was 
during the wars in El Salvador and 
Guatemala. The flow of these boys 
has slowed considerably since the 
end of the wars. From 1989 to 
1991-92, 128 boys were housed in 
two shelters that have since been 
closed (Mission Statement, 1993). 
The 35 Central American immi­
grant boys in the Los Fresnos shel­
ter in the spring of 1995 were new 
arrivals who had not yet found a 
permanent home in this country. 
They had just completed the mid-
passage and were living in a tem­
porary home under the guardian­
ship of the United States govern­
ment. The few immigrant girls 
who survived the mid-passage were 
immediately assigned to foster 
homes until they find permanent 
homes. 
The Central American Immi­
grant boys who are sheltered at the 
Los Fresnos facility are under the 
protection of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) ofthe 
Department of Justice ofthe United 
States Government. Most have 
come from four countries; El Sal­
vador, Honduras, Guatemala, and 
Nicaragua. Occasionally a few 
come in from Ecuador, the Domini­
can Republic, Panama and the 
People's Republic of China. Dur­
ing the last six months of1994, and 
the first three months of 1995, the 
largest number came from the 
Northeast part of Honduras, and 
from the Indian communities of 
the Guatemalan Highlands. In 
1993, the largest number came from 
El Salvador. 
The boys' ages range from 12 to 
17. Below that age, a boy is placed 
immediately in a foster home. At a 
boy's eighteenth birthday, he is an 
adult and is placed in the detention 
center at Bayview. This facility, 
called Coralon, is feared by the 
boys as it is a prison and has dan­
gerous inmates. At least four boys 
come under the care of the IES for 
every girl: the girls all are sent at 
once to foster homes. 
From March of 1988, until No­
vember of 1994, some 5284 chil­
dren, male and female, were cared 
for at three International Educa­
tional Shelter facilities in South 
Texas. Of that total, over 80% 
were reunited with their families. 
The only existing facility of the 
three is the one at Los Fresnos. 
The boys do not complain about 
how rough their lives have been in 
their countries nor do they com­
plain of the terrors of the mid-
passage. They believe that the 
American dream will soon begin to 
play itself out for them. They have 
climbed the shining mountain and 
they do not believe the price was 
too high. 
Life in the Shelter 
When you approach the shel­
ter from the highway, going North 
of Los Fresnos, there is a low brick 
wall, with a small sign to the right 
of the entrance which says simply 
"International Education Shelter". 
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From the road, you can sometimes 
see the boys in front of the shelter 
playing a very tough game of soc­
cer, barefoot or in tennis shoes. 
The boys usually wear shorts un­
less the weather is cool. Their 
clothing is mainly institutional is­
sue; for example, many of the boys 
wear floppy polyester shorts of var­
ied colors and "playeras" or ath­
letic shirts. Like all valley teenag­
ers, the wilder the message or pic­
tures on the shirts, the more highly 
valued they are. Some wear ear­
rings and nearly everyone wears 
an amulet, cross, or religious medal 
around the neck. Some from El 
Salvador have tattoos. A first for 
many of them is that they are in a 
safe, clean place. 
Every boy soon acquires a spe­
cial name conferred by the others 
there is always a "flaco", but never 
a "gordo", as the new arrivals are 
too thin for that. The Salvadorans 
are called "guanacos", the Guate­
malans are called "chapines" for 
their short stature, and the Hon-
durans are called "cachereros". 
They hang out with their country­
men, trust them more than those 
from other countries, but also make 
friends with boys from other places. 
They are served mainly Ameri­
can food and all they want of it, 
which is the first experience of that 
kind for nearly all of them. The 
meal starts with a Padre Nuestro 
ledbyoneoftheboys. They are not 
served black beans and rice which 
is the staple of life in Central 
America - in some countries in Cen­
tral America, the plate is called 
Moros y Cristianos or in others, 
casamiento (marriage). Eating 
anything between meals is un­
usual,because they have eaten only 
two very simple meals a day and 
even less on the journey north 
through Mexico. 
They have access to a swim­
ming pool, a basketball court and a 
soccer field where somewhere some 
tough games are played. A van 
occasionally takes the boys to the 
beach, to a park, to a pulga, or to a 
church for Saturday night services, 
or to the University classes where 
they recount their experiences as 
refugees and where they tell about 
the schools and culture in their 
own countries. They are welcomed 
by students in the university and 
high schools because they have such 
unusual experiences and because 
they have risked their lives to come 
here to get what students here take 
for granted. The boys are always 
applauded at the end of their pre­
sentations. Because they are so 
mature, they do not fear talking as 
equals to teachers and administra­
tors in graduate classes. A great 
advantage in talking with students 
and teachers in the lower Rio 
Grande Valley is that about nine 
out of ten students speak and un­
derstand Spanish. 
They are all thin, and appear 
to be in excellent physical shape. 
They have had to outrun the immi­
gration police in Mexico to survive. 
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In the United States many have 
walked long distances through the 
"Aquilena" (King Ranch) until spot­
ted by helicopter or underground 
sensors. Their perspective of dis­
tance which they can travel on foot 
is decidedly different than that of 
American students their ages. A 
typical exchange went like this: 
"Como cuanto tiempo a caminar 
para Houston?" I answer: "Eight 
hours by car, one by jet plane". The 
boy's response is: "Luego, solo 
cuesta un dia y media: es facil, no 
es lejos". I then ask why he is 
interested in Houston, and his re­
ply is: "Alia tengo amigos y hay 
mucho trabajo". In Houston, one 
will indeed find young teenage 
chamacos from Centro-America 
who have walked up from the Rio 
Bravo alone or with friends. 
The quarters are clean and do 
not smell which is a tribute to the 
boys and the staff as anyone who 
has teenage boys will agree. Clean­
ing of quarters and clothing as well 
as personal cleanliness is the re­
sponsibility of the boys. There are 
no janitors or maids. They are free 
to nap during the afternoon. 
They have a television set 
which is turned on to the Mexican 
stations at all times. They love to 
watch soccer games, especially be­
tween teams of different countries. 
At those times, their shouts of an­
guish or delight can be heard out­
side the shelter. They then prac­
tice their American English, not 
exactly the kind their English 
teacher in the shelter has taught 
them, but very expressive. 
Few of the boys have experi­
mented with drugs. All have had 
the opportunity of drinking beer 
because in Latin America, any boy 
who can put the money on the 
counter for beer gets what he pays 
for. None is alcoholic, but a few 
glue, paint and gasoline sniffers 
come to the shelter. 
Most claim to have left a novia, 
and that the novia did not want 
them to travel North. A few have 
left a baby or a pregnant novia 
behind. None of the boys in the 
shelter carries venereal disease 
because all have been given blood 
tests as part of a thorough health 
examination before coming to the 
shelter. Some of the boys are em­
barrassed about the explorations 
made of their bodies by the exam­
ining male and female physicians 
in Coralon, a first for them. When 
it is explained to them why the 
doctors do this, some express sur­
prise that boys could possibly be 
carrying such diseases as venereal 
warts, SIDA (AIDS) and other af­
flictions. 
Their Spanish language is an 
adaptation made by teen-agers. A 
woman is always a "ruca", a young 
male is always a "vato", the more 
polite term for police is "placa" or 
"la ley". Placa is also tattoos on 
one'sbody. Mostly they have other 
words for lawmen. A close friend is 
"carnal". "Orale" is wow! or look at 
that one (usually a well-propor-
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tionedyoungfemale). "Quehonda"? 
means what's going on? "Ese" 
means him or that guy. "Bote" is 
jail, "jefe" or "jefa" is father or 
mother. These words appear to be 
similar to the gang language used 
in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. 
However, the boys use words not 
commonlyusedin the Valley. Teen­
agers are always building a new 
language which becomes the lan­
guage of the future for nearly ev­
eryone but the most tenacious pur­
ists. The Academia Real of Madrid 
would not acknowledge as Spanish 
the tongue used by these teenag­
ers. One 14 year-old boy who slept 
on a bus in San Salvador through 
the fighting and worked on it dur­
ing the day said that he learned 
correct Spanish from the counse­
lors in the shelter and from his 
foster mother in Michigan who was 
also Salvadorena. laskedhimwhat 
he used when he came back to the 
shelter to visit his friends and he 
said: "Yo hablo como aquellos 
chamacos, no como rni mama en 
Michigan". Abuela, who was a lov­
ing mother figure for the boys, told 
him thathe would have to clean up 
his language, especially his cussing, 
before going to a respectable fam­
ily. 
The boys do have a deep fund of 
imaginative "maldiciones". They 
do not stand in awe of Mexican 
males for their inexhaustible ap­
plication of "chingar". The Salva-
doran chamacos can keep up with 
and probably surpass any joven 
Mexican© in the use of maldiciones. 
The boys are of the lower economic 
class and their speech marks them 
as belonging to that class. 
The Chinese boys know abso­
lutely no English or Spanish and 
are at a distinct disadvantage in 
dealing with the other boys, some 
of whom steal from them and play 
tricks on them. The group of three 
Chinese boys in 1994 took these 
annoyances until they struck back, 
in a well-coordinated and sudden 
counter-offensive which took their 
tormentors by surprise. At that 
time, the Central American boys 
learned how tough the Chinese boys 
are; one boy was sent flying across 
the room with a well aimed kick. 
Another boy bore a large welt from 
some kind of blow. The movies 
they have so often watched of 
Asians fighting suddenly came 
alive in an uncomfortable way. Not 
one more incident of harassment of 
a Chinito occurred. All the boys 
respect the Chinitos for their exer­
cises; they can do 100 push-ups 
followed by 100 pull-ups in a very 
short time with no visible exertion. 
The shelter is not a prison nor 
a reformatory. There are no bars 
on the windows and gates are not 
locked. If a boy wants to run away, 
he can, but if he is caught, that 
incident will be in his folder for the 
immigration judge to see along with 
other serious disciplinary problems 
such as fighting, stealing or in­
volvement with drugs. Acommons 
room has a television set and is 
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where classes in survival English 
are taught. They are not supposed 
to leave the grounds without a staff 
member. The boys have not bro­
ken a law but are in this country 
without documentation. The young 
lawyers from Proyecto Libertad 
explain their rights to the boys and 
fight for their right to stay in this 
country in court. They are devoted 
to the boys and the boys admire 
them. 
Every boy can earn money in 
the shelter by helping out over and 
above their regular duties of set­
ting tables, clearing tables, sweep­
ing and washing tables and floors. 
The money they earn is usually 
spent in the pulga (flea market) in 
nearby towns, or at Wallmart. 
Letters from home are highly val­
ued and guarded but few boys re­
ceive them. 
The boys rise early as they are 
accustomed to in their countries, 
eat about 7:30 AM and start clean­
ing quarters and their clothing 
thereafter. They have English class 
beginning about 9:00 AM and re­
sume after lunch. The late after­
noons are for swimming, playing 
soccer or writing letters, talking, 
loafing or for going on excursions. 
They are not the TV watchers that 
American boys are because they 
have led such active lives that they 
are bored by just watching others 
play sports. One sees few boys in 
the shelter at one time-they are 
out and about or they are huddled 
in small groups talking. Every boy 
has some kind of reputation for 
soccer and they value each other's 
ability in that sport. All the boys 
say that they put on weight while 
they are in the shelter and the 
smaller ones who spend a few 
months there show signs of growth. 
Once or twice a week, the boys go to 
a park to play soccer or to the beach 
at Padre Island. They are always 
accompanied by at least two staff 
members. Few visitors come to the 
shelter. 
They are in their dormitories 
by 10:00 P.M. The boys report the 
usual adolescent horseplay in the 
dorms, water in the face of a sleep­
ing boy, covers removed and hid­
den, pillows thrown. But no boy 
has ever reported any violation of 
another boy's body. The code among 
the boys would not allow that, and 
the staff is constantly on the alert 
for any such attempts. The boys 
admit to being lonesome at night 
for their families, especially their 
mothers, younger brothers and sis­
ters. Nearly all of them say they 
cry at one time or another for their 
loved ones. One said: "Aunque 
hemos llegado, hay mucho dolor, 
porque sabemos que no vamos a 
ver anuestras mamas, ni a nuestros 
hermanitos hasta no se cuando. 
Mientras la vida para ellos es muy 
dura." Such occurrences are no 
disgrace even for the toughest of 
the boys. What is really tough on a 
boy is to have started with abrother 
and to have lost him during the 
mid-passage with no idea where he 
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now is. One boy said: "Nosotros 
bajamos del tren y tuvimos que 
correr de repente, porque la migra 
(Mexicana) nos vi'o. Mi hermano 
corrfo, no se a donde, y yo fui para 
el monte. No se que le paso, esto 
fue bace tres meses. Espero que el 
no este muerto, ni este sufriendo," 
What happens to the boys who 
go to the shelter? Most join family 
members in the United States. 
Some go to foster homes for a short 
time and some go from those to 
adoptive or long termfoster homes. 
The short term foster homes are 
located not far from Los Fresnos. 
The long term homes are places in 
which the families really want the 
boys and treat them well. The staff 
is continually looking for place­
ments for boys because while 
American families want to adopt 
children, they nearly all want in­
fants. 
All the boys have the right of 
hearing and assistance of a lawyer. 
An immigration judge determines 
whether the boys are here illegally 
and what the placement will be. 
The judge has great discretion to 
determine whether the immigrant 
boy can enter under asylum or 
whether the boy can join his family 
in the United States. The tough 
cases are for the orphans who have 
no family in the United States. 
Since the formal end of hostilities 
in El Salvador and the presumed 
end of the war conducted by the 
Guatemalan government on the 
Indian people of that country, the 
boys from those countries have 
more difficulty claiming asylum. 
The judge receives a folder from 
the shelter staff describing the boy's 
proposed assignment and his case 
history since his arrival. The staff 
emphasizes the importance of good 
behavior to the boys so that the 
judge will have a good impression 
of them and will not feel it neces­
sary to deport a boy for breaking 
the law. 
Some of the boys run away and 
either return on their own or are 
caught again by the INS. The boys 
do not understand the risks of run­
ning away from the care of the 
shelter. They do not know that 
teen age boys who know little En­
glish, donotknowtheirway around 
this country and have absolutely 
no money, are prime targets of nar­
cotic sellers and prostitution rings. 
They have been lucky in getting 
through Mexico which is very dan­
gerous for undocumented boys and 
they believe that they can over­
come any obstacles as a result of 
their gettingthrough that country. 
The boys have an intense dis­
trust of all government people, es­
pecially judges, police and army, 
for historical and personal reasons. 
An Indian boy from Guatemala 
said: "Nuestros cortes protegen solo 
los ricos, y estan ligados con los que 
han matado mis familares." 
The boys are appointed hear­
ing dates at which times they go to 
court to tell their stories to the 
judge and their motives for coming 
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to this country. The judge always 
has the boy's disciplinary record as 
compiled by the shelter staff. 
A boy's recounting of his expe­
riences and reasons for coming to 
this country can be very emotion­
ally difficult. One 16 year-old from 
El Salvador went on his final day to 
court and spent six hours recount­
ing the story of his mother's death, 
and then his father's death at the 
hands of the guerrillas. The judge 
gave the boy several rests after his 
frequent weeping and shuddering 
from the memories. His father was 
a colonel who had a big house and 
two autos. The day of his father's 
killing, someone grabbed him and 
took the then ten year-old boy into 
Guatemala where he started to 
work for a woman by tending her 
garden and taking care of her 
younger children. Those in the 
military or government who took 
the property which was the legal 
inheritance of the boy would have 
him killed the moment he reen­
tered El Salvador, so the judge 
gave him an abrazo at the end of 
the hearing and said: "This is your 
country now." 
Methodology of the Study 
The author observed these boys 
once a week during a field study 
which lasted from May, 1993 until 
September, 1994. The students of 
the author at a university in South 
Texas also did field work with the 
boys during part of that time. He 
first met the boys during a Holy 
Week service at the Shrine in San 
Juan, Texas during April, 1993. 
He interviewed 175 boys who had 
been at the shelter from twenty-
four hours to seven months. He did 
not interview any of the girls who 
had been assigned to foster homes. 
No boy or girl who is in a foster 
home can be visited by someone 
outside that family. Each inter- I 
view lasted for about forty min- S 
utes. The interviewer had a map of 
Central America and Mexico to 
refer to so that the boy could show 
where he came from and the route 
he took through Mexico as well as 
the place in the United States 
where the U. S. Border Patrol (the 
migra) apprehended him. The 
sense of geography of some of the 
boys was excellent, but for others 
was very deficient. The boys al­
ways remembered the names of 
the places they had gotten on and 
off trains and buses in Mexico, and 
of course, where the Mexican migra 
tried to grab them. The rules for 
the interviewers in the shelter are 
that interview schedules must be 
reviewed before being used with 
the boys, the boys can refuse inter­
views and can leave the interview 
at any time. No names can be j 
associated with the interview data 
and no photos can be taken of the 
boys' faces. Some of the Guatema­
lan Indian boys are reluctant to 
talk with an outsider possibly be­
cause their families have been and 
still are in great danger from ter­
rorists. Only one boy refused to be ! 
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interviewed. The names of the 
boys in this paper are not their real 
names. 
Because of the presence of maps 
and the interest boys have in each 
others' adventures, a small group 
of onlookers usually gathered, talk­
ing among themselves about the 
routes on the map and sometimes, 
correcting the account of the boy 
being interviewed. Arguments 
about where such and such a train 
stopped were not uncommon. Of­
ten the interviewer had to ask the 
onlookers to be quiet or to leave 
until theboybeinginterviewedhad 
his say. The interviews all took 
place either in the diningroom, the 
commons room, or outside atone of 
the tables. While the boys being 
interviewed liked the idea of 
M&M's being provided, they also 
attracted non-interviewees who 
pleaded loudly for them, so much 
so that the interviewer finally had 
to stop being so generous. The boys 
got to know the interviewer and to 
ask him for favors such as develop­
ing film, and fichas for cokes in the 
shelter machine. He was called 
"abuelo" because of his appearance 
and that name provided him with 
instant access to any boy in the 
shelter. 
The interviewer was often 
asked by them to help them find 
homes if they did not already have 
them. He ate with the boys several 
times, and watched them swim and 
play soccer. The boys liked to be 
recognized and talked with. He 
also brought them to his classes 
each semester at the university 
nearby where they told students, 
all teachers preparing to be admin­
istrators, about their experiences 
and why they were in the United 
States. He also obtained invita­
tions for them to nearby schools 
and to basketball and football 
games, to afolklorico presentation, 
as well as playing with ahigh school 
soccer team. In all of these set­
tings, he had a chance to observe 
their interactions with Mexican-
American students and a sample 
of the few Anglo students in the 
valley. Twenty of the boys have 
kept up contact with the inter­
viewer by letter or telephone after 
leaving the shelter. 
Atonefootball game, the abuelo 
invited the cheerleaders of the vis-
itingteam to come up and talk with 
the boys during the half time. The 
boys appreciated that gesture very 
much as they got to talk with the 
beautiful girls they had been watch­
ing and talking about for the first 
half of the game. One of the cheer­
leaders was asked by abuelo to feel 
the piece of a an exploded grenade 
which one of the Salvadoran boys 
had embedded in his hand. When 
she was told that he was carrying 
other pieces of the same grenade in 
his lower stomach, she began to 
cry. At that moment, the Salva­
doran civil war came alive for her. 
When he went to Honduras in 
1994, he stayed with relatives of 
three of the boys, and met mothers 
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of three others. The boys'mothers 
were all worried about the boys. 
One had not written for months. 
All were living in very poor loca­
tions and in houses which could 
only be called chosas or jacales. He 
visited schools which a few of the 
boys had attended. By coincidence, 
he met a boy who had been at the 
shelter five months earlier. His 
mother had been killed in a visit to 
Guatemala to get some things to 
sell in her "Chineria" (outdoor 
store). He had gone home to take 
over her store. 
The interviews were partly 
structured and partly open. He 
also talked with the staff members 
many times about the boys in gen­
eral and specific boys. He was also 
there frequently when the INS van 
pulled up with new boys to unload. 
At that moment, the boys outside 
crowded around to see where the 
new boys were from and whether 
the newcomers had heard of their 
brothers or primos who had been 
separated from them on the way 
North. 
All the interviews except eight 
were in Spanish. For those eight, 
the interviewer depended upon a 
former student, originally from 
Shanghai, to talk with the Chinese 
boys by telephone. 
Who are They? 
The boys are mainly in the 14-
17 age group. All have been work­
ing since the age of eight except a 
very few who come from lower 
middle class families who have been 
in school. The hands of the boys 
tell their life history - they are 
much larger than one expects of 
such small boys. But their hands 
are strong, well veined, calloused, 
and used to doing the kinds of things 
that working class boys in develop­
ing countries are used to doing, 
namely, taking care of themselves, 
no matter what the n eed that arises. 
They don't have money to take a 
bicycle to a repairman; they fix it 
themselves, or it doesn't get fixed. 
They are artists in the use of the 
machete-it is an all-purpose in­
strument which the boys wield with 
precision and ease for thousands of 
every-day tasks. 
The street boys (callejeros) in­
clude those who have been work­
ing the streets since they were five 
years old. Some of these boys have 
the fastesthands in North America; 
they can steal the shoes off your 
feet or the watch off your hand in a 
split second without your noticing 
it until it is too late. 
Some have been in the army 
and at least three Hondurans and 
two Guatemalans have gone AWOL 
from that duty. Those boys tell 
stories of impressment of 14 and 15 
year olds from their homes and on 
the streets, beatings by sergeants, 
sexual use of recruits by officers 
and sergeants, and absolutely no 
money coming to the soldiers after 
deductions are made for whatever 
the sergeants decide they will take. 
I asked one Honduran boy what 
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would happen if he told an army 
inspector about the abuses he had 
encountered and he said: "Ni uno 
de los reclutos quiere riesgar el 
castigo que se impone en uno que 
liable." One begins to understand 
better why the armies in Central 
American countries are so abusive 
of civilians, especially indigenous 
and campesino civilians in remote 
areas. 
Most have finished two to four 
years of primary schools. A very 
few have finished junior high 
school, and a rare one has finished 
high school. Some have had abso­
lutely no school whatever and are 
illiterate. The Nicaraguan boys 
have the best chance of having fin­
ished high school or starting uni­
versity. The lowest average of 
schooling is among the Guatema­
lan Indian boys whose communi­
ties either do not have enough 
schoolsfor everyone, or whose fami­
lies need them to work in the fields 
or in the shops. Their command of 
Caxchiquel or Quiche, Mam or 
other Mayan languages of the high­
land villages, sometimes precludes 
their attendance at schools which 
are only conducted in Spanish. 
Bilingual education in Guatemala 
is a rarity, and confined to those 
places where the Guatemalan gov­
ernment fools the USAID repre­
sentatives into thinking that such 
education is widespread and effec­
tive, therefore worth the large 
amounts ofmoney that USAID has 
spent on it. The Indians know 
better, but the USAID officials do 
not talk with the Indians of the 
villages. 
They come from families offrom 
two to nine brothers and sisters. 
About three-fourths of the boys 
have relatives in this country and 
are relatively confident of being 
placed with them. They are not 
knowledgeable of official processes 
such as getting visas or passports. 
Over half of them have lived 
with the mother who is the head 
and chief provider for the family. 
The boys have been trying to help 
the mother support the family since 
the father died, was killed, or as is 
more common, left to live with an­
other younger woman. The laws 
which require husbands to continue 
to support the first family in Cen­
tral American countries simply are 
ignored by the husbands and 
judges. The women are too fright­
ened of the authorities to pursue 
the matter. 
They simply have had no boy­
hood as American teenagers know 
that term. They have worked as 
adults with full respon sibilities for 
their families in the absence of a 
father. They have not had the 
luxuries of a bicycle, a Walkman, a 
stereo in the bedroom, or a collec­
tion of clothing. Very few of them 
know how to drive a car. They 
know how to clean a car and are 
always anxious to earn money from 
a visitor to the shelter to wash the 
car. They have heard the current 
Spanish language rock and know 
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some corridos. They know and love 
the country music of their own coun­
tries and can dance beautifully the 
merengas, puntas, and other 
dances. They are acquainted with 
American rock and rap and often 
repeat the words even though they 
have no idea of what they mean. 
The eight Chinese boys from 
the province of Fujian in Eastern 
China came from farms and were 
at least lower middle class in eco­
nomic status. Their families each 
paid as much as forty thousand 
dollars to coyotes to bring them to 
the United States. They went to 
Hong Kong, and from there flew to 
Los Angeles, the Dominican Re­
public, or Mexico City, eventually 
being apprehended by the INS. 
They all have relatives in New York. 
Their ambitions were to go to school 
and to learn English, as well as to 
work, as the Central American boys 
wanted to do. 
Characteristics of the Boys 
Their sense of honor is very 
strong. One word of insult about 
one's masculinity (e.g. a joto), a 
mother's reputation, or the honor 
of one's country will cause fists to 
fly. Fights are not common, but 
adolescent horseplay is constant. 
They can take kidding about their 
country or their former work with 
just a laugh. They make fun of 
each other constantly and call each 
other by nicknames the other boys 
have conferred on them. A boy has 
to be in good humor and not take 
himself too seriously. They also 
have nicknames for the shelter staff 
and visitors who come frequently. 
They have a strong spiritual 
sense which is apparent not only 
by what they wear on their necks, 
but in the care they take to pray 
together before meals. The staff 
does not lead, nor insist on that 
prayer. They like to go to Mass and 
to light candles for promesas. A 
sister from Brownsville used to 
come to lead the boys who wished 
to in prayer services on Saturdays. 
She gave homilies which are about 
them and their experiences. They 
ascribe their success in getting to 
the U.S. at least in part to the 
intercession of the Virgin and the 
Senor de Esquipulas, the "Cristo 
Negro" of Southern Guatemala. 
The boys get along well, re­
gardless of country of origin. If the 
boys form a close friendship, how­
ever, it is usually with someone 
from the same country and region 
or town. The pairs of boys are 
"carnales" (brothers) and help to 
keep the boys from getting too 
lonely. If a pair of boys has come 
through Mexico together, and ar­
rived at the shelter together, they 
are bonded very closely and appear 
to be inseparable. If one leaves 
before the other, the remaining 
"carnal" feels the separation keenly. 
They have a strong sense of 
fairness. They do not have high 
expectations of what life will bring 
them in the United States and do 
not expect more than the essen­
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tials in the Shelter. However, when 
there is a distribution of something 
such as sweets, articles of clothing 
or tickets, all expect equal access to 
the goods. The Guatemalan boys 
have come from a country where 
grades, passing exams and being 
promoted to the next level can be 
bought either with money or sexual 
favors. They do not expect corrup­
tion in the American system. 
As part of their image of the 
shining city on the hill, all are 
expected to be treated with an 
equality they did not enjoy in their 
own countries. Itis a country where 
fairness, not bribery or family posi­
tion, determines the distribution 
of goods. They test it out in the 
shelter and their dream is con­
firmed at least in part by what 
takes place in the shelter and in 
dealing with adults during that 
time. 
The boys are intelligent. Try 
getting across Guatemala and 
Mexico on 300 Lempiras (about 
$40) as well as across the Rio Bravo 
and talking a bus agent into selling 
you a ticket to Houston. Forty 
dollars is the price of one dinner 
with drinks in a hotel restaurant 
in Mexico. 
Their grades were a little above 
average as they remember them 
(about70-75). Afew reported grade 
averages in the low eighties. Their 
schools were not the middle class 
schools, and certainly not private 
schools, but were rural schools and 
urban schools for the poor. Their 
teachers were not interested in 
them, and they did not have the 
kind of parents who pushed them 
to excel in school. 
An example of the intelligence 
of one boy is instructive. Oscar, 15 
years old, left Honduras with an 18 
year old cousin and they started 
across Guatemala with the equiva­
lent of about $50. In Mexico they 
realized that they needed more 
money to complete their trip North. 
So they stopped in Mexico City for 
about a month to wash dishes in a 
restaurant, where they earned 
about $30. Within a few kilome­
ters of Matamoros, the Mexican 
police stopped their bus and began 
to inspect everyone's documents. 
Neither had any. Oscar realized 
that the only way he had to survive 
that stop was to talk and talk cor­
rectly. He told the inspectors that 
he was on the way to visit relatives 
in Matamoros. He said "Yo tuve 
que hablar como un Mexicano para 
convencerles queyo era Mexicano." 
When I asked him to talk to me like 
a Mexican, he put on the accent 
very effectively. His cousin who 
usually talked endlessly and with 
presumed authority, could not put 
on the accent so was taken to a 
police station where he was inter­
rogated andbeaten, then sentback 
to Honduras. 
Athirteen year-old Salvadoran 
boy who lost both parents before he 
was ten years old, started North 
and three times he was caught by 
the Mexican migra at Arriaga, 
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about 200 kilometers North of the 
Guatemalan border. Each time he 
was returned to the Guatemalan 
border. He changed his route by 
going through the mountainous 
area away from the highway, so 
the fourth time he made it. He 
joined up with four other boys in 
order to get through Mexico. He 
organized night watches with each 
boy taking a four hour watch to 
keep from being surprised by Mexi­
can police or robbers. When he 
came to my university class, he 
organized the other students, all 
older than he was, so that each one 
would have a time for presenta­
tion. He led off so that the others 
would know how to conduct them­
selves in a university class. 
A fifteen year-old boy hopped 
aboard a semi-trailer in the State 
of Vera Cruz and hid under the 
canvas cover, riding this way with­
out the driver being aware of it 
until he got to Queretaro, where he 
jumped off and begged enough 
money to buy tortillas to hold him 
until he could beg a bus ride to 
Matamoros. Many of the boys jump 
on freight trains and get off while 
they are under way. They ride on 
the ends of the cars because they 
cannot ride on top. If they fall 
asleep, they may fall off and be 
killed, and some of them do fall off. 
They learn how to size up the 
garroteros, the men who guard the 
trains, in order to decide whether 
to talk with them and ask them 
where the freight trains are going. 
He may treat them humanely or 
hit them with his baton and turn 
them over to the police. We see the 
boys who made it and who guessed 
correctly that the garroteros would 
not hurt them. 
These are examples ofboys who 
came through the mid-passage. 
They had to size up situations as 
potentially dangerous very quickly, 
and act instantly. They laser your 
eyes the first time you talk with 
them. Their brown eyes pierce 
yours in order to determine whether 
you are trustworthy and friendly. 
To any other boy they give the 
hand slap followed by the grip, but 
to an adult male, it is a handshake. 
Abrazos are welcome only if they 
know you and trust you. 
They do not see themselves as 
good students as that has not been 
their life. Their handwritingranges 
from non-existent to legible, but 
nothing fancy. The Salvadorans 
are better readers than the Guate­
malans or the Hondurans. The 
Nicaraguans are better than any 
other group and are better edu­
cated, as well as being more likely 
to want to finish high school and go 
to a university. The Ecuadoreans 
all have had junior high school. 
The Chinese boys in the shelter 
were in junior high school. 
They have learned how to ob­
tain work, to work hard for an 
employer, and to take care of them­
selves. They made their own deci­
sions about going North, whether 
to have a novia, how to save money 
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and to get by on as little as possible 
so as to leave as much as possible 
for the rest of the family. They 
have learned also how to size up 
strangers, to talk guardedly so as 
to avoid arousing suspicion, how to 
find out where to go without a map, 
to get there by the least frequented 
route, how to beg for food and to get 
along on very little of it, to keep 
awake long hours without letting 
go, to walk hundreds of miles with 
little sleep or food, how to judge the 
safety of a place, and how to keep 
one's clothes clean and to last. They 
are able to keep a pair of shoes 
goingfor thousands of miles. They 
are experts at judging the quality 
of clothing and shoes, especially 
how long they will last. They will 
go into a low-cost shoe store, look 
at the shoes and say simply: "No 
sirven". 
Their learning has been by 
observation and by doing. They 
are not planners but pragmatists. 
They simply set out for the United 
States and coped with difficulties 
as they arose. They had no time 
schedule. They found out how to go 
North by riding the freight trains 
or buses or by walking. Their orga­
nizing for the trip can be called 
"contingency planning". 
One boy walked for two and a 
half months from the extreme 
Southwest corner of Mexico 
(Tapachula) to the extreme North­
east (Matamoros). He encountered 
robbers, extreme hunger, bad 
weather, hostile police and he had 
to avoid roads. His is a feat which 
the National Geographic would 
publish if a better-connected per­
son had done it. A boy from Hondu­
ras walked across the Peten in two 
weeks, which is primitive jungle 
country in Guatemala, inhabited 
only by guerrillas, and travel in 
which is forbidden Americans. He 
said: "Mis companeros fueron los 
changos; siempre me corrieron. Los 
guerrilleros no me molestaron 
porque yo no traei nada de valor." 
Another boy traversed the same 
area, and when I asked him where 
he slept, he said: "Yo me durmi'a 
caminando por dos semanas." I 
asked him again to make sure that 
I did not misunderstand him and 
he answered: "Claro, no era posible 
dormirme en el suelo ni en los 
arboles. Cuando una persona tiene 
bastante cansancio, es posible 
domirse caminando". 
They are excellent auditory 
learners as they had to pick up 
information and compare it rap­
idly to previously acquired infor­
mation before using it. No one 
taught any of the boys the route. 
They learned it through trial and 
error and by asking questions. 
One boy answered in a univer­
sity class when asked what it took 
to cross Mexico said: "Mas que nada, 
hay que ser listo". When boys are 
asked why other boys in their bar­
rios who want to come North, do 
not come, they say most frequently 
that: "Hay falta del valor necesario, 
y ellos no tienen dinero". In their 
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stories it is clear that the combina­
tion of intelligence, bravery and 
savingmoney interact. Intelligence 
is an indispensable requisite for 
using the other two. Intelligence 
includes having some idea of the 
risks and deciding to try it, how­
ever dangerous. All the boys talk 
about the combination of these 
characteristics, not in a boastful 
way so much as discussing realisti­
cally about how about one-third or 
one-fourth of the boys get through 
the mid-passage and cross the Rio 
Bravo. The Mexican immigration 
police are responsible for keeping 
all but a handful of adolescent Cen­
tral American boys from trying the 
journey by their reputation for bru­
tality and dishonesty, andfor send-
ingback to the Guatemalan border 
most of those who try the journey, 
and do not have money enough to 
pay the mordida. Every one of the 
boys stated that he would not ad­
vise a younger brother to try to 
come North the way he did. 
Spindler (1987) states that 
anthropology has for too long been 
vague about how members of dif­
ferent cultures actually learn. 
Teaching has more often been the 
subject of anthropological descrip­
tion. Cognitive learning takes place 
on the inside so is much more diffi­
cult to describe. Fix and 
Zimmerman (1993), Stewart 
(1993), and Noboa Polanco (1991) 
all describe the necessity of teach­
ing Latino immigrant children, 
using the challenges presented by 
this group, theirunique advantages 
as learners stemming from their 
multi-cultural experiences and 
their flexibility in learning styles. 
In the lower Rio Grande Valley of 
Texas, Mexican immigrant chil­
dren are highly desired as students 
by teachers because of their bright­
ness, their discipline and eager­
ness to learn (Acevedo, et. al., 
1994, and Lynch, 1993). 
When these boys go to school, 
they must cope with the kind of 
verbal intelligence that many have 
not mastered, even though they 
have exhibited the kind of intelli­
gence that is most important for 
survival in any kind of world. If an 
education system took these boys 
where they are and built on their 
experience and strengths, they 
would be winners in modern soci­
ety. 
According to Vygotsky (1978), 
learning of language takes place in 
a cultural context along with how 
to behave appropriately in that 
culture. These boys coped with the 
nuances in Mexico and with that 
preparation, they have learned 
skills in coping with the American 
cultures. 
At the risk of stereotyping, one 
can observe the differences in talk­
ing style embedded in the boys' 
cultures. The Guatemalan Indian 
boys talk quietly in Spanish to 
strangers, and use their native lan­
guages among themselves. They 
are very unobtrusive, polite and 
deferential to any kind of author­
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ity and to anyone showing age. 
They do not promote themselves. 
The Ladino Guatemalan boys from 
the highlands are from a totally 
different culture, and are more as­
sertive. The urban boys from that 
country are assertive and vocal. 
They are more used to "aprovechar" 
people. One fourteen year-old from 
Guatemala City wrote in a letter: 
"Yo eomenze a frequentar el Parque 
Concordia hace dos anos. Alia 
espere los hombres que llegaron 
parahacer sexo con los muchachos. 
Me llevaron a los mejores hoteles 
para la noche...Una noche yo 
estaba con un Americano en el ho­
tel (X). Cuando se callo dormido, 
yo le robe $400, y asi era posible 
viajar al Norte. Si alguien quiere 
llevarme a Houston, yo estoy 
dispuesto hacer sexo con el..." In 
order to protect his male reputa­
tion, he added: "Nadie me piso; yo 
les pise siempre". The price of 
using the park as a center for meet­
ing clients was to "...compartir la 
ganancia con la policia". 
The Honduran boys from the 
capital city, Tegucigalpa, are laid 
back and used to waitingfor oppor­
tunities or help from patrones. The 
boys from San Pedro Sula which is 
the second city of that country and 
the industrial center, are from a 
lowland culture where people are 
used to "agarrar" the moment, talk 
much louder and faster (the 
capitolinos perceive them as 
"incultos"), and to look for help. 
The Salvadorans are the hustlers, 
the promoters, whose language is 
loaded with instrumental phrases 
and who constantly size up people 
and situations as to the possibili­
ties of making a few colones by 
washing the car, for example. The 
Nicaraguans are thebesteducated, 
proud, tall in stature and disdain 
deal making. They give the im­
pression of being very confident of 
their place and future in the world. 
Some boys and their compan­
ions have been beaten by Mexican 
police and robbers in Mexico and 
on the American side of the Rio 
Bravo. They have seen their com­
panions beaten and kids their ages 
raped and killed in Mexico by po­
lice and robbers. The Indian boys 
and some of the Salvadoran boys 
have seen parents, brothers and 
cousins killed during the fighting. 
Afew have themselves participated 
in the fighting on both sides. Two 
Salvadoranboys reported thattheir 
school in San Vicente and all other 
primary schools in the area had 
been destroyed in the fighting. 
They had lost the chance to finish 
primary school because once you 
lose that much time in a Central 
American country, there is no re­
entry possible. A third boy wept 
when he told of how desperately 
poor his mother and family near 
San Vicente was and how their 
schools had been destroyed. Other 
Salvadoran boys reported the de­
struction of rural schools in the 
Eastern area of the country. A 
USAID official in El Salvador told 
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this interviewer in 1989 that only 
one school had been damaged in 
the entire country by the fighting. 
He then showed me his large col­
lection of antiques and art objects 
which he had purchased at fire sale 
prices in the country. 
Accordingto Rodriguez,(1990), 
all the children in the shelter had 
witnessed dangerous incidents and 
were troubled by bad dreams and 
memories. A clinical psychologist 
comes to the shelter to work with 
boys who have severe psychologi­
cal problems. 
Perhaps one of then most sig­
nificant residuals of the fighting 
and destruction is the boys' sense 
that they have nothing solid to 
hang on to. So much in their lives 
has been lost and so little left to 
cling to of earlier years that they 
had no anchors in their lives. One 
boy put it: "No tengo nadie que me 
quiere. Soy una pluma en cima de 
las ollas". The boys can size up 
people and situations very quickly. 
One thirteen year old from El Sal­
vador who spent two years collect­
ing tickets on a bus and the nights 
sleeping on the bus after both his 
parents were killed had acquired 
the habit of visually scanning the 
area. The bus he worked on went 
through the market area of San 
Salvador and down to La Libertad 
on the coast, both of which were 
important scenes of fighting. 
Diego's eyes darted around con­
stantly to see what was happening 
on the margins of his vision. When 
this interviewer asked him about 
his reactions to the bombs which 
went off every morning and evening 
in the capital city, he simply said: 
"Yo vine a ser acustumbrado". This 
writer became acustumbrado to the 
same bombs at the same time in 
1989, but in the comfort and safety 
of the Sheraton Hotel in San Salva­
dor. 
Unpredictability breeds a cyni­
cism about making plans for the 
future, especially if one's life may 
end at any time. 
Why do They Come? 
Nearly all the boys rank 
"trabajo" as the primary reason for 
coming to the U.S. Their motive 
for coming to work is usually ex­
pressed by them as "para ayudar 
mi mama (o la familia)" Secondly, 
they come "para superarme", which 
means not necessarily schooling, 
but learning English and learning 
some skills necessary for work. At 
the shelter their aspirations are 
untouched by any knowledge of 
how the labor market in the United 
States works. They are confident 
that they will get some kind of 
work (Campos, et. al., 1994). 
When asked whether they will 
return someday, nearly all say that 
they will not. They intend to stay 
here. Except for their families, 
they do not express a great affec­
tion for their patria. So often they 
say that "Este pais es lo mas bo-
nito. Aquiesmejor que alia." They 
never mention the beauty of their 
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own countries' lands, or its fiestas. 
They have been something like 
observers but not participants in 
their own cultural panorama. They 
say quietly that "To do va bien aqui" 
They say they will keep their reli­
gion. When discussing their coun­
try, they talk mostly about "La 
injusticia, la falta de oportunidad, 
la coneentraeion de poder en los 
manos de los ricos". When asked 
about the government of their coun­
tries, they answer typically: "No 
importa que partido asume el 
poder. Todo el pais esta controlado 
por los ricos; lospobresno tienen ni 
recibiran nada de cualquier 
partido". They are deeply alien­
ated from the political processes of 
their countries. 
Violence to families and threat­
ened violence to boys is a reason for 
poor Honduran boys coming to the 
U.S. One boys' father was shot in 
Olancho province in early 1993 on 
his farm, simply because someone 
else wanted it. Olancho is famous 
in Honduras as a Wild West area. 
One Honduran boy was told by 
neighbors that he either leave his 
land to a neighbor or he would be 
killed. His father told him to leave 
immediately for the North. Itmade 
no difference that his uncle was a 
colonel. A death threat is easy to 
carry out in Honduras. 
Human Capital and the Shel­
ter Boys 
Along with their lack of knowl­
edge about the work place in a 
developed country which demands 
ever higher preparation even for 
fast food jobs, is a striking lack of 
concern for their own future. Plan­
ning for the future is worth while 
only if people believe that they 
somehow have some power over 
their lives and can control to some 
extent their own future. 
They do not have a notion of 
human capital applied to them­
selves, which is a sense that present 
investment in education in train­
ing and education pays off later in 
higher income. They have not ob­
served in friends and family mem­
bers the results of education on 
jobs. They see work as undifferen­
tiated and their future as not climb­
ing any kind of ladder. Work and 
advancement is something which 
comes from family connections and 
luck. They are willing to go to 
school at night if they can work 
during the day. "Para mi lo 
importante es trabajar; no importa 
que tipo de trabajo o a donde 
trabajo", is their summary of work. 
A Guatemalan Indian boy told me 
when I asked whether they could 
go to school and be able to send 
more money from better jobs later: 
"Mi familia tiene que comer hoy; 
ahora mismo tienen hambre". 
Ready (1993) studied Central 
American immigrant youth in the 
Washington, D.C. area and found 
that his sample of young people 
worked hard in school to prepare 
for higher education. Subse­
quently, they went to a university 
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and prepared for higher level occu­
pations. They were children who 
had accompanied their families to 
the U.S. and had a fairly well-
organized life with adults who en­
couraged them to continue their 
education in this country. They 
came to the U.S. with more social 
capital than the sample of boys in 
this study. They had all finished 
primary school and most had en­
tered secondary school. Few shel­
ter boys had completed more than 
primary school. 
The Mexican high school im­
migrant students to the valley, on 
the other hand, had a clear notion 
of human capital formation and its 
relevance to their lives (Baggerly-
Hinojosa and Rodriguez, 1994). 
They and their families are clearly 
willing to bear the high school edu­
cation in the U.S. during which 
time the student does not work. 
The Mexican students have a much 
clearer sense of what they want to 
do after high school. Well over half 
of them want to go on to a post-high 
school institution. 
The Mexican students come 
from lower middle class families 
which places them above the level 
of the Central American immigrant 
boys. The knowledge Mexican im­
migrant students have of the U.S. 
is much greater then that held by 
the Central American boys because 
most of them have had exposure to 
the U.S. border and have at least 
shopped in the U.S. (Baggerly-
Hinojosa and Rodriguez, 1994). 
By contrast, only two of the 
more than 150 Central American 
boys in 1993 and 1994 stated that 
they wanted to go to a 
postsecondary institution. The 
ratio went up slightly in the 1995 
interviews. Both youths had been 
in high school in either Ecuador or 
El Salvador. The parents of both 
were teachers. 
The shelter boys have a pro­
found lack of knowledge about the 
U.S., even though their relatives 
may live here. They know nothing 
about the working of the legal sys­
tem, or how one obtains a job. Their 
knowledge of the geography of this 
country is so limited that they imag­
ine the size of the country to be 
similar to the size of Central 
America. By contrast, Mexican 
immigrant students have an excel­
lent sense of U.S. geography and a 
much better appreciation of the 
distances, Mexico is a much larger 
country and the children are much 
better educated in geography and 
history. 
Macias (1992) has studied the 
Mexican child in his village school 
and found that the preparation of 
the child is very sound for future 
schooling. The community is very 
supportive of the school and see 
that children are taken care of in 
school. The closeness of bonds one 
finds in Mexican villages between 
teachers and parents is not found 
so frequently in Central America 
where the central ministry allows 
little "home rule" for communities 
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over their schools. 
The shelter boys' concepts of 
what jobs they want to hold and for 
how long are unformed. They only 
say when asked what kind of a job 
they want, "No importa que tipo de 
trabajo, solo quiero trabajo". Only 
the very few who had jobs such as 
furniture maker, shoemaker, 
electrician's helper, or auto me­
chanic wanted the same kind of 
job, if possible. Their notions of 
how long one works, for what kind 
of wages, how one gets to work, 
how taxes are paid, and how one 
advances in a job, were concerns 
they simply knew nothing about 
and cared little about. They have 
come out of a traditional economy 
and the conditions attendant upon 
the entry into a modern economy 
are strange to them. They know 
nothing about the conditions nec­
essary for obtaining welfare or any 
kind of public assistance, even food 
stamps. For them, the purpose of a 
job is to help their mothers and 
younger siblings. How hard they 
have to work is immaterial. They 
want to send something home to 
their mothers as soon as possible. 
It is the classical story of the immi­
grant to America. It is not the story 
of lazy people trying to get them-
j selves on a handout list. 
For them the future is now. 
! They do not know how to prepare 
for the changing world of work, 
what opportunities are going to 
disappear and which will be 
greater. They do not know how to 
"sell themselves" to an employer. 
They do not have a good opinion of 
their own abilities to move up in 
the world. They have seen only low 
income and exploited role models. 
Their hopes are that their employer 
will be an understanding and kind 
patron. 
The range of their occupations 
included agricultural worker which 
was the most common. They tended 
animals and performed hand labor 
of planting, weeding, pulling veg­
etables and fruit, mostly bananas, 
and loading produce. The other 
occupations included clown in a 
circus, ticket collector on a bus, 
mechanic's helper, welder's helper, 
cabinetmaker's helper and furni­
ture maker's helper. One fourteen 
year old orphan in Chiapas brought 
food to prostitutes while they were 
waiting for clients. Others were 
bakers, janitors, mechanics' help­
ers, tile setters' helpers, dishwash­
ers in restaurants, soldiers, chauf­
feurs for families, tailors' helpers, 
retail clerks' assistants, car wash­
ers, metal workers, brickyard work­
ers, and assembly line workers in 
factories, especially factories mak­
ing cloth and clothingfor the Ameri­
can market. 
If they stopped to work in 
Mexico, many of them were paid 
nothing but subsistence food. They 
worked as much as twelve hours a 
day, seven days a week. The boys 
who worked on farms or planta­
tions were used to being sprayed 
with chemicals from the air while 
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they worked. One who worked in 
Honduras making Jordache jeans 
said: "Habfa tanto polvo de la tela 
que a veces yo apenas podia aspirar. 
Siempre tenia toz y asthma cuando 
trabajaba alia." They have not 
heard of occupations such as com­
puter operators or repair person. 
They only know traditional occu­
pations. In the field of agriculture, 
they only know of jobs in produc­
tion, not in marketing, shipping or 
processing where the pay was much 
better than in the fields. 
The boys have dreams of 
America-of living somewhere, how­
ever humble, with friends and fam­
ily. They often ask of a place they 
are going: "Es bonito alia?" I hate 
to answer that question about los 
Angeles or New York: two fre­
quently named places where they 
are going. They have come to the 
promised land. They have decided 
not to try to reform the societies in 
their home countries. 
An education which combines 
work with study is what they would 
like. When the GED program is 
described to them, they say that is 
the way they would like to study. 
They are not fully aware that 
there is a great deal of anti-His­
panic prejudice which attaches to 
References 
their language, their love of family 
and their religion. Their future 
will be affected by the success of 
the campaign of hate waged by 
politicians such as Feinstein and 
Wilson and by many groups which 
share the racism of the Carrying 
Capacity Network which subsidizes 
the racist myths of the "economist" 
Huddle. 
A decade ago people such as 
Gaylord Nelson would have been 
ashamed to allow his name to be 
associated with a group so similar 
to the Nazis in its ideology. But 
fear of immigrants now sweeps 
many people into the maw of the 
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Social Control In Twentieth Century Texas: The 
Influence Of Ethnicity On Prison Terms For Mur­
der 
Deon E. Brock, Jonathan R. Sorensen, and James W. Marquart* 
Resumen 
El prbposito de este articulo es para determinar la influencia que tiene el origen dtnico 
de una persona en el tiempo de condena que cumple en la prisi6n por cometer un asesinato. 
Usando datos del sistema de Prisibn de Texas durante 1923-1972, encontramos que 
mientras los hispanos recibieron sentencias mas severas en los anos veinte, ha habido 
desde ese tiempo una declinaeidn en las sentencias de hispanos cuando lo comparamos con 
reos 6 personas de origen anglosajdn. 
A historical examination by 
Paul Knepper(1989) focusing on 
the development of the Arizona 
Territorial Prison suggests that 
j there is an inherent prejudice 
against minorities present in the 
prison system ofthe United States. 
After the United States acquired 
control of the Southwest from 
Mexico as a result of the Mexican 
War, there was a perceived need to 
construct a prison in order to con­
trol Mexican outlaw behavior, as it 
was labeled. Upon completion the 
prison housed a population that 
was predominantly Mexican. As 
for the purpose served, Knepper 
(1989:143) comments. "Imprison­
ment in early Arizona followed the 
Southern model in maintaining 
Anglo domination, controlling a 
disenfranchised population of 
Mexicans and providing a cheap 
labor for capitalist development." 
Mirande' (1987) contends that 
the criminal justice system in the 
Southwest served to maintain the 
subordinate status of Hispanics 
throughout the Twentieth Century. 
The purpose of this paper is to 
determine the extent to which pris­
ons serve this social control func­
tion. In order to test Mirande's 
hypothesis, data were collected on 
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the sentencing of murderers in 
Texas during 1923 through 1972. 
If longer prison terms are imposed 
on Hispanics than on Anglos for 
the crime of murder the social con­
trol hypothesis is supported. 
Prior Research 
Previous research has provided 
differential findings related to the 
effect of ethnicity of the offender on 
sentencing. Some recent studies 
have not found evidence of dis­
crimination in the processing of 
various racial and ethnic groups 
(Tinker, Quiring, and Pimentel, 
Johnson 1979: Williams 1980): 
however, much evidence exists in 
support of the discrimination hy­
pothesis. When examining the 
minority composition of a given 
institution, minorities tend to be 
over-represented among the ranks 
of the incarcerated. For example, 
during 1956-1989 there was a de­
cline in New York's white inmate 
population while the number of 
Hispanic inmates increased by 284 
percent (Flanagan et al, 1991). 
A critical analysis of prison 
populations in general points to an 
over-representation of minorities 
serving time for criminal activi­
ties: but, the question remains as 
to how much of this disparity is due 
to discriminatory treatment dur­
ing processing as opposed to legiti­
mate factors. As Petersilia states. 
"Logic suggests and statistics show 
that much of this disparity is sim­
ply due to the much greater preva­
lence of crime among minorities 
than among whites." (1985:305) 
Petersilia, using data from the 
Rand Inmate Survey (RIS), com­
pared the disposition of minorities' 
and whites' cases throughout the 
various stages of case processing. 
Controlling for age, conviction 
crime, and prior record. Petersilia 
found that minority status in­
creased sentence length by one to 
seven months. 
Using data from the California 
Offender Based Transaction Sta­
tistics (08TS), Petersilia (1985) 
found that minorities received 
harsher treatment at the final stage 
of case processing, whereas whites 
received harsher treatment at the 
beginning stage. Whites were more 
susceptible to warrant-related ar­
rests that would result in charges 
being filed, but were also more 
likely than minorities to plea bar­
gain. Researchers have found that 
those who plead guilty are more 
likely to receive leniency. Those 
who do not plead guilty in essence 
receive a "trial tax" for wasting the 
time and cost of a trial (McCarthy 
& Lindquist 1985). Since plea bar­
gaining often results in reduced 
charges and lesser sentences, mi­
norities cases' often result in more 
severe sentences (see also Welch et 
al. 1985: Zatz 1985). 
Other indirect organizational 
and direct ethnic discrimination 
contribute to the disparity in prison 
populations (Unnever, 1982). 
Hagan (1977) suggests the impor­
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tance of location (urban versus ru­
ral) when analyzing the differen­
tial processing of offenders. The 
more urbanized the courts, and 
hence more bureaucratized, the 
more lenient sentences are likely 
to be imposed. In a more bureau­
cratized court chances of discrimi­
nation are diminished so that sen­
tencing disparities should be at a 
minimum in urban centers. 
A study of sentencing differ­
ences in the cities of El Paso, Texas 
and Tucson, Arizona by Holmes 
and Daudistel (1984) showed that 
minority status did effect the se­
verity of sentences handed down in 
the courts. The authors examined 
convictions for burglary and rob­
bery in the two cities during 1976-
77 and found that minorities, both 
blacks and Mexican-Americans, 
tried before juries were probably 
going to acquire harsher sentences 
"than otherwise similar Anglo de­
fendants." (Holmes & Daudistel 
1984). The authors also noted that 
sentencing practices in Tucson ex­
hibited a more uniform appear­
ance than those in El Paso, where 
more disparity was found. This led 
the authors to hypothesize that 
minorities receive harsher sen­
tences in areas where there is an 
above average number of minori­
ties because the "dominant com­
munity" feels threatened (see also 
Mirande' 1987). 
Other variables have also been 
shown to interact with ethnicity in 
sentencing decisions including sex 
and age. If youthful or female 
minorities are given relatively 
harsher sentences than youthful 
or female whites, this may signal 
an unwillingness to consider miti­
gating circumstances when minori­
ties commit murder (Bowers, 1984). 
Several hypotheses can be derived 
from the literature regarding the 
length of prison terms imposed on 
minorities for murder in Twenti­
eth Century Texas. First, an over­
all differential in the sentencing of 
murderers by ethnicity is to be ex­
pected, with minorities receiving 
longer prison terms. Murder is 
often perceived to be the most seri­
ous threat to the social order. Sec­
ond, many factors can be expected 
to influence the length of prison 
terms imposed on murderers both 
independently and through inter­
action with ethnicity. Third, it is 
likely that sentencing differentials 
were more pronounced during the 
early Twentieth Century, a time in 
which Hispanics were perceived as 
more of a threat to the social order. 
By testing these hypotheses, the 
current research will add to the 
literature on disparity in the sen­
tencing of minority offenders. 
Methods 
In order to determine if 
ethnicity has influenced the length 
of prison terms in Texas duringthe 
Twentieth Century, data were col­
lected from ledgers kept by the 
Texas Prison System. Information 
from the ledgers, including date of 
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conviction, county of conviction, 
date received, offense, plea, race/ 
ethnicity, sex, age, form of release, 
and date of release, was recorded 
on all inmates received during 
1923-1972 for murder. The sample 
actually represents a population of 
all offenders sentenced to prison 
for murder during the 50-year pe­
riod. For the purpose of the cur­
rent study, the sample was limited 
only to Hispanics and Anglos (those 
of European heritage) who had com-
mitted first-degree murder 
(N=2.648). 
The dependent variable is the 
maximum number of years that 
offenders were sentenced to serve 
in prison (MXSENT), In this vari­
able, ranging from 1 to 99, life was 
coded as 99 years because the Texas 
prison system has historically 
treated the life and 99-year terms 
as synonymous. In its original form 
the falling into the 99 year cat­
egory: hence the mean sentence 
should be interpreted cautiously. 
Because of the distribution of the 
dependent variable, median sen­
tence and a dichotomous variable— 
percent receiving life are also pre­
sented in the tables. In the mul­
tiple regression analyses, the loga­
rithm of MXSENT had to be used 
in order not to violate the assump­
tion of linearity. 
The main independent variable 
of interest is the ETHNICITY of 
offenders. Other theoretically rel­
evant variables related to the of­
fender in the data set are PLEA, 
AGE, AND SEX. Plea is included 
because those pleading not guilty 
are likely to receive more severe 
sentences. Age is important in this 
analysis because younger defen­
dants traditionally receive more 
lenient sentences due, on the aver­
age, to less extensive criminal 
records. Sex is included because 
female defendants are also often 
the recipients of leniency. These 
variables may interact with 
ethnicity in that youthful and fe­
male minorities may not receive 
leniency extended to these classes 
among majority group members. j 
Further, minorities may be less j 
likely to plead guilty, accounting 
for more severe prison sentences. 
Two other variables were cre­
ated from the county of conviction, 
LOCATION and REGION. Al- i 
though the operationalization of 
LOCATION is difficult and could 
possibly change over a 50-year pe­
riod, those areas which have been 
the major urban areas in Texas 
over the years have been included 
as urban: Bexar (San Antonio), 
Dallas, Harris (Houston), Tarrant 
(Fort Worth), and Travis (Austin). 
The remaining counties are coded 
as rural. Previous research has 
suggested that larger more bureau-
cratized courts give more lenient 
sentences, which are also less likely 
to be biased by a defendant's 
ethnicity. All 41 counties which 
either border Mexico or are con­
tiguous to border counties with con­
centrations of Hispanics greater 
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the effects of ethnicity are present 
independent of the other variables. 
The trends in sentencing over the 
50 year period are then examined, 
as well as the amount of time actu­
ally served. 
The overall figures for the 50 
year interval indicate that effect 
length of prison terms. Hispanics 
receive significantly shorter terms 
ofimprisonment than Anglos. His­
panics are also less susceptible to 
receiving life terms than Anglos. 
Table 1 reports sentence length by 
defendant ethnicity controlling for 
the variables plea, age, sex, loca­
tion, and region. 
The control variables produced 
differing results for Hispanics and 
Anglos. One of two control vari­
ables with consistent effects for 
both ethnic groups was SEX, fe­
males receiving more lenient sen­
tences. The second, REGION, had 
little effect on sentence length for 
either ethnic group. The remain­
ing control variables had little ef­
fect on length of prison terms for 
Hispanics, and somewhat unex­
pected results for Anglos. Younger 
Anglos offenders received longer 
terms and were more prone to re­
ceive life sentences. Anglo defen­
dants in urban areas received 
longer terms ofimprisonment than 
did those defendants from rural 
areas. Anglo defendants who pled 
guilty also received longer terms of 
imprisonment than those who pled 
not guilty. 
In order to adequately identify 
the effects of ethnicity on sentence, 
the other independent variables 
must be held constant. Results 
from an ANGVA are presented in 
Table 2.1 
The results from the 
multivariated model support those 
presented in Table 1. While the 
model accounts for only a small 
portion of the variance in sentenc­
ing, all of the main effects were 
significant except for region. As 
mentioned earlier, border versus 
non-border region appears to have 
little influence on the disposition 
of cases either independently or in 
conjunction with the other vari­
ables, offering little supportfor the 
minority threat hypothesis 
(Holmes andDaudistel 1984). The 
strongest main effect is location: 
offenders from rural areas receive 
leniency when compared to their 
urban counterparts. Also as noted 
in the previous analysis, those 
pleading guilty, those under the 
age of 25 and males received longer 
prison terms. 
The effects of ethnicity are still 
significant even when controlling 
for the effects of the other vari­
ables. The counterintuitive find-
ingthatHispanicsreceived shorter 
prison terms is again supported 
The two-way interaction between 
ethnicity and plea significantly in­
fluences length of sentence. While 
Hispanics who had pled guilty re­
ceived lesser sentences, all other 
variables considered. Anglos who 
had pled guilty were penalized with 
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Table 2. Analysis of Variance and Multiple Classification Analysis for factors relating to 
length of sentence (logged) for first-degree murderers in Texas. 1923-1972. 
Adjusted Significance 







Not Guilty -.05 
AGE 
Under 25 .09 











PLEA by HISPANICS 
SEX by URBAN 
Grand Mean=2.94 
Multiple R=.181; Multiple R2=.033 
.09 19.670 .000 
.06 13.167 .000 
.04 5.647 .018 
.06 12.119 .001 
.12 49.787 .000 
.01 .065 .799 
5.451 .020 
4.588 .032 
longer prison terms. While the 
pattern for Hispanics is that typi­
cally found, the findings for Anglos 
is opposite the expected lengthier 
findings for those who insist upon 
a trial and would therefore be pre­
dicted to receive a "trial tax". 
To determine if changes oc­
curred in the influence of ethnicity 
on prison term length during the 
time period studied, the mean years 
sentenced was calculated by 
ethnicity on the basis of five-year 
intervals for the 50-year period. 
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These figures are presented in 
Table 3. 
Looking at overall trends in 
prison terms we observe long terms 
being imposed in the 1920's. The 
prison terms issued in the 1920's 
were an average length of approxi­
mately 40 years, with 28 percent of 
those sentenced to prison receiv­
ing a life term. Prison terms for 
both ethnic groups descended 
through the early 193Q's. While 
prison terms kept decreasing for 
Hispanics through the early 1940's, 
prison terms for Anglos began to 
rise during the mid-1930's. After 
the initial decline, there was an 
increase in mean sentence length 
to a high point reached in the mid-
1960's, with another decline into 
the 1970's. 
Duringthe period from 1923 to 
1972 we observe a change in distri­
bution of mean sentence length by 
ethnicity. During the 1920's and 
early 1930's, Hispanics received 
longer mean sentences than 
Anglos. In the mid-1930's, we ob­
serve a change in this sentencing 
trend, with Anglos receiving longer 
mean sentences throughout the 
remaining years. 
From the data, it was also pos­
sible to observe how maximum 
prison terms translated in time 
served. On average, these first 
Table 3. Mean sentence by ethnicity by five-year intervals during 1923-1972. 
Interval 
Midpoints Hispanics Anglos Difference 
1925 44.2 39.4 +4.8 
1930 29.7 26.9 +2.8 
1935 27.1 33.4 -6.3 
1940 23.6 38.2 -14.6 
1945 33.3 38.7 -5.4 
1950 31.2 43.8 -12.6* 
1955 35.9 41.9 -6.0 
1960 38.0 52.9 -14.9* 
1965 36.5 50.4 -13.9* 
1970 24.9 40.4 -15.5* 
*p < .05 
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degree murderers served just over 
6 years. Unlike maximum sen­
tences, there is less disparity be­
tween Anglos and Hispanics in 
time-served. Anglos served an av­
erage of 6.13 years compared to 
Hispanics at 5.92 years. Hispanics 
served a larger proportion of their 
sentence, an average of 32.3 per­
cent of their sentences compared to 
Anglos who served only 28 percent, 
or median time served of 27.5% 
and 20.0%, respectively. The ac­
tual time served had a mediating 
effect on the initial sentencing dis­
parity. Hispanics served nearly as 
long as Anglos, while their maxi­
mum sentences were significantly 
shorter. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
When considering potential 
explanations for these results, it is 
important to address certain is­
sues. In the analysis, we see an 
unexpected leniency in the sen­
tencing of Hispanics. One expla­
nation for this seemingly anoma­
lous findingis differential sentenc­
ing based on the ethnicity of the 
victim. It is probable that many 
Hispanics examined in our study 
received lenient sentences because 
they rarely offended against mem­
bers ofthe ethnic majority—Anglos. 
Although ethnicity of the victim is 
not present within the records from 
which this data set was developed, 
a study of sentenced murders in 
Texas during 1942-1972 found that 
89 percent of the sampled Hispanic 
murderers had Hispanic victims 
(Ralph etal. 1992). The same study 
also found that ethnicity and race 
of the victim were much more in­
fluential determinants of sentenc­
ing than ethnicity and race of the 
offenders.2 Murders involving His­
panics victimizing Hispanics are 
possibly perceived as less severe in 
nature than Hispanics victimizing 
Anglos. Since most Hispanic mur­
ders are intraethnic, the ethnicity 
of the victim could account in part 
for the leniency in sentencing. 
Another possibility is that only 
the more serious Anglo cases war­
ranted a prison sentence, whereas 
Hispanics received prison time for 
lesser crimes. Sampling bias is 
present in that only individuals 
whohad received prison terms were 
included in the current study, while 
those cases not prosecuted, acquit­
ted, or sentenced to probation were 
excluded. If Hispanics are sen­
tenced to prison for the least seri­
ous homicides, one is going to ob­
serve a pattern wherein Hispanic 
offenders on average receive lesser 
sentences than Anglos. 
When analyzing the relation­
ship between sentencing disparity 
and control variables one discovers 
unexpected findings that could be 
the basis for an explanation of these 
apparently anomalous findings. 
The control variables do not have 
as much of an effect on the sen­
tence length for Hispanics as they 
do for Anglos. When focusing on 
differential sentencing as related 
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to the variable location, we observe 
a very small difference in mean 
sentence lengths for urban (32.8 
years) and rural (31 years) His­
panic defendants. On the contrary, 
we discover a much larger differ­
ence in mean lengths for urban 
(46.7 years) and rural (36.9 years) 
Anglos. The same pattern holds 
true for plea, age and sex of defen­
dants. 
The presence of control vari­
ables that usually lead to sentenc­
ing leniency for Anglos appears to 
have less of an effect on the sen­
tencing of Hispanics. Hispanic 
defendants receive basically the 
same sentence regardless of cir­
cumstance. He/she appears to get 
what has been labeled the "going 
rate" for a particular crime with­
out consideration of other variables, 
the presence of which often leads to 
leniency in cases with Anglo defen­
dants. 
In an additional effort to ex­
plain the trends in sentencing, we 
refer to the conflict perspective 
presented by Mirande's (1987). 
Mirande's examination of the His­
panic plight focuses on the period 
of time from the conclusion of the 
Mexican-American War, with the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, 
through the 1970's. He states that 
the Treaty never truly protected 
Hispanics' rights as stated in its 
provisions. According to Mirande' 
(1987:17) "As legal and extralegal 
mechanisms were used to take land 
and power away from the Chicano, 
the police, military, and Border 
Patrol were employed to maintain 
them in a subordinate position.** 
We propose an explanation for 
the sentencing disparity between 
Hispanics and Anglos based on this 
theoretical perspective. In the 
1920's, Hispanics received signifi­
cantly longer sentences than 
Anglos due to the fact that the 
depletion of Hispanics' resources 
was still in progress. The need for 
extensive removal of Hispanics 
possibly could have been more im­
perative during this period, a need 
fulfilled by the legal system. The 
Anglos being more powerful than 
the "internally colonized" Hispan­
ics were more able to take Hispanic 
power and land by force through 
the formal apparatus of the crimi­
nal justice system. But as time 
passed, and Hispanics' resources 
were nearly depleted, there was no 
longer a need to subject Hispanics 
to lengthy prison terms, hence a 
downward trend in prison term 
length imposed on Hispanics rela­
tive to Anglos was observed. At 
this point, all that is necessary is 
maintenance sentencing—consis­
tently sentencing Hispanics to 
prison terms without the benefit of 
consideration for mitigating fac­
tors—to keep Hispanics in "their 
place." 
Brock, Sorensen, and Marquart Ethnicity-Prison 59 
Notes 
Tor the multivariate model, it was necessary to transform the dependent variable 
because of the negative skew caused by a large number of cases in the 99 year category. The 
adjusted deviations in the first column show the distance of particular variable categories 
from the grand mean with all other variables considered. The interpretation of Beta in the 
second column is the same as in multiple regression. The F-test and associated probability 
level is a measure of significance of the adjusted deviations. 
2Similarly, Kelly (1976:248) found that, "Indians and Mexican Americans found 
guilty of homicide are treated more leniently in sentencing than the other racial or ethnic 
groups." Recent death penalty research has also consistently shown that killers of whites 
are more likely than killers of minorities to receive the death penalty (Paternoster, 1991). 
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The Phantom of the Operators: 
Global Networks and Flexible Production in the 
Maquiladora Industry 
Eduardo Barrera Herrera* 
Resumen 
Los sistemas avanzados de telecomunicaciones en la industria maquiladora muestran 
una tendencia en la reorganizaci6n global del trabajo industrial. Esta tecnologia se 
convierte en un componente clave del nuevo paradigma de produccidn flexible, aportando 
la dimensidn de flexibilidad geogrdfica. Contrariamente a las expectativas de los 
'postindustrialistas', las telecomunicaciones centralizan la inteligencia en las redes, 
permitiendo al capital internacional fluir libremente y manejar ventajosamente los 
diferentes mercados de trabajo. 
Telecommunications and La­
bor1 
The role of new communica­
tion technologies and management 
practices has been studied in a 
number of academic fields: com­
munications, industrial geogra­
phy, industrial sociology, econom­
ics, political science, etc. This study 
is a transdisciplinary analysis of 
these relations from a class-theo­
retical perspective, not only in the 
context of the shop floor, but in the 
telecommunications industry it­
self, outside the factory, and in 
linguistic representations of the 
relations of production. 
Labor relations is not one of 
the most studied aspects of tele­
communications research. It is 
seldom looked at as central. Most 
of the time labor is seen as a corol­
lary to the study of the impact of 
telecommunications on productiv­
ity. Even though administrative 
and scholars are often at odds in 
methods and theoretical frame­
works, they do share many assump­
tions when looking at the central-
ity, or marginality, of relations of 
production. 
When researchers look at la­
bor relations and telecommunica­
tions, they have tended to look at 
*Researcher at El Colegio De La Frontera Norte in Ciudad Juarez and teaches in the 
Communications Department, University of Texas at El Paso. 
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that issue within the telecommu­
nications industry. On the other 
hand, when telecommunications is 
analyzed in relation to other sec­
tors, mainly manufacturing and 
finance, labor related issues are 
neglected. These two approaches, 
a labor centered research limited 
to the telecommunications indus­
try and the discussion of the rela­
tion between telecommunications 
and other sectors leave an entire 
area that has been ignored-rela-
tionshipsbetween telecommunica­
tions and labor in the manufactur­
ing sector. 
As indicated, scholarly re­
search shares two assumptions 
with administrative research con-
cerninglabor as a determinant fac­
tor in the development of commu­
nications. Vincent Mosco and Elia 
Zureik criticize the impact of tech­
nological change on job security, as 
well as physical and psychological 
stress, but view the worker the 
same way administrative research­
ers do.2 Workers are seen as af­
fected by management decisions. 
They are external to the outcome of 
not only decision making, but tech­
nological change. This change is 
conceptualized as the result of the 
laws of motion of capital where 
relations of production and class 
struggle are not relevant. This is 
because of the common misconcep­
tion in the communication field to 
equate political economy with 
Marxism, work that preceded the 
classical political economy of Adam 
Smith and David Ricardo by more 
than half a century and was the 
target of a systematic and exten­
sive critique. A common mistake 
in the research is to think about 
Marxist analyses as political 
economy. Not only do some schol­
ars focus on the ideological region s 
(i.e. Althusserian Structuralism), 
some scholars even argue that po­
litical economy is non-Marxist.3 
Harry Cleaver claims that Marx's 
work is a true critique of political 
economy and not just an improve­
ment. He points out that it was 
after the Second International 
when Marxism was reduced to the 
realm of economics and that'Marx­
ist' political economy as a capital-




sis from a class theoretical per­
spective include Enrique de la 
Garza Toledo and Javier Melgoza 
Valdivia.5 De la Garza and Melgoza 
borrow the terminology of Italian 
Operaism to explain how workers 
of the Mexican phone company 
went from being a union subordi­
nated to the ruling party to a move­
ment that opposed digitalization.6 
The main limitations of this study 
are that it views technological 
change only as being a device to 
increase relative surplus value7 
and sees the dynamics of labor only 
in terms of their dialectic relation­
ship with capital, ignoring their 
own internal dynamics.8 The lat­
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ter did not permit them to foresee 
the way the Union would be cooped 
by the ruling party. 
A body of literature that looks 
at the relation between the indus­
trial sector and telecommunica­
tions is represented by the work of 
Gareth Locksley and that ofManuel 
Castells. They explain the devel­
opment of new communication 
technologies through the organi­
zational imperatives of the mili­
tary and MNCs. The main impera­
tive, according to these authors, is 
the control of dispersed units. The 
dispersion would in turn be caused 
by the expansion of markets. An 
advancement over most of the lit­
erature, is that they view telecom­
munications as a capital good and 
does not focus on the 
commodification of these technolo­
gies. The relevance to labor is an 
ancillary consideration when 
Locksley laments the "outcomes of 
more inequality, less freedom, less 
choice, greater centralization of 
power and more intense and con­




sition vis-a-vi s labor by provid­
ing management with a broad 
range of options: automation 
of jobs considered to be too ex­
pensive or not amenable to 
management requests; decen­
tralization of production facili­
ties to other regions or other 
countries, while maintaining 
links with other productive 
units and with the markets; 
sub-contracting of production 
and distribution to other firms 
in which labor works under 
f 
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different, generally less favor­
able positions.10 
They also oscillate between an 
'expressive' and a 'symptomatic' 
view of technologies and sees the 
State as subject and site for their 
favorable utilization.11 
A class-theoretical Marxism 
has become a most substantive 
blind spot of communications. A 
crucial area of research are infor­
mation technologies studied as 
capital goods from a class theoreti­
cal perspective. 
As long as this exercise privi­
leges a class-theoretical perspec­
tive, it is one-sided and should be 
considered an analysis of just one 
component that contributes to "the 
over determined result of the in­
teraction of different causal chains, 
no single theory exists (or could be 
developed) which would explain 
why this interaction had to occur 
nor why its income was neces­
sary."12 
The following sections will use 
the case of Mexico to explore the 
relation of telecommunications 
with labor, both within that indus­
try itself, as well as when seen as a 
form of capital good. 
Telecommunication Work­
force: 
From Decomposition to Re-
composition...and Back 
Many of the maladies suffered 
by Telmex which led to its re 
privatization in December of 1990 
were attributed to its labor union, 
which has been accused of corrup­
tion, inefficiency and of having an 
irrational opposition to technologi­
cal change. TheTelephonistsUnion 
•  Figure  2  Te lecommunicat ions  and  Product ion:  
Theoret i ca l  Or ientat ion  and  Sec tors  S tudied  
Sec tor  Studied  
Theoret i ca l  
Subjec t  
Te lecomm 
Industry  Manufactur ing  
Capi ta l  
theore t i ca l  Mosco  Locks ley  
Class  
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of the Mexican Republic (STRM) 
resulted from the fusion of the 
National Union of the CTTM and 
the National Union ofTelephonist 
Workers (Sinatel) in 1950. These 
unions corresponded to L.M. 
Ericsson and the ITT's subsidiary, 
and both had very radical phases, 
as illustrated by their founding 
membership of the Communist 
Federation of the Mexican Prole­
tariat (FCPM) in 1920.13 Sinatel 
had continued to be more radical, 
especially under the leadership of 
Ignacio Garnica, who in the late 
30's adopted measures thatranged 
from general strikes to sabotage 
and theft. Garnica and close col­
laborators were victims of the vio­
lence against labor out of the cor-
poratist apparatus after the 
Cardenas administration, and were 
incarcerated. The first leader of 
the STRM, Fernando Raul 
Murrieta Perez, inserted the union 
in the corporatist structure and 
passed along that legacy to his suc­
cessors. It wasn't until 1976 that 
the STRM became an atypical 
Mexican labor union when its cur­
rent leader Francisco Hernandez 
Juarez won the General Secretariat 
through extraordinary elections 
and retired the organization from 
the officials Confederation ofWork-
ers of Mexico (CTM). A couple of 
years later the STRM organized 
the first of five general strikes in 
the next decade. The combative-
ness and unusual autonomy of the 
STRM changed gradually to be­
come the pet union of the Salinas 
administration . 
Until 1985 the STRM opposed 
the introduction of any technology 
that would lead to a replacement of 
workers. However, the destruc­
tion of a large part of the Mexico 
City's infrastructure during the 
1985 earthquakes and its replace­
ment by digital equipment was the 
beginning of the end of this opposi­
tion. Digitalization would trans­
late into a 75 percent reduction of 
the current 13 thousand operators 
because of the automation, as well 
as an important portion of those 
doing maintenance and installa­
tion tasks based on daily quotas. 
In 1988 the union negotiated clause 
193 in the collective contract creat­
ing a bilateral commission for new 
technology. However, Telmex man­
agement took advantage of the 
friendly relations between Salinas 
and Hernandez Juarez to elimi­
nate clause 193 for 1989, and after 
its reintroduction the following 
year, the role of the commission 
has been to keep the workforce 
informed about the re conversion. 
Telmex's goal is to reduce to 
nine the number of workers for 
each one thousand line.14 The com­
pany has seen the advantages of a 
more docile labor force in Telnor, 
its subsidiary in Baja California. 
Telnor does not work with the 
STRM and has achieved an 90 per­
cent digitalization of the infrastruc­
ture.15 Telmex learned the lesson 
and started to apply it in special­
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ized areas that require an even 
more docile workforce like the digi­
tal overlay network of fiber optics 
It should be noted that a compara­
tive analysis of the efficiency of the 
Mexican workers in the Latin 
American context shows that the 
11.2 workers for each one thou­
sand lines indicates a much higher 
level of efficiency than even those 
of countries generally regarded as 
advanced in the region (Figure 3). 
The labor force in the telecom­
munications industry in Mexico has 
proven to be a key factor in the 
adoption of new technologies that 
enable other sectors (i.e. manufac­
turing and finance) to modify their 
technological paradigm.16 
Flexible Production and North-
South Telecommunications 
Although the labor issues re­
lated to technological innovation 
in telecommunications discussed 
in the previous section have been 
analyzed in the cases of the United 
States, Canada and Mexico since 
the mid-eighties, the body of litera­
ture looking at the impact of those 
innovations in the industrial sec­
tor have appeared more recently. 
However, the latter has explained 
that relation solely in terms of the 
needs and conditions of capital ac­
cumulation, subsumingitto amore 
general shift of technological para­
digms. 
In recentyears, particularly as 
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large companies with maquil-
adora17 operations have entered 
the picture, telecommunications 
has increased in importance for 
the efficiency of these operations. 
This is because the new generation 
of maquiladoras has many of the 
characteristics of the new indus­
trial paradigm described by Piore 
and Sable.18 This new paradigm, 
called the "Craft Paradigm" by 
these authors, is replacing the mass 
production paradigm and includes 
organizational, managerial, and 
manufacturing practices of a dif­
ferent nature, such as: 
1. Just-in-time (JIT) supply. 
This was introduced in Japan by 
automobile manufacturers and con­
sists of reducing the parts in stock, 
externalizing the inventory costs.19 
2. Small-batch manufacturing. 
Refers to the specialized produc­
tion process, which requires flex­
ible machinery (including robot­
ics) and skilled labor. 
3. The generation or exchange 
of strategic information with re­
gard to R&D.20 Information infra­
structure has become so important 
that some scholars consider it nec­
essary to identify it as a unique 
form of capital good in the classic 
production formula which only dif­
ferentiated between labor and capi­
tal.21 
Another important change re­
sulting from the previous three is 
the an increasingly shorter *Vernon 
Cycle' from R&D to production and 
distribution. The average length 
of the 'Vernon Cycle' in the auto­
motive sector in Japan is 43 
months, covering 62 months, in 
the West.22 Some corporations are 
starting to move the engineering 
departments and even R&D activi­
ties right in to the maquiladora pro­
duction site. 
However, Wilson points out 
that flexible maquilas are still a 
minority and are not growing as 
fast as more traditional ones (Fig­
ure 4). 
The evolving spatial distribu­
tion of large corporations is part of 
a new international division of la­
bor.23 Here the labor intensive 
phases of the manufacturing pro­
cess are done in peripheral coun­
tries. The important decisions are 
made in the headquarters located 
in the older industrialized coun­
tries where high tech activities24 
and the service sector are consoli­
dating.25 
Most of the existing 158 pri­
vate transborder links are found in 
the electronics and automotive sec­
tor, where the bulk of flexible pro­
duction is located. Sectors such as 
textile, chemicals, food and foot­
wear, which jointly account for one 
fourth of the maquiladoras have a 
single MW link. These sectors tend 
to be characterized by tasks which 
are more labor-intensive (Figure 
5). 
Although the earlier links in 
the late 60's and early 70's were 
established to avoid the inconve­
nience of unreliable voice commu-
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nication, data communications be­
came important by the late 70's. 
To this day, all plants with private 
transborder links use them for at 
least one management data sys­
tem. All of them use data trans­
mission for inventory control, and 
fax and E-Mail are prevalent in 95 
percent of the cases (Figure 6). 
But perhaps the two most im­
portant statistics are the number 
of plants that are using these sys­
tems for production control (90%) 
and the ones that are in the process 
of implementing systems of video 
transmission (one third). 
The globalization and integra­
tion in the information environ­
ment were simultaneous to those 
in the actual production environ­
ment. In the late 70's GM, the 
largest corporation in the world, 
consisted in a set of separate op­
erations that were starting to in­
teract. 
In the mid 80's GM made a 
quantum leap by joining with 
Toyota in some ventures, and di­
versifying the company by acquir-
ing firms that were market leaders 
like Hughes Aircraft and especially 
Electronic Data Systems (EDS). 
The latter allowed GM to create 
projects like the paperless Saturn 
and the development of concepts 
such as "Synchronous Manufactur-
• _ » ing. 
This process which is inscribed 
in a general trend that is paradoxi­
cal because at the same time that it 
allows more intelligence and flex­
ibility near the shop-floor, the cor­
Source: Own survey data. 1991. 
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porate level is more omniscient and 
powerful than ever. This is shown 
by the fact that only 15.4 percent of 
the plants decided production 
speed-ups locally and 23.5 percent 
for massive personnel hiring or cuts 
(Figure 7). Those who announced 
the arrival of the non-hierarchical 
'adhocracy' tend to apply it to un­
productive intellectual labor, but 
not for productive manual labor.26 
Although robots are used in 
only one sixth of the MW users and 
are dependent on telecommunica­
tions in 13.3 percent, other flexible 
production practices like Just-in-
time and Quality Circles are 
present in four out of five plants. It 
should be noted that JIT is found in 
an imperfect form since the real 
system needs a real-time and physi­
cal proximity between the plant 
and suppliers, and most respon­
dents said that they had the sys­
tem but telecommunications was 
not indispensable for running it.2'7 
These type of imperfect practices 
led Lipietz, in a recent visit to the 
border, to label these maquilas 
Japonaise de pacotille. However, 
•  Figure  7  Centra l i za t ion  o f  Dec i s ion-Making  •  
| 
Decision 
Source: Own survey data, 1993. 
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this imperfect flexibility is strate­
gic to a large extent, as a manager 
of a maquiladora suggested when 
he said that their 'Just-in-case' in­
ventory was necessary to increase 
production if there were 1 abor prob­
lems on their Midwest plants.28 
On the other hand, Computer-Nu­
merical-Control machines (CNCs) 
were present in three out of four 
and telecommunications was re­
ported as being indispensable (Fig­
ure 8). 
More than one third performed 
some R&D activities, half of which 
needed telecommunications. A 
user in Ciudad Juarez has R&D 
labs that are linked via the telecom­
munications network to the firm's 
laboratories in Tennessee.29 Al­
though quality circles, the epitome 
of participative work requires tele­
communications in only 9 percent 
of the cases, it is the most preva­
lent practice along with JIT. As 
Negri has noted, "the 'new commu­
nicative management' that makes 
the worker embrace responsibil­
ity, participation, expression, soli­
darity surely is a mystification of 
the autonomy and independence of 
class composition, and a re imposi­
tion of the necessity of capitalist 
command."30 CAD was practiced 
in 60 percent of the plants, and one 
third considered it telecommuni­
cation dependent. Interactive CAD 
allows the firm to institutionalize 
anotherform of surplus value: tech­
nical surplus value.31 On paper, 
the spatial division of labor within 
the firm does not allow the workers 
for any input on the concep­
tualization of both the production 
•  Figure  8  High-Tech  Pract i ces  in  P lants  wi th  MLU Bypass  
Quality Circles 
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process and actual components. 
However, there numerous ex­
amples of the appropriation of tech­
nical surplus value, like a best-
selling television set model of RCA 
that contained an entire circuit 
matrix designed by a group of line 
operators.32 Pena adds that 43.7 
percent of the 215 maquiladora 
workers surveyed in Ciudad Juarez 
report to have contributed an in­
vention or improved certain tech­
niques at work (Figure 9), and that 
only 16 percent of them were actu­
ally remunerated. 
Another strategy of flexible 
production is the increase in manu­
facturing redundancy by establish­
ing parallel plants that perform 
the same function within the cor­
poration. This allows firms with 
shortproduction cycles to deal with 
contingencies such as labor, costs 
and markets. Less than 40 percent 
of the plants are unique within the 
corporation (Figure 10). 
Half of all parallel plants are 
somewhere in the United States, 
fifty percent more than in Mexico. 
Toshiba was the first user to have 
a parallel plant in the Pacific Rim. 
This electronics firm has that op­
eration in Singapore, which is also 
linked to the network.33 
Telecommunications is becom­
ing a key component of this new 
technological paradigm, as it is used 
not only for voice or administra­
tive-oriented data, but for produc­
tion related tasks, all three inte­
grated into master systems. This 
new technological flexibility is 
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coupled with, or rather integrates 
a geographical and organizational 
flexibility. The former is attained 
not only by the coordination of op­
erations in different sites, but by 
developing a certain degree of re­
dundancy that enables the firm to 
strategically manipulate produc­
tion in the various sites in case, not 
only of the market factor, but of 
labor unrest, cost increases, or po­
litical in stability. 
Leisure Time and Information 
Technologies in the Ecological 
Factory 
Communication is to socialized 
worker what the wage relationship 
was to the mass worker 
Antonio Negri 
As discussed in the beginning, 
it is difficult to find literature that 
associates telecommunications 
with the notion of struggle outside 
the arena of competition between 
firms. A small body of work looks 
at the impact on lower income fami­
lies pointing out the increasing in­
formation gap. An even smaller 
corpus addresses the impact ofnew 
technologies on labor, but this is 
reduced either to clerical positions 
or the workforce of providers. Al­
though this discussion focuses on 
the implications for class struggle 
in the sphere of production, it 
should be noted how it can be also 
fought in the sphere of consump­
tion, specially if we consider how 
"by means of the social production 
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and reproduction constitute a com­
pletely uniform, undifferentiated 
network (and that)... class struggle 
takes place within the ecological 
factory."34 This does not mean 
that class theoretical analyses are 
rejecting the centrality of Marx's 
theory of value. As Negri points 
out: 
The old workers' struggles al­
ways contained the ambiguity 
of a dialectical relationship and 
with capital and with the regu­
lating norms of the organiza­
tion of labor: They were 
struggles within and against 
the mode of production. The 
autonomy of the class was de­
fined in an unresolved 
antinomy between the aspira­
tion to power and the under­
standing of the necessity of 
development. Today this dia­
lectic is broken apart. The 
struggle is against and outside 
the mode of production. Au­
tonomy is a premise and not a 
goal. Each of these struggles 
expresses a constituent power 
that unfolds, as a condition of 
the struggle itself, from an im­
mediate economic interest to a 
project for society.35 
Under this approach, class 
struggle must be seen as holistic, 
not focusing only on the sphere of 
production (i.e. vulgar Marxists), 
the construction of identities, or 
the sphere of circulation. 
An example of struggle in the 
sphere of circulation is in the state 
of Chihuahua, the most important 
in the country's maquiladora in­
dustry. Low-income sectors in the 
city of Hidalgo del Parral formed 
the Popular Front of Telmex Users 
to initially protest for nonexistent 
long distance calls which appeared 
in their bills and ended taking over 
the Telmex offices and demanding 
four points: (1) the disappearance 
of nonexistent calls, (2) the elimi­
nation of measured service, (3) the 
improvement in the quality of ser­
vice in the region, and (4) the end of 
the monopoly of Telmex.36 Even 
though these social movements 
deserve to be studied, this study is 
more oriented to the implications 
on class struggle in the production 
sphere because it has been ne­
glected even further. 
Operators of flexible 
maquiladoras are affected not only 
by the 'remote control' of the work­
ing conditions, but also by the 
gradual transformation of the "the 
very rhythms, patterns, pace, tex­
ture, and disciplines of everyday 
life."37 Besides, leisure time of 
maquiladora workers was on a first 
phase (sixties and seventies) 
planned by management itself 
through sports and social events 
like the barriladas (keg-outs), or at 
leasthad their blessing, like beauty 
pageants.38 In this early phase, 
workers in Ciudad Juarez had 'their 
own' disco: "Malibu" This night 
club with a capacity of three thou­
sand people operated before there 
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were any restrictions regarding 
mandatory closing time, and it was 
not strange for maquiladora work­
ers to go home at the break of dawn 
on the weekend and use Sunday to 
go to church and treat the hang­
over. This club acted as a site for 
the construction of the identity of 
the maquilero (a) this identity was 
constructed and reinforced through 
mechanisms of interpellation. 
When people met at Malilbu, 
known then as Maquilu, they in­
troduced themselves by saying 
what plant they worked in. During 
this phase, maquiladoras worked 
Saturdays and the workforce was 
largely female, and most of these 
workers had to perform a 'double-
day". Iglesias cites workers that 
did not go out before joining a 
maquiladora because they were not 
interested, somethingthatchanged 
with their new jobs. The 'remote 
control' of leisure time by MNCs in 
the maquiladoras of the Pacific 
Rim, many activities which 'sexu-
alized' and 'liberated' Malaysian 
female workers in the Western style 
were abandoned by the industry 
because of the culture shock where 
thedurhaka, patriarchal order, was 
being undermined.39 These prac­
tices can develop as highly contra­
dictory to the synergy produced by 
the double domination of gender 
and class that is capitalized by 
MNCs in highly patriarchal social 
formations. By the mid-seventies 
labor organizations like the Center 
of Orientation of the Woman 
Worker (COMO),40 started to com­
pete for the leisure time of the 
maquiladora workforce with activi­
ties that were functional for the 
industry (formal education, train­
ing, English, etc.), as well as others 
that were highly dysfunctional. 
Among the latter there were femi­
nist discussion through the maga­
zine La Mujer, guidance about 
strikes like the one at Acapulco 
Fashions; linkages to other social 
movements including the creation 
of coops like the Cooperative Soci­
ety of Materials Selectors 
(SOCOSEMA), which organized 
garbage selectors and got the fran­
chise for the city dump in 1975; 
research brigades; etc. Pena de­
scribes the evolution of COMO until 
1983 in the following stages: (1) 
philanthropic origins (1968-1974), 
(2) consolidation and formalization 
(1975-1977), (3) self-management 
(1978-1981), and (4) politization 
and circulation of struggle (1981-
1983). In the eighties, manage­
ment intervened less and even 
while company recreational parks 
have proliferated, it continues or­
ganizing only part of the original 
activities of their workforce because 
of the integration of leisure activi­
ties with those of other sectors along 
with the construction of identities 
other than that of 'maquilero(a). 
Some plants organized conference 
cycles with topics that had a direct 
impact on productivity like pep-
talks about human creativity that 
stimulate the generation of 'tech-
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nical surplus value' through tech­
nical innovations or adaptations 
which are not remunerated, or an 
indirect impact like talks about 
alcoholism which would set the lim­
its to the range of activities that 
management itself organized or 
tolerated like the "keg-outs'. 
There is also a small high-in-
come sector which constitutes what 
Mitsubishi calls "Technologically 
Advanced Families" (TAFs), who 
use their leisure time to cultivate a 
competence that is more 
"productivist" than 'culturalist', in 
which information codes largely re­
place artistic ones that require a 
renewed "aesthetic disposition"41 
due to the fragmentary and 
decontextualizing inter textual 
nature of postmodernisms. 
Postmodernisms are the first ar­
tistic movement that is produced 
and consumed simultaneously in 
the First and Third Worlds. Latin 
American postmodernisms would 
be characterized by the organic 
syncretism of cultures that coexist, 
while those of the North are basi­
cally a formalistic hybridizing. The 
postmodern label shouldbe applied, 
if applied at all, not to the 
intertextuality but to the inter 
textuality of signifying practices. 
The former refers to " a set of signi­
fying relations that is alleged to be 
manifest within a text, the product 
of the permutation of texts it de­
ploys' while hyphenated refers to 
"the ways in which the relations 
between texts are socially orga­
nized within the objective disposi­
tion of a readingformation."42 The 
most popular writers on 
postmodernism like Jean 
Baudrillard, Jean-Francois 
Lyotard and Marshall Berman-
with varying degrees in their un­
critical positions—not only do give a 
total autonomy, but privilege the 
cultural sphere over the economic 
one. A latter trend has taken an 
opposite position critically andepis-
temologieally, but has the danger 
of falling into reductionism and 
deterministic schemes. Frederic 
Jameson, workingwithin the theo­
retical framework of Mandel, ar­
gues that postmodernism is the 
cultural logic of late capitalism. 
Antonio Negri draws the parallel 
between postmodernism and ro­
manticism because... 
(they identify) aperiod of crisis 
and the subjection of society 
and work to capitalist domina­
tion. Bearing in mind the 
Marxian distinction between 
formal subsumption and real 
subsumption, what the roman­
tics had documented in formal 
terms, postmodernism regis­
ters in real terms.43 
Harvey problematizes the re­
lation between both spheres by 
pointing out that... 
Since crises of over accumula­
tion typically spark the search 
for spatial and temporal reso­
lutions, which in turn create 
an overwhelming sense of time-
space compression, we can also 
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expect crises of over accumula­
tion to be followed by strong 
aesthetic movements...(andin 
turn) the development of cul­
tural production and market­
ing on a global scale has itself 
been a primary agent in time-
space compression...44 
The difference between work­
ing time and leisure time seems 
more diffuse than ever before in 
capitalism, which is not the case of 
the unequal access to that capital 
whose adjective of 'symbolic must 
be revised. Garcia Canclini points 
out the new way of structuring 
leisure time by transforming into 
an extension of work and profit.45 
To the asymmetry in production 
and use between individuals and 
societies that Garcia Canclini dis­
cuses, we should add the differ­
ences related to the bias in the 
sensorial and control in the user-
technology interface. While the 
youth of low-income sectors have 
access to video games that develop 
and fine-tune skills that require 
visual and motor coordination that 
can later be capitalized by flexible 
producers, their high-income coun­
terparts of TAFs are being trained 
in technologies where the software 
requires decision-makers that can 
also interact with data banks and 
strategic networks that can gener­
ate information of a very high mar­
ginal value. The competence de­
veloped by these youths in private 
higher-education institutions like 
the ITESM linking to E-mail sys­
tems, academic networks, and in­
ternational data banks is radically 
different from that developed by 
trade schools largely attended by 
maquiladora workers. 
The struggle in the construc­
tion ofhegemonybetween the domi­
nant and dominated (including in­
tellectuals) factions of the domi­
nant class takes a different form in 
the new process of distinction in 
industrialized social formations 
where individuals with economic 
and cybernetic capital struggles 
along other axes of domination (i.e. 
age). These are the cases of 
"cyberpunks" that can get around 
access protocols to get into sensi­
tive systems of the military or pri­
vate sectors to "play", alter files for 
personal gain, or inoculate them 
with a virus. Many of these 
"cyberpunks" are later capitalized 
by the corporations integrating 
them into security tasks. 
The Big Bear's Discourse: Re­
lations of Production as Tropes 
The current struggles are "so­
cial" not only because ofthe changes 
in class strata and the circulation 
of conflicts outside the shop floor: 
the conflict is social because 
more and more it is situated on 
the general linguistic terrain 
(,..)the production of subjec­
tivity. Here there is no room 
left for capitalist command: 
The space that capital has won 
is simply that of the control of 
language (,..)This is not an ir­
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relevant space. It is guaran­
teed by the monopoly of legiti­
mate force, and it is continu­
ally reorganized...46 
Of all the discourses that work­
ers can use to make sense of rela­
tions of production, none has been 
more pervasive than Marxism. It 
is important to analyze Marx's dis­
course both as a poetic strategy, as 
well as his use of specific poetic 
figures or tropes. According to 
Hayden White, historical dis­
courses in the 19th century evolved 
from the Metaphorical (mode), 
through Metonymical and 
Synechdochic comprehension's of 
the historical world, into an Ironic 
apprehension of the irreducible 
relativism of all knowledge."47 
Even though he adds that Marx 
"moved between Metonymical 
apprehensiorls of thefractured con­
dition of humanity in its social state 
andthe Synechdochic insinuations 
of the unity spotted at the end of 
the historical process,"48 he uses 
his work to illustrate the Met­
onymical mode. The reductionism 
Metonymical strategy, according 
to White, was centered on the "pri­
macy of modes of production as a 
causal agent that determines the 
forms that appear in the super­
structure."49 White's critique of 
Marx as a historian is not well 
founded since what he is describ­
ing is historical materialism 
(histomat). Histomat was a 
reification and gross over generali­
zation of some of Marx analyses by 
Engels, who "reworked the ideas of 
the German Ideology and the Pref­
ace of the Contribution to the Clique 
of Political Economy...the dialec­
tic (of capital) is projected back­
wards onto all previous societies."50 
In 1877 Marx himself stated that 
he did not propose "any historic-
philosophical theory of the marche 
generate imposed by fate upon 
people."51 Derek Sayer argues that 
for one thing the cited Preface re­
placed that of the Grundrisse but 
was coded in order to pass the Prus­
sian censor.52 Theodor Shanin 
points out how in his late writings 
Marx moved further away from a 
general theory of history.53 Sayer 
calls attention to how even in the 
Preface Marx referred to those for­
mulations as a "guiding thread", 
an orientation to empirical andhis-
torical research, not a theoretical 
substitute for it."54 Sayer's cri­
tique of histomat can be summa­
rized in the following points: 
1. Histomat views relations in 
terms of causal and functional de­
terminations, when "determining 
and determined phenomena must 
be logically independent of one 
another, continentally rather than 
essentially related."55 
2. It conflates historical and 
transhistorical levels of analyses.56 
3. Superstructures are seen as 
"levels of reality which are sub­
stantially separate from the "base". 
They are, rather, ideological forms 
of appearance...of the totality of 
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social relations which make up that 
base itself, and their ideologically 
consists precisely in their appear­
ance of real in dependence... (they 
are) content and form."57 
4. The term ideology "has be­
come reified as itself descriptive of 
a supposed real entity, a noun 
which sails through history inno­
cent of any reference to real indi­
viduals and the lives they lead."58 
Itis this notion of ideology which is 
pervasive among critical commu­
nication scholars from the Frank­
furt School to that strand of British 
Cultural Studies which is heavily 
influenced by Althusserian Struc­
turalism. 
Whatever the overall poetic 
strategy of Marxist discourse one 
can analyze formalistically, there 
are the individual tropes in Marx's 
writings. Marx's strategy in "put­
ting a weapon in the hands of the 
workers"59 explain why his lan­
guage was so rich in tropes. As 
Julieta Hadair says that "a Meta­
phorical enunciation is more effec­
tive than a pure literal or denota­
tive enunciation."60 Renato 
Rosaldo points out that "one can­
not read Marx straight. Designed 
to grip and persuade a reader, his 
prose is often flamboyant, at times 
dripping in sarcasm, and often 
drawn as caricature in order to 
bringhome a political or analytical 
point."61 He later adds that the 
social critic must "use their moral 
imagination to move from the world 
as it actually is to a locally persua­
sive vision of how it ought to be."62 
This explains why his work is so 
rich in tropes, as well as signaling 
the use of tropes in the discourse of 
the bourgeoisie. His depiction's of 
the worker- ranges from an aban­
doned child63 to a sleeping lion, 
includinghim/her as an executioner 
of the sentence by the judge: his­
tory.64 The industrial capitalist 
uses tropes presenting the agrar­
ian lord as an unrealistic and inca­
pable Don Quixote65 and the 
worker "as a living ferment.. .(and) 
the product of this process also 
belongs, therefore, to him, just as 
does the wine which is the product 
of fermentation completed in his 
cellar."66 "Orgies" are practiced 
between industrial67 and financial 
capital.68 However, the most pow­
erful tropes that Marx uses, are 
those concerningthe capitalist. The 
capitalist is a vampire "thirsty for 
the living blood of labour,"69 he/ 
she "sucks the labor of others, and 
the work tools only serve as drive, 
transmitter in this suction pro­
cess."70 He/she is also depicted as 
somebody with a werewolf s hun­
ger for surplus-labour.71 
The technological, organiza­
tional, and geographic flexibility 
enables capital to control the con­
ditions of production of a labor force 
that cannot negotiate, see or talk 
this ubiquitous entity that makes 
it compete with the labor force of 
other latitudes for the privilege of 
reproduction to produce surplus 
value. In sum, the new technology 
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cal paradigm where telecommuni­
cations is a key component allows 
capital to usurp from radical labor 
even the most famous Marxist trope 
of them all: the spectre over the 
world. 
Hyperreal Susbsumption: La­
bor Markets' Darwinism 
We have a good background of be­
ing flexible, of being productive. 
The plant runs efficiently. We just 
sold ourselves. 
Dave Perdue, UAW Local 276 
Chairman. 
February, 1992 
The implications that the af-
ter-Fordist72 flexible technological 
paradigm has for workers is that 
capital currently has the means to 
decompose labor at a global scale 
with strategies like parallel plants 
and synchronous manufacturing. 
The question of whether there is 
life after the "biglabor" movements 
of the corporatist State seems to 
have two answers: either it recom-
poses in informal networks at the 
shop-floor offlexible maquiladoras, 
or at a global scale by appropriat­
ing the tools and strategies of capi­
tal despite the inherent bias of the 
technology.73 The development of 
capitalism has been and still is an 
open process. However, never be­
fore has labor been so handicapped 
in relation with capital. Mexican 
labor under the emerging regime 
of accumulation has taken wage 
cuts and deterioration of living and 
working conditions without prece­
dent inpost-revolutionary Mexico. 
Labor has been unable to orga­
nize globally the way capital does, 
joining the game of Darwinistic 
attraction of foreign investment. 
For the first time we are looking at 
integral exploitation, that is, the 
simultaneous intensification of 
absolute, relative, technical and 
existential extraction of surplus 
value.74 Capital can flow and orga­
nize globally based on a techno­
logical paradigm resting on ad­
vanced telecommunications. This 
flow goes back and forth playing 
with the Darwinistic competition 
ofTransnational Associated States 
and labor. 
Marx described formal and real 
subsumption of labor to capital, 
consisting respectively of the coer­
cive control and surveillance of capi­
tal overlabor, andtheprimordiality 
of automatic machinery and social 
processes. The present moment 
seems to be a new phase of real 
subsumption. Integral exploita­
tion by remote control with the 
desperate consent of organized la­
bor means nothing more than its 
hyperreal subsumption. 
Baudrillard characterizes the 
hyperreal as a space that" begins 
with the liquidation of all 
referentials...substituting the 
signs of the real for the real itself, 
that is an operation to defer every 
real process by its operational 
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double."75 When labor markets 
become Darwinistic competitors to 
attract capitals offering unprec­
edented wage cuts and higher pro­
ductivity,76 labor being subsumed 
into the fetishized logic of capital 
itself by reifying and adopting it as 
their own dynamic. 
To the failure of organized la­
bor to group spatially, as discussed 
before, we should add that in the 
new competence of flexible work­
ers, if they were to use the tools of 
capital and link globally through 
networks, they would be 
interpellated as "isolated users" 
which in the part of capital works 
as a rationalizing force, but for 
labor it would... 
deprive communication of its 
spontaneous and constructive 
substance, and as a conse­
quence, reduces it to informa-
tion-a lifeless, schematic in­
terpretation of reality...and 
produce various subjectivity's 
which are more adequate to a 
computerized mode of working 
than to the spontaneity of the 
communicative act.77 
This new competence would 
"reconnect what Taylorismhas dis­
connected: the manual and the in­
tellectual aspects of labour."78 
It's too early to tell what shape 
the struggles and negotiations of 
the workforce of flexible 
maquiladoras will take being 
spooked by phantoms that cannot 
be touched or talked to. The use of 
global networks by labor organiza­
tions is almost nonexistent and the 
scarce efforts have not prospered, 
such as the informatized 
"Transnational Unions" in the au­
tomotive industry created in Sao 
Paulo.79 These scant actions are 
due not only to the bias of the 
technology in its conception and 
development aimed at fulfilling the 
needs of the military, finance and 
industrial sectors, but also to what 
Harvey characterizes as: 
relatively empowered to orga­
nize in place but disempowered 
when it comes to organizing 
over space. In clinging, often of 
necessity, to a place-bound 
identity, however, such oppo­
sitional movements become a 
part of the very fragmentation 
which a mobile capitalism and 
flexible accumulation can feed 
upon. 'Regionalresistances'... 
may be excellent bases for po­
litical action, but they cannot 
bear the burden of radical his­
torical change alone.80 
Processes of struggle and re­
sistance that have been detected 
bytheoretical schemes that reacted 
against "conspiratorial" theories 
must be reconsidered by recogniz­
ing the new deeper asymmetries in 
these objective processes that tie 
with the subjective negotiation of 
meaning of symbolic offers. Yet to 
be studied remain the processes of 
resistance in the shop-floor of flex­
ible plants in low wage regions. 
Pena reported that 61.8 percent of 
m 
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112 workers surveyed in Ciudad 
Juarez restricted production out­
put in the production line con­
sciously.81 However, Carrillo found 
a high "consensual" perception 
among workers in plants with flex­
ible practices.82 As Antonio Negri 
points out "automation and the 
computer revolution...used to es­
tablish efficient forms of control 
both over and within the new forms 
of productive cooperation.... The 
com-puterized control structures 
are not only a reflection, but are 
the embodiment of command."83 
The Global Market Worker 
must Teeompose at a global scale 
and break the spell of the hyperreal 
subsumption enabled by the new 
technological paradigm if he/she is 
to struggle effectively with the 
phantom. 
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because of the interaction of different dynamics as illustrated by the debate about super 
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U.S.-Mexican Horticultural Trade: Overlooked 
Issues1.2 
Aditi K Angirasa and Bob Davis* 
Resumen 
A rafz del Tratado de Libre Comercio (NAFTA), los Horticultores norteamericanos 
estdn preocupados. Ellos temen que con NAFTA los horticultores mexicanos expandan su 
influencia en el mercado estadounidense. El asunto es que la horticultura esuna actividad 
basada principalmente en el uso intensivo de la mano de obra y Mexico tiene cierta ventaja 
en este sentido porque posee una abundante mano de obra barata y adicionalmente un 
clima favorable para la produccWn de legumbres. Este estudio analizard la validez de estas 
observaciones y la posible 1 imitacibn de la produccidny niveles deingreso de los horticultores 
norteamericanos. 
1. Introduction 
With the implementation of the 
North American Free Trade Agree­
ment (NAFTA) between the United 
States, Canada, and Mexico, the 
United States and Mexico have 
begun an unprecedented experi­
ment in economic integration, i.e., 
the creation of a single market 
spanning an industrialized coun­
try and a developing country wh ich 
has over one-third the population 
but only one-tenth the per capita 
domestic product of its industrial­
ized neighbor (FAO, 1991; Carter 
and Carter, 1992). Disparity in the 
level of economic development be­
tween the two countries has led to 
a serious debate on the likely ef­
fects of the formation of a free trade 
area (FTA) on the U.S. horticul­
ture sector. NAFTA proponents 
have used the two central compo­
nents of neoclassical free trade 
theory allocative efficiency and 
economies of scale-to argue that 
the United States and Mexico can 
only benefit from the agreement. 
The two countries have widely dif­
ferent stocks of capital and labor. 
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Therefore, using the allocative ef­
ficiency argument, if the United 
States specializes in the produc­
tion of capital-intensive goods and 
Mexico specializes in the produc­
tion of labor-intensive goods, ag­
gregate output will be higher than 
if each country produced a full 
complement of goods internally. 
The economies of scale argument 
maintains that production for a 
larger, more integrated market will 
permit volume-related cost reduc­
tion, particularly in Mexico, where 
there are many small, inefficient 
farms producing at or below the 
subsistence level in the protected 
Mexican market (U. S. Congress, 
1992). 
The opponents of NAFTA in 
the U. S. horticulture sector do not 
disagree with the above two argu­
ments in favor of free trade and its 
benefits per se. Their opposition 
lies in the distributional aspects of 
the benefits from free trade. Based 
on the same two components of 
allocative efficiency and economies 
of scale, NAFTA opponents argue 
that the Mexican horticulture sec­
tor stands to gain from the FTA at 
the cost of its counterpart in the 
U.S. simply because horticulture 
is a labor-intensive industry and, 
compared to the U.S., Mexico has a 
relatively cheap and abundant sup­
ply of labor. To support this view­
point, a number of studies show 
that U.S. growers of horticultural 
products are expected to experi­
ence losses in production. Burfisher 
et al.(1992) provide a review of 
nine such studies. A few addi­
tional studies that support the 
NAFTA opponents' viewpoint in­
clude Cook et al. (1991); Fuller and 
Hall (1991); Fuller et al. (1991); 
Hinojosa et al. (1991); Segarra 
(1992); U.S. General Accounting 
Office (1990); and U.S. Interna­
tional Trade Commission (1991). 
However, without exception, all 
of the above mentioned studies rely 
on two common factors when de­
termining Mexico's competitive 
advantage in the production ofhor-
ticultural products. These factors 
are favorable climatic conditions 
and labor cost advantages. Given 
its competitive advantage in the 
production of horticultural prod­
ucts, these studies implicitly as­
sume that Mexico will, under the 
FTA, significantly expand its hor­
ticultural exports to the United 
States and thus undercut produc­
tion and income levels of U. S. 
growers. But how reasonable is 
this assumption? To answer this 
question, one must analyze the 
potential physical production ca­
pacity and domestic demand for 
these products in Mexico, the na­
ture of U.S. import demand, and 
the macroeconomic policies pur­
sued by the two countries. These 
issues have received little atten­
tion in a large majority of the stud­
ies on the horticulture sector. 
Therefore, the objective of this pa­
per is to focus on these overlooked 
issues and determine if NAFTA 
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will help or hurt the U. S. horticul­
ture sector. 
The analysis in this paper is 
based upon five vegetables - toma­
toes, bell peppers, dry onions, cu­
cumbers, and squash. Together, 
they accounted for 82 percent of 
the total $889 million spent by the 
U.S. on fresh vegetable imports 
from Mexico in 1990. Fresh toma­
toes alone constituted 47 percent 
of this total import value (USDA, 
1992). Data on area harvested for 
dry onions in Mexico and for squash 
in the U.S. were not available. 
Therefore, the land use analysis 
did not consider these two crops. 
The paper is organized as fol­
lows. First, we examine the poten­
tial for increased production and 
demand for fresh vegetables in 
Mexico and next we analyze the 
nature of the U. S. import demand. 
Then we explore the role of 
macroeconomic policy, and finally, 
we present the possible implica­
tions of these analyses on the U. S. 
horticulture sector. 
Production Potential and De­
mand in Mexico 
NAFTA opponents argue that 
Mexican farmers already have a 
competitive advantage in vegetable 
production and if they could sig­
nificantly increase the production 
of these crops under the FTA, it 
might present a serious threat to 
U.S. growers. But is it possible for 
the Mexican horticulture sector to 
expand? The answer depends upon 
Mexico's ability to bring more land 
under horticultural crops, to bring 
more land under irrigation, and to 
increase yields from the existing 
acreage under horticultural crops 
(U. S. Congress, 1992). 
Land Use 
Of the 472 million acres of total 
Mexican land area, only 57 million 
acres (about 12 percent) are ar­
able, compared with 464 million 
acres of arable land in the U.S. 
(U.S. Congress, 1992). About 13 
million acres are irrigated; the rest, 
rain-fed. Eighty percent of all 
Mexican soil suffers from some type 
of erosion and 10 percent from ex­
treme irreversible erosion 
(Kuenzler, 1992). The percentage 
of the total areaharvested for prin­
cipal crops, includingmaize, wheat, 
rice, beans, soya, barley, sorghum, 
coffee, sugarcane and cotton has 
remained constant at 89 percent 
since 1985 (Economic Commission 
for Latin America and the Carib­
bean, 1991). Only about 2.5 mil­
lion acres, or 20 percent, of irri­
gated land is planted in horticul­
tural crops (U.S. Congress, 1992). 
Given this land use, Mexico 
has two options to bring more land 
under horticultural crops. The first 
option is to convert some of its 
pasture land into cropland. Ac-
cordingto Schulthies and Williams 
(1992), about 18 million acres of 
Mexican pasture land has a poten­
tial for crop production. However, 
they point out the need for massive 
Ipy 
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investment in infrastructure, par­
ticularly irrigation, to bring that 
area into crop production. Capital 
costs for new irrigation facilities 
will be over $4,000 per acre (Postel, 
1989). Given a shortage of water 
and a lack of funds for mainte­
nance and repairs of the existing 
on-farm water distribution sys­
tems, this option does not seem 
practicable (Cummings et al., 
1989). 
The second option deals with 
shifting irrigated land now planted 
with other crops to horticultural 
production. Even though veg­
etables are grown throughout 
Mexico, most vegetables for export 
are produced in the Northwest be­
cause of its hot, dry, desert climate 
that favors horticultural produc­
tion in the fall, winter, and spring 
seasons and the lower transporta­
tion costs to the U.S. from this 
region (Emerson, 1980). Thus 
Sinaloa, Sonora, and Baja Califor­
nia together account for 72 percent 
of total horticultural exports and 
56 percent of the irrigated land in 
Mexico (U.S. Congress, 1992). Irri­
gated production in Mexico from 
the Northwest also is important 
for the following field crops. Of the 
country's total output, this region 
produces 60 percent of the rice, 66 
percent of the corn, 83 percent of 
the wheat, 100 percent of the 
cartamo, 99 percent of the cotton, 
and 51 percent of the sorghum 
(Cummings et al., 1989). 
Perhaps Mexico could increase 
vegetable crop production for ex­
port by shiftingirrigated land from 
other crops to the horticultural sec­
tor assuming all new horticultural 
acreage is exported. But such an 
outcome is unlikely for the follow­
ing reasons. First, Mexico is now a 
food deficit nation. Production of 
almost all principal crops has de­
clined since 1985 (The Economist 
Intelligence Unit, 1992). Given 
the Mexican government's commit­
ment to self-sufficiency in food, a 
shift away from irrigated principal 
crops may not be possible (Rosson 
and Angel, 1992; USDA, 1992). 
Second, Mexico followed a "com­
parative advantage" development 
approach, i.e., it poured resources 
into those agricultural sectors 
where it believed it had an export 
advantage. Thus, the horticulture 
sector received input subsidies for 
irrigation, fertilizer, fuel and lu­
bricants, and energy, low interest 
loans, and protective insurance. On 
the other hand, Mexico consciously 
undermined the basic food sector 
by following a "cheap food policy" 
under which food prices were not 
allowed to increase along with the 
general price level (Spalding, 1984). 
Now, due to the Mexican 
government's push toward a free 
market economy, these subsidies 
have started to disappear. For 
example, in 1990 the agricultural 
rate for electricity increased 130 
percent, and some irrigation dis­
tricts are no longer under govern­
ment administration (Segarra, 
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1992). Reduced subsidies for ex­
port crops and the increased do­
mestic demand for principal crops 
may change the comparative ad­
vantage in favor of some other 
crops, given the free market situa­
tion. Finally, rapid industrial de­
velopment in northern Mexico, es­
pecially in the border areas where 
maquiladoras are located, has put 
tremendous pressure on the avail­
ability of water. Horticultural crops 
are competing for water not only 
with other crops, but also with in­
dustrial and urban consumption. 
Given limited availability of water 
in the region, horticultural acre­
age may even decline (U. S. Con­
gress, 1992). 
Irrigation Potential 
The area of major concern in 
this paper includes northern 
Mexico and the Pacific lowlands to 
the west. This area accounts for 
about half of Mexico's total agricul­
tural output and is semi arid with 
less than 16 inches of rainfall per 
year. If not for its exten sive i rriga-
tion systems, agriculture wouldfail 
in the region (Cummings et al., 
1989). 
All vegetables are grown un­
der irrigation. Most farms use fur­
row or ditch irrigation. In Sinaloa 
and southern Sonora, most of the 
water comes from reservoirs. In 
Baja California and northern 
Sonora, water is usually from deep 
wells (Emerson, 1980). The scope 
for expanding irrigation in the re­
gion is limited. Thirty percent of 
irrigation in Sonora and almost all 
of irrigation in Baja California is 
from groundwater sources. This 
reliance of Mexico's irrigated agri­
culture on groundwater has in­
creased significantly over the past 
three decades. Annual pumping 
exceeds annual recharge ranging 
from 50 to 137 percent in different 
areas of the region. Moreover, sea-
water encroachment into coastal 
aquifershas become aseriousprob-
lem (Cummings et al., 1989). As a 
result, some acreage is no longer in 
production and yields have signifi­
cantly declined on the remaining 
acreage in the coastal areas (Cook 
et al., 1991). Salinization is esti­
mated to be reducing crop output 
by the equivalent of 1 million tons 
of grain per year (Postel, 1989). 
Because rapid industrializa­
tion and the accompanying urban­
ization are already beginning to 
compete for available water, as 
mentioned earlier, they are impos­
ing constraints on irrigated agri­
cultural expansion. Consequently, 
the irrigated land area in Mexico 
has actually declined since 1985 
(Postel, 1989). Given Mexico's 
emphasis on the developmentof its 
industrial sector to create more job 
opportunities for its increasing la­
bor force, NAFTA is expected to 
accelerate the pace of industrial­
ization in the country through for­
eign capital inflows. To lower trans­
portation costs by being closer to 
the export markets, most of the 
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new industries are expected to lo­
cate in the border areas of the 
Northwest. This will further in­
crease the demand for already 
scarce water. When supplies 
tighten, farmers typically lose out. 
Therefore, under this scenario, po­
tential for increasingirrigated acre­
age is almost non-existent. 
Yield Potential 
Increasing yields on existing 
horticultural acreage has a greater 
potential for increasing horticul­
tural output in Mexico than bring-
ingmore land or water into produc­
tion. This can be accomplished 
through the use of improved tech­
nology. The Mexican government 
should give the highest priority to 
technologies that are broadly ap­
plicable throughout Mexico's agri­
culture, as well as technologies that 
a substantial number of farmers 
will adopt (U.S. Congress, 1992; 
Cummings et al., 1989). 
Currently, Mexican farmers 
buy almost all their seeds from the 
U.S. because domestically produced 
seeds are inferior. However, 
Mexican soils and growing condi­
tions are different than those in 
the U.S. for which those seeds were 
developed. The situation can be 
changed by investing in research 
and extension services. However, 
Mexico's expenditures on research 
are a fraction of those in the U.S. 
(U.S. Congress, 1992). If the situ­
ation does not improve, then 
Mexico's low cost advantage will be 
offset by higher yields in the U.S. 
Given less fertile land and low qual­
ity water, Mexico must have a sub­
stantial increase in productivity to 
maintain its competitive position 
in horticultural production over 
time. Improvement in technology 
provides the best chance to achieve 
higher yields. But, in reality, Mexi­
can agriculture has experienced 
disinvestment during the last de­
cade (Cook et al., 1991). 
Under NAFTA, Mexican farm­
ers will have full access to the U.S. 
farm technology. However, this 
technology is biased toward larger 
farms and is relatively expensive. 
The average size of farms in Mexico 
is about one-fourth of the 588 acres 
average farm size in the U.S. 
(Segarra, 1992). Moreover, ejidos 
account for approximately 54 per­
cent of total land area in Mexico 
and the average ejido farm is only 
about 12 acres (Rosson and Angel, 
1992). Therefore, without the Mexi­
can government's commitment to 
either develop new technology or 
modify the technology developed 
elsewhere to suit the local condi­
tions, Mexican farmers may not be 
able to significantly increase their 
yields. 
Demand for Horticultural 
Products 
Domestic demand for horticul­
tural products, in addition to their 
production and supply, will affect 
Mexico's export potential of veg­
etables to the U.S. As Mexico's 
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population and income continue to 
rise, more produce from northwest­
ern Mexico will be shipped to the 
domestic market, whereas, in the 
recent past this area produced al­
most solely for export. Moreover, 
vegetables have played an impor­
tant role in the national 
government's attempt to improve 
the typical corn-based starchy di­
ets ofthe average Mexican 
(Emerson, 1980). 
Mexico's population of approxi­
mately 90 million people is grow­
ing at a rate of two percent annu­
ally. Seventy-two percent of the 
total Mexican population now lives 
in urban areas, about the same 
proportion as in the U.S. (Economic 
Commission for Latin America and 
the Caribbean, 1991). Mexican 
households on the average spend 
over 54 percent of their total bud­
gets on food, and fruits and veg­
etables account for about 20 per­
cent of total food expenditures. 
Relatively high income consumers 
spend almost three times more than 
low income consumers on horticul­
tural products (USDA, 1993). How­
ever, the proportional share of the 
food budget spent on vegetables 
only is 14 percent (Heien et al., 
1989). 
It is assumed that under the 
FTA, foreign investment in Mexico 
will increase by $20 to $25 billion 
and that, in turn, will result in 
income growth of 5 to 6 percent a 
year (Burfisher et al., 1992; 
Barkema, 1992). This growth in 
income coupled with growth in the 
population at twice the U.S. popu­
lation growth rate is expected to 
increase the demand for fruits and 
vegetables by 4.6 percent annually 
through the end of the decade 
(USDA, 1993). 
Using the Mexican per capita 
income elasticity (Norton and Solis, 
1983), their expected annual 
growth rate in income (Burfisher 
et al., 1992), and their population 
growth rate (Economic Commis­
sion for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, 1991), we computed the 
annual growth rates in the domes­
tic demand for tomatoes, cucum­
bers, and squash. Also, to see if 
Mexico could meet the estimated 
growth in domestic demand, we 
computed the average annual 
growth rates in production of se­
lected vegetable crops for the 1980-
91 period. Assuming a linear trend 
in production, the results show that 
the estimated growth in demand 
for tomatoes will exceed the growth 
in production by more that a 2 to 1 
margin (4percentvs. 1.72percent). 
But in the case of cucumbers and 
squash, production increases at a 
slightly higher rate than demand. 
Cucumber production increases 
5.58 percent annually while de­
mand grows at 5 percent a year; 
the corresponding growth rates for 
squash are 5.93 percent and 3.65 
percent, respectively. The demand 
for onion s is estimated to grow at 5 
percent a year. Mexico's exports of 
onions to the U. S. account for only 
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3 to 6 percent of total U. S. ship­
ments (USDAa). 
Mexico currently consumes 82 
percent of its total production of 
fruits and vegetables. Per capita 
consumption has risen from 77 
pounds per year during the 1960-
64 period to 159 pounds in 1992 
(USDA, 1993). About 10 percent of 
Mexico's population is classified as 
rich, 45 percent as middle class, 
and the rest as poor (Hecht and 
Morici, 1993). High income con­
sumers spend almost three times 
more than low income consumers 
on horticultural products (USDA, 
1993). Therefore, as incomes rise, 
the proportional share of total pro­
duction consumed in the domestic 
market must continue to increase. 
This means a reduction in or no 
expansion of exports, given the lim­
ited growth potential of production 
discussed earlier. 
Nature of U.S. Import Demand 
Although Mexico is the third 
most important export market and 
the fourth most important source 
of imports to the U.S., agricultural 
trade between the two countries 
remains asymmetric. About 95 
percent of Mexico's agricultural 
exports that go to the U. S. consti­
tute only 10 percent of U.S. im­
ports, whereas approximately 7 
percent of U. S. agricultural ex­
ports to Mexico represent 75 per­
cent of Mexico's agricultural im­
ports (Segarra, 1992). In 1990, 
U.S. farm imports from Mexico 
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reached $2.6 billion. Vegetables 
accounted for 34 percent of the to­
tal imports. During the same year, 
of the total $2.5 billion in U.S. farm 
exports to Mexico, fruits and veg­
etables combined accounted for 9 
percent (USDA, 1992). 
Most of the U.S. import de­
mand for Mexican horticultural 
products is complementary rather 
than competitive with domestic 
products. Mexico ships fresh veg­
etables to the U.S. primarily dur­
ing the winter season. This puts 
Mexico in direct competition with 
Florida because northern Mexico 
is on the same latitude as Florida 
and, therefore, growing seasons are 
similar. California crops come in 
later. 
Given normal weather, winter j 
vegetables from Mexico supply west 
coast markets, those from Florida, 
the east coast. In the center of the 
country, produce from Mexico and 
Florida competes on the basis of 
delivered costs. With this major 
exception, Mexican horticulture 
complements more than it com­
petes with U.S. horticulture (U.S. 
Congress, 1992). Even in the cen­
ter ofthe country, Mexico may not 
have a clear-cut advantage with 
respect to the delivered costs of all 
vegetables throughout the shipping 
season that runs from December to 
April. Using the 1980-91 monthly 
price series, the average FOB 
monthly prices at the shipping 
points for both Mexico (Nogales, 
Arizona is the port of entry) and 
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Florida were calculated (USDAb). 
Based on these average FOB 
monthly prices, Mexico maintained 
its comparative advantage for to­
matoes throughout the shipping 
season and for cucumbers and pep­
pers 3 out of 5 months of the ship­
ping season; Florida was dominant 
in all other situations. 
Despite the cost disadvantage, 
Florida has maintained its market 
share for tomatoes and cucumbers, 
gained for bell peppers, and lost for 
squash during the 1981-91 period. 
On the other hand, Sinaloa has 
gained market share for cucum­
bers and squash and maintained 
its share for tomatoes and peppers 
(Cook et al.,1991). Since tariffs on 
these crops are already low, rang­
ing from lc to 3c per pound, the 
FTA will have little effect, if any, 
on trade. 
Government Policies 
Government policies affect 
prices, output levels, and trade 
patterns of agricultural products 
around the world. The United 
States and Mexico are no excep­
tion. Under NAFTA, the two coun­
tries will completely eliminate, over 
a transition period, all tariffs, quo­
tas, and licenses that act as barri­
ers to agricultural trade. The im­
pact of the agreement on the U. S. 
horticulture sector will depend, in 
part, on whether the agreement 
results in trade diversion or trade 
creation. If the U.S. government 
maintains existing tariffs on im­
ports from other Latin American 
countries that compete with Mexico 
in the U.S. horticulture market, 
then increased imports from Mexico 
will simply displace imports from 
the nonmember countries of Latin 
America. In that case, the FTA 
will have almost no effect on U.S. 
vegetable producers. However, 
under trade creation, Mexican ex­
ports to the U.S. will increase and 
should displace higher cost domes-
ticproducts. But this depends upon 
Mexico's production growth poten­
tial as discussed earlier. 
As mentioned by Hinojosa et 
al. (1991), "an industry is competi­
tive if it can obtain and maintain a 
profitable share ofthe market for 
its product, and its ability to do so 
depends upon prices and costs rela­
tive to those of competitors." How­
ever, in international trade, those 
prices and costs are affected by the 
exchange rate, the rate at which 
one currency trades for another. 
Appreciation of an importer's cur­
rency decreases the importer's cost 
of foreign exchange, which lowers 
the commodity's price in the im­
port market and increases the 
quantity demanded. This tends to 
raise world prices in the exporter's 
currency, inducing exporters to 
increase the quantity supplied to 
the world market. Throughout the 
1980's, the dollar appreciated in 
terms of the Peso. As a result, the 
value of the Peso declined from 
22.95 per dollar in 1980 to 3006.8 
per dollar in 1992 (The Economist 
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Intelligence Unit, 1992). This de­
valuation of the Mexican currency 
was partly responsible for making 
Mexico's horticulture sector more 
competitive in the U. S. market. 
However, as mentioned earlier, 
Mexico is expected to get $20 bil­
lion to $25 billion in foreign invest­
ments under NAFTA. This foreign 
capital inflow is bound to result in 
the Peso's appreciation. According 
to Robinson et al. (1992), a flow of 
$ 10 billion into the Mexican 
economy will lead to an 11.1 per­
cent appreciation in the Peso and a 
10.6 percent decline in the export 
of fruits and vegetables. There­
fore, given the validity of the as­
sumption about foreign capital in­
flows, NAFTA may actually reduce 
Mexico's exports of horticultural 
products. Ejido reform is a major 
factor in increasing Mexico's pro­
duction growth potential because 
54 percent of the total land area of 
the country is ejido land. Ejido 
cropland accounts for 50 million 
acres (Schulties and Williams, 
1992). No one knows what will 
happen to land tenure patterns 
once the ejido reforms are fully 
implemented. The reforms can 
increase production potential if the 
owners of ejido land transfer their 
ownership or rent it to more highly 
capitalized farmers or 
agribusinesses (Cornelius, 1992). 
Finally, there are built-in safe­
guard provisions and a long transi­
tion period to protect vulnerable 
industries, like horticulture, un­
der NAFTA. However, in the long 
run, U.S. policies toward Central 
and South American countries, 
such as Chile, Peru, and Guate­
mala, will have a major impact on 
both the U.S. and Mexican horti­
culture industries. Their 
agribusinesses will provide con­
tinuing competition for U.S. and 
Mexican vegetable producers (U.S. 
Congress, 1992). 
Summary and Conclusions 
The North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has 
caused a serious concern among 
the U.S. vegetable growers. They 
fear that, under the agreement, 
Mexico will expand its horticul­
tural exports and capture a larger 
share ofthe U.S. market because 
horticulture is a labor-intensive 
industry and, compared to the U.S., 
Mexico has a relatively cheap and 
abundant supply of labor. This 
study analyzed the validity of the 
assumption that Mexico, under 
NAFTA, will significantly expand 
itshorticultural exports to the U.S. 
and undercut production and in­
come levels of U.S. vegetable grow­
ers. 
To determine the production 
potential, the study analyzed 
Mexico's ability to bring more land 
under horticultural crops, to bring 
more land under irrigation, and to 
increase yields from existing acre­
age under horticultural crops. The 
first two options were found to be 
not feasible because of economic, 
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political, and physical constraints. 
Increasingyields through improved 
technology would require a long 
term commitment on the part of 
the government to invest in agri­
cultural research and extension 
services. 
Domestic demand, in addition 
to domestic production and supply, 
determine a country's export po­
tential. Given its projected popu­
lation and income growth rates, 
Mexico's growth in demand for to­
matoes was found to exceed the 
growth in production by more than 
2 to 1 margin. In the case of cucum­
bers and squash, production would 
increase at a slightly higher rate 
than demand. This meant a reduc­
tion in or no expansion of exports, 
given the limited growth potential 
of production. 
Moreover, most of the U.S. 
import demand for Mexican horti­
cultural products is complemen­
tary rather than competitive with 
domestic products. Florida is the 
only state that competes directly 
with Mexico. Despite its relatively 
higher production costs, Floridahas 
maintained or increased its mar­
ket share for all vegetables consid­
ered, except for squash. With ex­
pected appreciation of the Peso due 
to foreign capital inflows into the 
Mexican economy, Florida will be­
come more competitive over time. 
If that happens, then the effect of 
removal of already low tariffs will 
be offset by the higher valued Peso. 
Mexico's ability to expand fu­
ture agricultural exports to the U.S. 
will depend upon several factors. 
Cook et al.(1991) have mentioned 
some of them, including (1) foreign 
investment in agriculture; (2) land 
tenure reforms; (3) improvements 
in the irrigation infrastructure and 
water pricing; (4) macroeconomic 
and exchange rate policy; (5) the 
transportation infrastructure; (6) 
the marketing infrastructure; and 
(7) environmental policy. 
Mexico's agricultural sector 
experienced some disinvestment 
during the last decade. As a result 
there have been cutbacks in acre­
age planted, yields, and total pro­
duction (Cook et al., 1991). To 
improve its performance, the Mexi­
can agriculture sector must over­
come a decade of declining invest­
ment, adjust to lower government 
supports and subsidies, and con­
tain rapidly rising costs per unit of 
output. Thus, Mexican agricul­
ture faces a more troubled future 
than U. S. agriculture. 
In the past, U.S. farmers have 
been helped by technological im­
provements to maintain advan­
tages in delivered costs through 
yield and productivity improve­
ments and they are well poised to 
continue to do so in the future. 
Since it is difficult to transplant 
technology across borders without 
modification, Mexico in its current 
environment will be hard pressed 
to maintain its competitive posi­
tion. The importance of foreign 
investment in Mexican agriculture, 
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therefore, becomes even more cru­
cial. 
Free trade will help in trans­
forming Mexican agriculture so it 
is more efficient. It will speed up 
the adoption of new technology and 
lead to structural changes. Effi­
cient farmers will expand to ab­
sorb the land, machinery, and other 
inputs released by the less efficient 
farmers moving out of the agricul­
tural sector (Burfisher etal., 1992). 
Even if we assume, as NAFTA 
opponents do, thatMexico will sub­
stantially increase its horticultural 
exports to the U.S., it is not going to 
hurt U.S. growers of those crops. 
As Cook (1992) points out, "The 
U.S. horticulture industry is the 
largest in the world, and its sheer 
size is going to give it a lot of 
protection...We tend to focus too 
much on thinking that the North 
America market is a fixed pie. That 
is not true-you can have growth 
without displacing domestic pro­
duction." 
Notes 
iThis paper was presented at the Sixth Annual Mexico-Texas Higher Education 
Conference held at Texas A&M University, Kingsville, Texas, April, 1994. 
2The research for this project was funded, in part, by the Houston Livestock Show and 
Rodeo and by the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs at Southwest Texas State 
University, San Marcos, Texas. 
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Consideraciones en torno a la politica agropecuaxia 
en Mexico: 
Reflexiones del caso de los fondos de solidaridad 
para la produccion 
Camilo Contreras Delgado* 
Summary 
The National Solidarity Program has also been extended to the productive sphere of 
the mexican fields through the Solidarity Funds for the Production. In this article the 
consistency in the desing of this instrument is discussed as a support to the abandoned 
fanners in the structure of the general policy applied to the agricultural area. 
Introduccion 
La direction que la adminis­
tration publica ha dado al sector 
agropecuario, ha tenido profundas 
variaciones en las ultimas decadas, 
quizas en los ultimos veinte anos 
se observan mas cambios en el sec­
tor que en los anos posteriores al 
termino de la revolution mexicana. 
La crisis de la economi'a mexicana 
obligo a la aplicacion de "ajustes 
ortodoxos de acuerdo el Fondo 
Monetario Internacional (FMI) [de 
fines de 1982 a fines de 1987]; y de 
1988 a la fecha se ha seguido una 
poh'tica de estabilizacion de tipo 
heterodoxo" (Appending 1992). 
Evidentemente el sector 
agropecuario no se sustrae de los 
ajustes, los que se expresan en la 
disminucion de los recursos 
asignados por el sector publico en 
forma de subsidios e inversiones. 
Las reform as instrumentadas 
por el gobierno mexicano en el sec­
tor agropecuario no siempretienen 
su origen en este pais, Appendini 
nos da cuenta de ello: 
"La poh'tica de restructuracion 
esta asociada a las recomenda-
ciones del Banco Mundial. 
Desde 1983 hubo platicas con 
el Banco Mundial con respecto 
a la poh'tica agropecuaria, y se 
firmaron varios acuerdos 
durante los anos posteriores. 
En 1986, el Banco hizo varias 
sugerencias con respecto a los 
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cambios en la polftica agn'cola 
tales coino reformas en la 
comercializaeion, la reduccion 
de subsidios, la desregulacion 
de precios y del mercado, y 
sobre la inversidn y gasto 
publico en la agricultura." 
A partir de las fecbas de estas 
negociaciones y basta estos 
momentos se ban llevado a cabo 
reformas sustanciales en las 
paraestatales del sector 
(CONASUPO, ANAGSA, 
BANRURAL...), en la definition 
de los precios de los productos 
agricolas, en la reduccion de 
subsidios, mayores facilidades a la 
importacion, adelgazamiento de la 
Secretaria de Agricultura y 
Recursos Hidraulicos (SARH) y 
mas recientemente las reformas 
legislativas. 
Si bien es cierto que debieran 
eliminarse los vicios existentes en 
las empresas paraestatales y en 
algunos mecanismos de apoyo al 
sector, tambien es verdad que las 
modificaciones deberian dirigirse 
de tal manera que la gran tipologia 
de productores que tenemos en el 
agro mexicano fueran alcanzados 
por sus beneficios. 
Lasreducciones en la inversion 
publicay en el credito al sector (ver 
cuadro l)ban sido complementadas 
con nuevos criterios para invertir 
en el campo, asi como para otorgar 
creditos productivos.1 De esta 
manera, entre los nuevos 
lineamientos marcados por el 
BANRURAL destacan dos 
principios paranuestro analisis: a) 
se da prioridad a la produccion de 
basicos y b) a mayor potencial 
mayor cuota, en base al proceso 
productivo. Elsegundocriteriodeja 
ver que solo podran considerarse 
sujetos de credito por parte de 
BANRURAL aquellos productores 
que garanticen rentabilidad, de 
esta manera, la institution deja de 
beneficiar a todos aquellos 
productores que no son rentables y 
que no tienen potencial productivo 
(aunque esta ultima caracterfstica 
puede ser ambigua en la practica 
como se vera mas delante). 
Fondos de Solidaridad para la 
Produccion. ^Alternativapara 
Productores Campesinos? 
Despues de la restructuracion 
de las instituciones agropecuarias 
y despues del retiro parcial de 
BANRURAL, han aparecido 
algunos apoyos considerados como 
alternatives para los productores 
afectados con las medidas ya 
mencionadas. El Programa 
Nacional de Modernization del 
Campo 1990-1994 establece que el 
Programa Nacional de Solidaridad 
(PRONASOL) apoyard a zonas 
marginadas y con bajo potencial 
productivo "vinculando el 
otorgamiento de recursos a un 
proceso de coinversion productiva"; 
de esta manera surgen los Fondos 
de Solidaridad para la Produccion, 
programa tambien conocido como 
"credito a la palabra". Aunque 
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cabe aclarar que el PRONASOL no 
solo actua en el medio rural a traves 
de este credito, tambien se ban 
realizado actividades e inversiones 
en obras no siempre relacionadas 
con la actividad productiva. 
El surgimiento de programas 
como el "credito a la palabra" 
obedece entonces a estrategias 
macroeconomicas de reasignacion 
de los recursos publieos al sector 
agropecuario, es decir, es resultado 
de la definicion de apoyos 
diferenciados a productores 
rentables y no rentables, a produc­
tores con potencial producti vo y sin 
potencial productivo, Ladiscusion 
de este artfculo se centra en 
cuestionar hasta donde el "credito 
a la palabra" constituye realmente 
una alternativa para los 
productores, que dada la restruc-
turacidn en el campo mexicano, 
han dejado de ser sujetos de credito 
para la banca de fomento 
agropecuario. 
Para apoyar este analisis a 
continuacion se presenta en forma 
breve la normatividad general del 
citado programa y posteriormente 
se aprovecharan los resultados de 
un estudio de caso en el cual se 
evaluo este programa en el norte 
de Coahuila. 
Caracteristicas del "credito a 
la palabra". 
El objetivo para el cual fue 
creado es impulsar la produccidn 
de alimentos, aunque even-
tualmente tambien se ha 
mencionado que proporciona 
recursos para satisfacer las 
necesidades de autoconsumo. El 
credito se concede, de acuerdo a 
sus principios, sin requerir fianza 
ni seguro; no se cobra interes y la 
recuperacidn se destina a la 
construction de obras para la propia 
comunidad; intervienen en este 
programa la Secretaria de 
Desarrollo Social (SEDESOL), la 
Secretaria de Agricultura y 
Recursos Hidraulicos (SARH), las 
presidencias municipales y los 
productores beneficiados. La 
documentacion oficial del programa 
senalalasobligacionesyfacultades 
de cada uno de sus diferentes 
actores. En 1991(ano del estudio a 
que nos referimos mas delante) el 
monto del apoyo fue de 300 mil 
pesos (de aquel ano) por hectarea y 
se apoyo un maximo de dos 
hectareas por productor (en lazona 
norte de Coahuila). Por parte del 
productor sobresalen tres 
requisitos a cumplir: ser productor 
de basicos y de temporal, no tener 
credito con BANRURAL, y, 
destinar el credito al cultivo 
preferentemente de basicos. En 
los documentos que presentan al 
programa, llama la atencion la 
ausencia de metas cuyo grado de 
alcance pudiese ser evaluado. 
El "Credito a la Palabra" en el 
Norte de Coahuila. 
En 1992 se llevo a cabo un 
estudio cuyo principal objetivo fue 
evaluar el desempeno e impacto 
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tenido por este programa en el norte 
de Coahuila en el ano de 1991.2 
Para llevar a cabo esta 
investigacion fue necesario 
entrevistar a funcionarios de la 
SEDESOL, de la SARH, de las 
presidencias municipales, a si como 
utilizar un cuestionario para captar 
informacidn de una muestra 
representativa de campesinos 
beneficiados con el credito en tres 
municipios. Una parte importante 
del trabajo consistio en revisar la 
informacion oficial escrita para el 
programa: convocatorias, folletos 
de presentacion, listados de 
beneficiarios acreditados asi como 
de beneficiarios que reintegraron 
el credito. 
Los resultados obtenidos en 
dicho estudio se pueden agrupar 
en tres aspectos: Flujo de 
informacion entre los actores del 
programa; desempeno de cada ac­
tor del programa; e impacto del 
programa. 
El primer aspecto se refiere al 
grado en que los participantes 
dominaron el contenido del 
programa (objetivos, mecanica 
operativa, funciones de cada actor, 
montos acreditados y reintegrados). 
En este apartado se observe que la 
SEDESOL, la SARH y las 
presidencias municipales real-
mente conocian el contenido del 
programa, sin embargo, menos del 
50 por ciento de los productores 
beneficiados se entero de las 
funciones de las entidades 
involucradas y de los montos 
acreditados y reintegrados. 
En cuanto al desempeno de los 
actores, se puede comentar que la 
aplicacion en las funciones de cada 
uno de ellos no fue uniforme, es 
decir, algunos mostraron mayor 
interes y calidad en la realization 
de sus actividades. La SEDESOL 
tuvo un desempeno aceptable: el 
orden de la informacion y la 
comunicacion mostrada con las 
presidencias municipales asi lo 
confirm an, sin embrago, el mayor 
problema presentado, y que involu-
cra a varias de las entidades 
publicas participantes es la 
inoportuna entrega del credito; este 
contratiempo fue de los mas 
comunes en los municipios 
estudiados y el que represent*) el 
mayor obstaculo para que el 
programa cumpliera con los 
lineamientos establecidos. 
Alas presidencias municipales 
les falta mayor intercambio de 
informacion con los productores 
beneficiados, muestra de ello fueron 
losbajos porcentajes de productores 
conocedores del contenido del 
programa. El PRONASOL ha 
preconizado su mecanismo de 
action, en cual confiere mayor 
participation en sus diferentes 
programas a las administraciones 
municipales, esto en contraposition 
del centralismo tradicional. Sin 
embargo, si bien es cierto que el 
municipio administra el programa, 
esta participation activa se situa 
en la esfera de la ejecucion, 
mientras que, por otro lado, el 
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municipio permanece impedido en 
la entrega oportuna del "credito a 
la palabra" en tanto que los recursos 
permanecen centralizados 
primeramente en la federation y 
en segunda instancia en la 
administration estatal. 
La SARH es la dependencia 
que tiene un papel mas modesto: 
verification de labores y 
certification de siniestros. Sin 
embargo, esta institution no ha 
tenido la capacidad en 
infraestructura y en suficiencia de 
personal para cumplir con sus 
fun clones en el porgrama: solo el 
28.6 por ciento de los productores 
beneficiados fueron visitados para 
verificar sus labores y no todos los 
siniestros fueron certificados. 
Los productores por su parte 
cumplieron los requisitos marcados 
para obtener el credito, destinaron 
los recursos a la siembra (aunque 
no todos, debido a la inoportuna 
entrega del credito) de mafz, sorgo, 
y en menor proportion de frijol. El 
| cumplimiento de los productores 
en el reintegro de los recursos fue 
irregular en los tres municipios, en 
promedio el 28.3 por ciento de los 
productores reintegraron el 100 por 
ciento del credito; el 44.8 por ciento 
de los productores reintegraron el 
50 por ciento del credito 26.8 por 
ciento de los productores no 
reintegraron parte alguna del 
credito. Los productores que no 
reintegraron el credito total o 
parcialmente expusieron diferentes 
razones: siniestro en sus parcelas 
(unica causa que justifica el no 
reintegro del credito, siempre que 
tal siniestro halla sido certificado 
por la SARH), falta de recursos y 
algunos mencionaron desconocer 
la obligatoriedad de reintegrar el 
dinero. Los productores tambien 
actuan a traves del llamado Comite 
Pro-Obra, cuya funcion es promover 
la reintegration del credito y 
conducir la inversion con los 
recursos recuperados; sobre este 
particular se observo que 
efectivamente hubo diversas 
inversiones (compactacion de 
caminos, compra de material para 
cercado, reparation de maquinaria 
agricola, y otras) aunque tambien 
hubo ejidos en los que no se formd 
dicho comite y otros en que la nula 
o escasa recuperation del credito 
impidieron la realization de obras 
comunitarias . 
Finalmente, en los resultados 
obtenidos podemos referirinos al 
impacto que tuvo el programa, 
considerando sus propios objetivos 
(planteados en terminos produc-
tivos). Este impacto fue con-
dicionado por dos factores: a) El 
desempeno de cada uno de sus 
participantes (discutido en parrafos 
anteriores) cuyos efectos se 
reflejaron en el pen'odo y en la 
region de estudio;y b) El disenoy la 
mecanica operativa del mismo 
programa cuyos efectos trascienden 
lo temporal y lo espacial. 
En el terreno productivo el 
impacto fue nulo, esto se puede 
reflejar en los siguientes 
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resultados: 
* La superficie beneficiada fue 
minima en relacion al total de 
hectareas susceptibles de ser 
apoyadas en cada uno de los 
tres municipios (30,12.8 y 5.8 
por ciento respectivamente). 
* La extension cultivada de 
mafz, frijol y forraje no ha 
variado en los productores an­
tes y despues de ser 
beneficiados con el credito. Ver 
cuadros 2, 3 y 4. 
* Lo mismo sucedio con el 
volumen de cosecha, no hubo 
variaciones antesy despues del 
apoyo del programa. Ver 
cuadros 5 y 6. 
* En el ano de 1991, el apoyo de 
300 mil pesos (de los antiguos) 
fue equivalente al 57, al 58 y al 
56 por ciento de los costos de 
produccidn por hectarea de 
mai'z, frijol y sorgo forrajero 
respectivamente; lo que no 
constituye un fuerte aliciente 
para incrementar la superficie 
de cultivo. 
* Por otro lado, la percepcion 
que los productores tienen del 
apoyo "credito a la palabra" no 
esta directa y exclusivamente 
relacionada con aspectos 
productivos: el 89 por ciento de 
los productores beneficiados 
ven al credito como un apoyo 
extra para la economfa famil­
iar; en tanto que el restante 11 
por ciento de aquellos 
afirmaron que el credito sf les 
permite cultivar mayor 
superficie y por el contrario 
ningun productor beneficiado 
acepto que el credito le permita 
obtener mayor volumen de 
cosecha. 
A lo anterior se agrega el 
retraso por varios meses que sufrid 
la antrega del credito, lo que 
constituye el principal obstaculo y 
que origina las distorsiones en el 
funcionamiento del programa. 
El Pograma Fondos de 
Solidaridad para la Produccidn 
evidentemente no tuvo un impacto 
productive en el norte de Coahuila 
en el ano 1991, asi lo demuestran 
los datos empfricos ya anotados, 
sin embrago, conviene ampliar la 
revision en algunos aspectos 
centrales del diseno, ya que por su 
naturaleza, sus efectos no se 
circunscriben a una region y a un 
momento determinado, sino que 
pueden explicar un compor-
tamiento del programa a nivel 
nacional. 
La cobertura que el programa 
ha mantenido reduce las 
posibilidades de incrementar 
realmente la produccidn: el monto 
que se otorga no estimula al 
productor a la ampliacion de 
superficie por cultivar; se establece 
un maximo de dos hectareas a 
beneficiar por productor, lo que 
limita los efectos positivos en la 
produccidn, el numero de 
productores que se benefician en 
cada municipio no representa ni la 
tercera parte del total. Todo esto 
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denota que los recursos publicos 
destinados a los Fondos de 
Solidaridad para 1 a Produccidn son 
insuficientes y se trata de abarcar 
mas (productores) con menos 
(recursos). 
Por otro lado, en la asignacion 
de funciones a los diferentes actores 
dentro del porgrama, no han sido 
consideradas las capacidades en 
infraestructura y en personal, de 
manera que en la ejecucion se 
presentan incumplimientos dadas 
las limitantes en los rubros 
marcados, tal es el caso de la SARH. 
Finalmente (y lo que es mas 
importante), las diversas reformas 
que han llevado al cambio en las 
practicas de apoyo al sector 
agropecuario no han establecido 
una adecuada tipologia de 
productores (los dos grandes 
grupos, como ya se menciono son: 
productores rentables y 
productores no rentables). Deesta 
manera, no se han disenado 
medidas de apoyo que beneficien a 
productores que no son 
precisamente de subsistencia ni de 
tipo empresarial o rentable. El 
siguiente caso empirico ilustra lo 
anterior: los productores benef-
iciados de uno delos ejidos del area 
de estudio han convenido que al 
momento de recibir el credito sea 
reingresado en elacto alatesorerfa, 
con lo cual aseguran el reintegro 
total del credito y por consecuencia 
dispondran de mayores recursos 
para adquirir infraestructura 
productiva para la comunidad (lo 
que no seria posible con 
recuperaciones parciales). Esto les 
ha dado resultados en varios 
ejercicios del "credito a la palabra". 
Obviamente estos productores 
pueden sembrar con sus propios 
recursos, pero ese no es su 
problema, con esta actitud reflejan 
que sus necesidades se ubican mas 
en el piano de la infraestructura 
productiva, es decir, el programa 
no distingue entre productores de 
subsistencia y productores que sin 
ser rentables puedan ser apoyados 
con otro tipo de recursos para 
capitalizarse con la adquisicion de 
infraestructura. 
A Manera de Conclusion 
La restructuracion llevada a 
cabo en los diferentes aspectos del 
sector agropecuario (a raiz de la 
crisis econdmica de Mexico) se ha 
marcado por la reduccion en la 
asignacion de recursos (via 
subsidios, creditos, inversion, etc.), 
ademas de otras reformas 
normativaseinstitucionales. Una 
de las alternativas que el Estado 
ha disenado para los productores 
que han dejado de ser sujetos de 
credito de Banrural es el "credito a 
la palabra" que ha dernostrado 
carencias en su diseno y en su 
funcionamiento, de tal manera que 
este apoyo no ha significado una 
solucion a los problemas que 
enfrentan los productores a los 
cuales esta dirigido. El diseno de 
instrumentos alternativos debera 
considerar las diferencias aun 
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dentro de la categon'a de 
productores no rentables tales como 
clima, costumbres agrfcolas, 
conocimientos tecnicos, disposition 
y necesidades de infraestructura, 
organization, entre otras; y por otro 
lado tener presentes las 
capacidades de las entidades 
publicas que conduciran dichas 
acciones, de otro rnodo los recursos 
cada vez mas escasos cointinuaran 
administrandose con un mfnimo 
debeneficios socialesy economicos. 
CUADRO 1* 
INVERSION PUBLICA EN FOMENTO AGROPECUARIO Y CREDITO AL SECTOR 
(Miles de millones de pesos de 1980) 
INVERSION CREDITO AGROPECUARIO 
Banca Banca de 
Anos Total Indice Comercial Desarrollo Total Indice 
1980 80.9 100.0 73.2 104.5 177.7 100.0 
1981 67.5 83.4 79.6 79.9 159.5 89.8 
1982 50.1 61.9 70.7 79.5 150.2 84.5 
1983 31.0 38.3 51.7 60.5 112.5 63.1 
1984 35.5 43.9 65.5 59.4 125.0 70.3 
1985 28.1 34.8 62.7 65.5 128.3 72.2 
1986 26.7 33.0 41.0 53.4 94.4 53.1 
1987 19.1 23.6 41.6 39.5 81 1 45.7 
1988 14.3 17.6 44.9 45.3 90.2 50.8 
1989 17.5 21.7 63.4 45.5 108.9 61.3 
*Tomado de Calva 1991. 
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CUADRO 2* 
SUPERFICIE SEMBRADA DE MAIZ POR PRODUCTORES BENEFICIADOS CON 
"CREDITO A LA PALABRA" EN TRES MUNICIPIOS DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA 
(Promedio en hectdreas) 
MUNICIPIO 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Guerrero 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.8 
sp sp cp sp 
Nava 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.4 
sp cp cp cp 
Piedras 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 
Negras sp sp cp sp 
* con base en datos de campo 
cp = con programa 
sp = sin programa 
CUADRO 3* 
SUPERFICIE SEMBRADA DE FRIJOL POR PRODUCTORES BENEFICIADOS CON 
"CREDITO A LA PALABRA" EN TRES MUNICIPIOS DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA 
(Promedio en hectdreas) 
MUNICIPIO 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Guerrero 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
sp sp cp sp 
Nava 0.06 0.23 0.13 0.13 
sp cp cp cp 
Piedras 0.48 0.53 0.75 0.5 
Negras sp sp cp sp 
* con base en datos de campo 
cp = con programa 
sp = sin programa 
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CUADRO4* 
SUPERFICEE SEMBRADADE FORRAJE POR PRODUCTORES BENEFICIADOS CON 
"CREDITO A LA PALABRA* EN TRES MUNICIPIOS DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA 
(Promedio en hect&reas) 
MUNICIPIO 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Guerrero 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.3 
sp sp cp sp 
Nava 1.0 1.5 1.1 1.0 
sp cp cp cp 
Piedras 1.3 0.8 1.3 0.4 
Negras sp sp CP sp 
* con base en datos de campo 
cp = con programs 
sp = sin programs 
CUADRO 5* 
PRODUCCION DE MAIZ OBTENIDA POR PRODUCTORES BENEFICIADOS CON 
"CREDITO A LA PALABRA" EN TRES MUNICIPIOS DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA 
(Promedio en kilogramos) 
MUNICIPIO 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Gierrero 50 50 0.0 0.0 
sp sp cp sp 
Nava 366 680 840 920 
sp cp cp cp 
Piedras 530 580 410 1700.75 
Negras sp sp cp sp 
* con base en datos de campo 
cp = con programs 
sp = sin programs 
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CUADRO 6* 
PRODUCCION DE FRLJOL OBTENIDA POR PRODUCTORES BENEFICIADOS CON 
"CREDITQ A LA PALABRA" EN TRES MUNICBPIOS DEL NORTE DE COAHUILA 
(Promedio en kilogramos) 
MUNICIPIO 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Guerrero 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 
sp sp cp sp 
Nava 26.6 40 53.3 6.6 
sp cp cp cp 
Piedras 17 50 45 55 
Negras sp sp cp sp 
* con base en datos de campo 
cp = con programa 
sp = sin programa 
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"El curso del Rio Bravo en Tamaulipas y en su 
frontera con Texas: Una reflexion historica" 
Manuel Ceballos Ramirez* 
Summary 
In order to think historically about human events in the region where the Rio Grande 
flows between Tamaulipas and Texas, a series of assumptions have to be made. These 
include the ecology of the area, human life in the region, and the complex relationships 
between two nations. First and foremost we need to view human history as a conscious 
activity. This leadsus to state that the geographical region under consideration has its own 
geopolitical and biterritorial configurations. The region is bicultural, binational and 
biterritorial. The consequence of the above makes human behavior in the area sue generis. 
To develop the above points, the article will conduct an analysis of historical discourse as 
it pertains to the area. This will be achieved by examining human life on the Rio Grande 
between Tamaulipas and Texas in four historical periods. 
Para pensar historicamente los 
acontecimientos de la region por 
donde fluye el Rio Bravo entre 
TamaulipasyTexas sehan dehacer 
una serie de consideraciones que 
tienen que ver eon la ecologfa, con 
la vida humana en la region y con 
la complejidad de relaciones que 
hoy existen entre las dos naciones. 
Es por ello que tres supuestos 
fundamentales son los que nos 
sirven de punto de partida de este 
artfculo. 
En primer lugar, es menester 
considerar que lo primordial de toda 
reflexion historica es que tenga 
como referencia principal el 
acontecer humane, que exista 
conocimiento y conciencia de ese 
acontecer y, a la vez, que se posea 
algun tipo de registro documental 
oral o monumental de esa vivencia. 
Dicho de otro modo, la existencia 
humana como ser-en-el-mundo 
(Martin Heidegger) y como sujeto 
de la historia esta condicionada a 
un racional comportamiento entre 
los seres humanos y su entorno 
ecologico; en este sentido elhombre 
deberfa apoyar sus decisiones 
politicas mas que en una serie de 
irracionales conocimientos 
derivados de la economfa, en una 
ciencia racional de la ecologfa (Carl 
*E1 Colegio de la Frontera Norte 
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Amery). 
Por esto mismo, se debe asentar 
en segundo lugar que, el fluir del 
Rio Bravo no solo conformaun curso 
geologico y geografieo, sino que 
tambien sustenta y desarrolla un 
papel geopolftico, social ehistorico. 
Por ultimo, partimos del supuesto 
de que la complejidad actual de 
relaciones que se establecen entre 
los Estados Unidos y Mexico 
conforman la existencia de un 
espacio geopolftico biterritorial, 
bilateral e intrarregional de espe­
cial relevancia a pesar de las 
guerras internacionales, decretos 
polfticos, difieultades regionales, 
circunstancias eeonomicas, cam-
panas ideologicas e infortunios 
metereologicos. Aunqueno se trata 
hoy de una nueva y tercera nacion 
sino de un espacio bicultural, 
binacional y biterritorial, tiene por 
eso mismo, un comportamiento 
peculiar. 
Para desarrollar estas 
hipotesis tomaremos como hilo con­
ductor del analisis el discurso 
historieo. Para ello enfatizaremos 
las cuatro etapas en que 
periodizamos la vida humana a 
orillas del Rfo Bravo entre 
Tamaulipas y Texas. 
Etapa Antigua (Hasta 1748) 
Esta etapa se inicia en una 
fecba indeterminada cuando los 
pobladores aborfgenes se servfan 
de las aguas del rfo, y termina a 
mediados del siglo XVIII en el 
momento en que los colonizadores 
espanoles encabezados por Jose de 
Escanddn establecieron las 
primeras poblaciones coloniales en 
las margenes del Rfo Bravo. 
Debemos decir que, aunque los 
espanoles se encontraban en la 
region desde fines del siglo XVI no 
establecieron poblaciones en las 
margenes del rfo. Incluso la 
pequena villa de Cerralvo que fue 
el primer asentamiento fundado 
por Luis Carvajal y de la Cueva, 
colonizador del Nuevo Reino de 
Leon, se situo muy cercana al rfo; 
pero no en sus margenes. La 
fundacidn recibio inicialmente el 
tftulo de ciudad de Leon, contigua 
a las minas de San Gregorio, donde 
los espanoles encontraron "metales 
de buena ley".1 
Es probable que, aunque el rfo 
ofrecfa sugerentes medios de vida 
y abundantes medios de 
subsistencia los espanoles no se 
hayan decidido a colonizar en sus 
orillas por varios motivos. En 
primer lugar, el extremado grado 
de peligrosidad que suponfa 
establecerse en un espacio vital 
que debfan disputarse con los 
belicososindfgenasdebio, sin duda, 
ahuyentarlos de la region. Ademas, 
el reducido numero de espanoles 
que poblo esta demarcacion de la 
Nueva Espana como fue el Nuevo 
Reino de Leon y la Diocesis de 
Linares no favorecfa el 
poblamiento. Este problema dejo 
practicamente deshabitada y 
desatendida la hasta entonces 
llamada Costa del Seno Mexicano. 
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Por otra parte, el interes de los 
espanoles que colonizaron la region 
por la explotaeion de las minas 
que, conjugado eon las circun-
stancias anteriores los llevaron a 
establecerse en otros lugares, y no 
en las margenes del Rio Bravo. 
Es menester aclarar este 
asunto para desmentir una espeeie 
historica difundida en el noreste, 
que afirma que el estado de 
Tamaulipas esta situado a lo largo 
del Rio Bravo en detrimento del de 
Nuevo Leon debido a una 
determinacion del presidente 
Benito Juarez en represalia por la 
conducta federalista radical e 
imperialista de Santiago Vidaurri. 
Es necesario recordar que lafranja 
fronteriza actual de Tamaulipas y 
que parece adentrarse sobre Nuevo 
Leon data de 1848 al quedar el Rio 
Bravo comofronterainternacional. 
Antes de esa fecha, y a pesar de las 
reclamaciones de Texas sobre la 
Franja del Rio Nueces, era este rio 
el limite natural entre ese estado y 
el de Tamaulipas. Si bien este 
asunto es ampliamente discutido 
en la historiografia geopolitica de 
la region, los mapas de la epoca son 
bastante explicitos sobre la 
pertenencia de la Franja del 




El segundo periodo de 
conformacion de la region 
comprende un siglo. Se inicia con 
el establecimiento de poblaciones 
en lo que hoy es el Estado mexicano 
de Tamaulipas y termina con el 
Tratado de Guadalupe Hidalgo por 
el cual el Rio Bravo paso a ser la 
linea divisoria entre Mexico y los 
Estados Unidos. 
En esta etapa se establecio la 
Colonia del Nuevo Santander que 
se extiendio hasta el norte al Rio de 
las Nueces, y ahi encontro sus 
limites con la Provincia de Texas. 
Se establecieron tambien los 
principales asentamientos rib-
erenos del Bravo-Grande en la 
epoca colonial: Villa de Reynosa 
(14 de marzo de 1749, bajo la 
advocacion de Nuestra Senora de 
Guadalupe); Villa de Camargo (5 
de marzo de 1749, bajo la 
advocacion de Santa Ana); Villa de 
Mier (6 de marzo de 1753, bajo la 
advocacion de la Purisima 
Conception); Villa de Revilla-hoy 
Guerrero Viejo-(10 de octubre de 
1750, bajo la advocacion de San 
Ignacio de Loyola); Hacienda de 
Dolores (en el ano de 1750, bajo la 
advocacion de Nuestra Senora de 
los Dolores); y finalmente la Villa 
deLaredo(15 demayo de 1755,bajo 
la advocacion de San Agustin).3 
Es de aclarar que, de las cinco 
villas que se fundaron bajo la 
aprobacion y vigilancia de Jose de 
Escandon entre 1749 y 1755-
Reynosa, Camargo, Mier, Revillay 
Laredo-solo esta ultima se 
encontraba en "la otra banda" del 
rio. Es decir, en la margen 
izquierda.4 Este hecho singular le 
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ha dado desde entonces a la region 
de Laredo-y posteriormente a su 
poblacion gemela, Nuevo Laredo-
una conformation muy especial, sin 
lo cual no se entenderfan y 
explicarian muchos de sus procesos 
sociales, economicos y politicos 
Es muy necesario aclarar que 
las fundaciones llevadas a cabo por 
los hombres de Escandon fueron 
fundaciones novohispanas, no 
fundaciones espanolas. Quiza el 
hecho mismo de haber elegido a la 
Virgen de Guadalupe-una 
advocation muy significativa para 
los criollos, indfgenas y mestizos 
vinculada al desenvolvimiento 
especffico de la Nueva Espana-
como patrona de la Villa de 
Reynosa, baste para explicar el 
fenomeno. Pero no es esto lo unico 
que nos lo sugiere. Habrfa aun 
otras explicaciones que se 
incluirfan en este principio 
historiografico. Entre ellas 
destacarfamos el liberalismo y 
federalismo posteriores. Part-
icularmente el primero habrfa que 
relacionarlo con los cambios 
propiciados por la reforma 
borbonica y con la instauracion de 
las milicias novohispanas. 
Durante este periodo se llevo a 
cabo tambien la separacidn polftica 
de la Corona Espanola (27 de 
septiembre de 1821). Las 
poblaciones riberenas siguieron 
perteneciendo primero al Nuevo 
Santander, y luego al Estado de las 
Tamaulipas-nombre que le fue 
permutado por aquel en la 
Constitution de 1824. Quiza uno 
de los eventos que mas debieron 
modificar la vida de la region hayan 
sido los movimientos separatistas 
que culminaron con la indepen-
dencia de Texas que, aunque no 
llegaba en ese momento sino hasta 
el Rio de las Nueces, reclamaba 
derechos sobre la franja compren-
dida entre ese rfo y el Bravo, como 
ya se ha anotado anteriormente. 
Entrelos movimientos separatistas 
cabe destacar el que se origino en 
torno a la Republica del Rio Grande 
y que supuestamente tuvo su centro 
entre Laredo y Guerrero a 
principios de la decada de 1840.5 
A finales de este periodo se 
cierra el cfrculo de las poblaciones 
riberenas de Tamaulipas con el 
nacimiento de la ultima de ellas, 
como lo fue Matamoros. Nacidade 
un pequeno asentamiento que 
recibio el nombre de Congregation 
del Refugio, se convirtio a mediados 
del siglo XIX en la poblacion mas 
importante.6 
Etapa De Desintegracion Le­
gal (1848-1945) 
Poco menos de cien anos 
comprende este tercer periodo de 
vida de la region. En el la principal 
caracteristica que encontramos son 
los intentos politicos, economicos, 
religiosos, culturales e ideoldgicos 
que pretendfan desintegrarla y 
desagregarla en dos regiones. Ni 
siquiera en dos subregiones que 
guardaran una coherente 
interdependencia, sino en dos 
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espacios desvinculados entre si. Si 
tal proposito no se logro del todo, si 
afecto significativamente la vida 
regional. En concreto debemos 
decir que, como consecueneia de la 
invasion americana de 1846-1848, 
el Rio Bravo que antes era el 
integrador de la region paso a ser 
la medida, el simbolo y el objeto de 
la desintegracion. Si tal cosa no se 
llevd a cabo de inmediato—pocas 
veces los decretos politicos de 
guerra se convierten de inmediato 
en una realidad-si pretendio 
realizarse a largo plazo. Sin lugar 
a dudas, la tradition nacionalista 
que ha acompanado desde entonces 
a la poblacion mexicana de la 
region-en ambos lados del rio-sea 
la contrapartida de una situation 
artificiosa y por demas injusta, ya 
que la division arbitraria de una 
poblacion unida y cohesionada 
causo en su momento una grave 
crisis entre sus habitantes quienes 
no aceptaron que una decision 
polftica dividiera lo que estaba 
unido. 
Quiza sea en Laredo y Nuevo 
Laredo donde las demandas de 
identidad sociopolitica y cultural 
generados por la arbitraria 
separation decretada en el Tratado 
de Guadalupe-Hidalgo (1848) sean 
las mas indicativas de la crisis. 
Estas demandas de identidad 
parecen haberse satisfecho hacia 
finales del siglo XIX cuando ambas 
poblaciones fueron experimen-
tando procesos sociales, politicos y 
economicos cada vez mas 
diferenciados. En Laredo Texas 
fueron, sin duda,lasfiestasde Jorge 
Washington las que vinieron a 
satisfacer tales demandas. En una 
de las noticias primeras que dan 
cuenta de las motivaciones por las 
cuales se instituyeron esas fiestas 
fue, como lo aseguro el Laredo Daily 
Times en 1898, para despertar el 
patriotismo en la frontera 
norteamericana y para hacer que 
la poblacion cayera en la cuenta de 
que estaba viviendo en los Estados 
Unidos.7 
Por su parte, en Ciudad Laredo 
de Tamaulipas-como entonces se 
enunciaba a la poblacion 
mexicana-fue la evocation de la 
tradicion fundacional la que dio 
sentido a su ser en el mundo. Esta 
tradicion asevera que, en 1848 al 
convertirse Laredo simultan-
emanete en norteamericano y 
texano, muchos de sus habitantes 
optaron por establecerse en la 
margen derecha del rio con la 
intention expresa de seguir siendo 
mexicanos. Y que no contentos con 
trasladarse ellos mismos exhum-
aron los restos de sus deudos del 
antiguo Laredo y los reinhumaron 
en el nuevo.8 Quiza el primer texto 
que ya establece parte de esta 
tradicion sea el delprotohistoriador 
neolaredense JuanE. Richer quien 
escribio el primer manuscrito de su 
historia en 1885.9 
Si bien el decreto legal de 1848 
establecia la desintegracion de la 
region, esta no parecio funcionar 
mas que en periodos aislados. En 
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realidad, podemos afirmar que han 
sido mas consistentes los eventos 
que han hecho que continue 
vinculada. 
Entre otros, podemos dist-
inguir los siguientes: 1) La Guerra 
de Secesidn, que llevo a los 
confederados a introducir y 
exportar mercancias por la parte 
mexicana, al encontrarse sus 
puertos dominados por los barcos 
de la Union; 2) La introduccion de 
los ferrocarriles que, en la decada 
de 1880, unid a Mexico con los 
Estados Unidos; 3) La Revolucidn 
Mexicana, en la cual tanto la 
frontera norteamericana como la 
mexicana, tuvieron un papel 
importante, decisivo y significative; 
4) Las guerras mundiales (1914-
1918 y 1939-1945) que generaron 
una real interdependencia entre 
ambos paises. 
Etapa De Reintegracion (1945-
1993) 
Apesar de la agresividad contra 
todo lo mexicano que domino en la 
postguerra, podemos asegurar que 
fue en ese momento cuando se 
establecieron los presupuestos 
fundamentales para la rein­
tegracion real de la region, a pesar 
de que siguieran subsistiendo los 
decretos legales. El regimen de 
substitucion de importaciones, la 
creciente interdependencia entre 
ambas naciones, y aun fenomenos 
como el mismo rnacartismo o la 
Revolucion Cuban a, contribuyeron 
a que paulatinamente esta region 
estrechara y rehiciera vi'nculos de 
todo tipo. En 1993, la ratificacion 
del Tratado de Libre Comercio 
augura serun elemen to fundamen­
tal para la integracion de la region. 
De entonces a esta parte, son 
multiples las relaciones que se han 
ido estableciendo: familiares, 
aduanales, diplomaticas, san-
itarias, comerciales, laborales, 
agrfcolas, academicas, culturales, 
religiosas, y hasta deportivas. 
Debemos decir que aun subsisten 
resabios de viejos conflictos, como 
la oposicion recurrente al uso del 
espanol, por ejemplo; o las 
campanas que de tiempo en tiempo, 
atacan ya sea al indocumentado, o 
a todo aquello que lleve el sello de 
lo mexicano, Considerando que 
estas situaciones no son mas que 
"polvos de aquellos lodos", podemos 
decir que, asi como el rio nos da de 
beber sin distincidn de posicidn 
econdmica, raza, o credo, del mismo 
modo hay habitantes de ambos 
lados de la frontera que buscan 
una mayor convivencia. 
Conclusion 
De todo lo expuesto debemos 
concluir que los intentos de 
desintegracion de la region se han 
dado a traves de su historia tanto 
en el aspecto politico, como en el 
ideologico; pero poco se han 
afectado—por irreductibles a los 
decretos legales-muchos aspectos 
econdmicos, culturales, sociales y 
de mentalidad. Sin embargo, es 
necesario aclarar que la historia 
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propia de la region laha conformado 
como un espacio biterritorial, 
binacional y bicultural. En esto sf 
han surtido efecto de largo plazo 
los decretos poli'ticos. Se trata 
ciertamente de una region que 
guarda una doble lealtad politics: 
del lado norteamericano hacia los 
Estados Unidos, y del lado 
mexicano hacia la Republics 
mexicana. No se niega tambien la 
existencia de elementos 
fundamentales de la cultura 
norteamericana y de su especifica 
vision del mundo, al norte del Rio 
Bravo; y al sur de el, elementos 
fundamentales de la cultura 
mexicana. Es dificil seguir 
sosteniendo la tesis de que se trata 
de un tercer pais, ni mexicano ni 
norteamericano; algo asi como una 
Notas 
Mexamerica de la que se ha llegado 
a hablar en algun momento. 
Empero, no quiere esto tampoco 
decir que no sea una region de 
intensa interrelacion, antes al 
contrario la interaccion es 
justamente la que la convierte en 
una region de frontera y no solo el 
espacio o la vecindad geografica. 
Es la intensa interaccidn lo que le 
da su identidad especifica, no 
confundiendola, sino especificando 
sus dos elementos fundamentales 
que la constituyen a su manera: 
dos naciones y un solo espacio re­
gional que, por su historia y sus 
mutuas interrelaciones, se ha 
desarrollado como un espacio 
biterritorial, bicultural y 
binacional. 
iSantiago Roel,NuevoLedn:Apuntes histdricos, Monterrey, Ediciones Castillo, 1977, 
p.8. 
2Vdanse por ejemplo el mapa de J.H. Young "New Map of Texas with the contiguous 
American and Mexican States", Filadelfia, 1835, en Martin Reyes Vayssade et al., 
Cartoqrafia Histdrica de Tamaulipas, Ciudad Victoria, Instituto Tamaulipeco de Cultura, 
1990, p. 160, desplegado X. Vdase tambidn Beezley ;y A. Joachim McGraw et al., A Texas 
Legacy, The Old San Antonio Road and The Caminos Reales, Austin, State Department of 
Highways and Public Transportation, 1991. 
sEstado General de las fundaciones hechas por D. Jos6 de Escanddn^Mdxico, Talleres 
Grdficos de la Naci6n, 1930, pp. 105 a 125. 
4Es necesario aclarar que existid tambidn otro asentamiento en la margen izquierda 
que fue la Hacienda de Dolores establecida por Josd Vazquez Borrego. Sin embargo, no 
tuvo ni la importancia, ni la trascendenciay categoria de las villas riberefias. Vdase Estado 
General de las fundaciones., .,pp. 121 y 122. 
5V6ase el articulo de Josefina Z. Vazquez, "La supuesta Repdblica del Rio Grande , 
Historia Mexicana, (141), v. 36:1, julio-septiembre de 1986, pp. 49-80. 
®Un relato testimonial del desarrollo de Matamoros es el que hace Manuel Payno en 
1844. Vdase Juan Fidel Zorrilla et al., Tamaulipas, textos de su historia, Mdxico, Gobierno 
del Estado de Tamaulipas, Instituto Mora, 1990, v. 1, pp. 242-246. 
7E1 encabezado de la nota periodistica decia refieridndose a los organizadores de la 
celebracidn: "They will awaken Patriotism on the Border and make us realize that we live 
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in the United States", Laredo Daily Times, "The Big Celebration", 21 de febrero de 1898. 
8En otros escritos hemos abordado este asunto ya como fendmeno de mentalidad 
nacionalista, ya como tradicidn dpica con fundamento en testimonies escritos. Vdase 
Manuel Ceballos Ramirez, La fundacidn de Nuevo Laredo, elementospara la interpretacidn 
de una tradicidn ipica, Ciudad Victoria, Universidad Autdnoma de Tamaulipas, 1989,46 
pp.; La historia y la epopeya en los oriqenes de Nuevo Laredo, Coleccidn "Cuadernos de la 
Facultad" nbm. 5, Nuevo Laredo, Facultad de Comercio y Administracidn, Universidad 
Autdnoma de Tamaulipas, 1991, 32 pp. 
-Archivo Histdrico Municipal de Nuevo Laredo, Juan E. Richer, "Reseiia histdrica 
compendidada de Nuevo Laredo 1847-1885". 
Pandillas juveniles, inmigracion, y valores 
tradicionales de autoridad: El caso de una 
comunidad en el area metropolitana de Monterrey 
Patricio Solis Gutierrez* 
Summary 
The key thesis of this article is that what lies behind the relationships of conflict with 
youth gangs in highly populated "colonias" of Manterrey is the collision between the rigid 
traditional standards of the authority of adults (who, generally speaking, are rural 
immigrants) and the specific forms taken by the socialization of subsequent generations 
of youth who were born and grew up in a marginal urban environment distinct from that 
of its parents. 
In our analysis we will demonstrate this thesis by emphasizing the attitudes, and the 
negative stereotypes mothers have of youth gangs. We will take as our point of reference 
the results of field research in three highly populated colonias of San Pedro Garza Garcia, 
a municipality in the Monterrey metropolitan area. This research was completed in 
September 1993. 
Introduccion 
A mediados de la decada 
pasada, los habitantes del area 
metropolitana de Monterrey 
comenzaban a mostrar signos de la 
toma de conciencia de un fenomeno 
social que hasta la fecha es 
considerado como amenaza para la 
seguridad publica de la ciudad: el 
llamado pandillerismo. 
Aun cuando pudiera discutirse 
la fuerte carga ideologica que 
acompano a las representaciones 
sociales acerca del pandillerismo, 
era claro que existi'an elementos 
novedosos en estas agrupaciones 
juveniles, que se reunfan en las 
esquinas de las colonias populares 
de la periferia de la ciudad, 
adoptaban formas de expresion 
especfficas tales como el "graffiti" o 
la vestimenta, y asumfan una 
identidad grupal a traves de un 
nombre propio para su "raza" 1 
El surgimiento y la perm-
anencia de las pandillas hasta 
*Licenciado en Sociologia por la Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Le6n. Actualmente 
cursa la Maestria en Poblacidn en la Sede Mdxico de la Facultad Latinoamericana de 
Ciencias Sociales (Flacso). 
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nuestros dias no se puede entender 
sin la debida caracterizacion: se 
trata de grupos de jovenes, casi 
todos varones, con edades que 
fluctuan entre los 13 y 22 anos, 
normalmente habitantes de 
colonias marginales, muchos de 
ellos hijos de inmigrantes rurales, 
que han desarrollado a traves del 
grupo una adaptation a un medio 
urbano doblemente hostil. Esta 
hostilidad se manifiesta, primero, 
en la falta de espacios en sus 
sectores modernos para los 
inmigrantes rurales, y segundo, en 
que su expresion cotidiana, 
comunitaria, favorece notab-
lemente a los adultos. 
Las pandillas juveniles han 
sido desde su aparicion 
protagonistas de innumerables 
conflictos, no solo con las fuerzas 
policiacas, sino tambien con otros 
actores insertos en la comunidad, 
como los adultos que ven en ellos 
una amenaza social. 
En este trabajo analizaremos 
los conflictos sociales entrejovenes 
pandilleros y adultos en tres 
colonias populares del area 
metropolitana de Monterrey. El 
analisis de estas relaciones se 
centrara en las representaciones 
sociales de los adultos acerca de los 
jovenes, poniendo enfasis en los 
estereotipos relacionados con el 
pandillerismo. Consideramos que 
dichas representaciones son un 
reflejo de la dinamica conflictiva 
que en los hechos existe entre 
ambos grupos sociales. 
Una tesis central estructurara 
este estudio: tras las relaciones 
conflictivas entreadultosyjovenes 
pandilleros, se encuentra el choque 
entre los rfgidos patrones de 
autoridad de los adultos, 
generalmente inmigrantes rurales, 
y las formas especificas en que han 
sido socializados los jovenes-sus 
jovenes, sus hijos—, los cuales han 
nacido y crecido en un medio urbano 
marginal. 
Creemos que este conflicto 
tiene expresion en una crisis de 
autoridad, que esrepresentadapor 
los padres en el ambito familiar a 
traves de las opiniones recurrentes 
acerca de la desobediencia de los 
hijos, y en el ambito comunitario a 
traves de la figura estereotipada 
del pandillero, que representa al 
joven que invariablemente se 
resiste a respetar la autoridad de 
los mayores. 
Algunos antecedentes teorieos 
Enseguida puntualizaremos 
brevemente algunos principios 
generales de los que partimos en la 
realization de este trabajo. 
1. Estereotipos sociales 
Consideraremos a las 
representaciones de los adultos 
acerca de los pandilleros como 
reflejos de un estereotipo social, 
entendiendo al estereotipo como 
"una imagen mental muy 
simplificada (por lo general) de 
alguna categoria de personas, 
institution o acontecimiento, que 
(f 
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es compartida, en sus 
caracteristieas esenciales, por una 
gran cantidad de personas".2 
Por ahora, nos interesa 
puntualizar dos caracteristieas de 
los estereotipos sociales, que los 
hace especialmente importantes 
para el analisis sociologico: 
-Su caracter de "guias"que otorgan 
ordeny sentido al mundo cotidiano. 
A traves de los estereotipos 
hacemos frente a situaciones que 
de otra manera nos serian caoticas. 
Es ademas en los estereotipos 
donde se encuentra el sustrato de 
nuestra forma de dividir 
logicamente al mundo, de ordenarlo 
y de objetivarlo.3 
-Su caracter de instrumentos en la 
lucha simbolica por el poder. Los 
estereotipos se constituyen en 
medios para la catalogacion, la 
inclusion, o la exclusion. A traves 
de ellos los sujetos "catalogantes" 
participan—en la mayoria de los 
casos sin premeditation alguna-
en esas luchas simbolicas por el 
poder de producir y de imponer su 
vision delmundojy si "lasrelaciones 
objetivas de poder tienden a 
reproducirse en las relaciones de 
poder simbolico",4 al analizar esas 
representaciones simbolicas nos 
acercamos a una dimension 
objetiva de poder, que en nuestro 
caso es aquella que se manifiesta 
en su forma mas perfecta en la 
autoridad paterna: el poder de los 
adultos sobre los jovenes. 
2. Jovenes y adultos ;,Grupos 
sociales en conflicto? 
Si, como acabamos de senalar, 
existe en la autoridad que ejercen 
los adultos sobre los jovenes una 
dimension objetiva de poder, es 
previsible que se presente el 
conflicto cuando los jovenes no 
actuen acatando dicha autoridad. 
En los dos puntos siguientes 
definiremos algunas perspectivas 
sociologicas del conflicto entre 
adultos y jovenes, y finalmente 
contextualizaremos estas 
interpretaciones para nuestro caso 
concreto. 
-El conflicto como expresion de 
sistemas de aspiraciones diferentes. 
"Las aspiraciones de las 
generaciones sucesivas, de los pa­
dres y los hijos, se constituyen en 
relacidn con los diferentes estados 
de la distribucion de la estructura 
de los bienes y de las posibilidades 
de tener acceso a los diferentes 
bienes (...) Mucbosdelosconflictos 
entre generaciones diferentes son 
conflictos entre sistemas de 
aspiraciones diferentes. Lo que 
para la generacion 1 fue conquista 
de toda la vida, la generacion 2 lo 
recibe de inmediato".5 
-El conflicto como producto de las 
luchas por establecer un orden y 
una relacidn de poder. "En la 
division logica entre jovenesyviejos 
esta la cuestion del poder, de la 
division (en el sentido de la 
repartition) de los poderes. Las 
clasificaciones por edad (o tambien 
por sexo, o claro, por clase...) vienen 
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a ser siempre una forma de imponer 
limites, de producir un orden en el 
eual cada quien debe mantenerse, 
donde cada quien debe ocupar su 
lugar".6 
En cuanto a esa condicion 
agregada de la juventud a la que se 
ha llamado "adolescencia", se ha 
senalado que "las representaciones 
y el modo de tratar a los jdvenes 
modelan a su vez la adolescencia 
estableciendo los tipos de 
comportamiento que se consideran 
adaptados a esta edad. Si se cree, 
por ejemplo, que los jovenes son 
debiles, inestables, incapaces de 
participar en forma responsable en 
la vida social y poli'tica, se fcomaran 
medidas para protegerlos, para 
impedirles que participen en la vida 
adulta, provocando de este modo 
una inmadurez social y unos 
comportamientos infantiles que se 
interpretaran como prueba de la 
validez de las representaciones".7 
Intentando conciliar estas 
perspectivas con la problematica 
quenos ocupa, podemos considerar 
a los adultos como portadores de 
las pautas socializadoras de su 
grupo de pertenencia, modeladas 
por la clase y el origen social. 
Estas pautas socializadoras 
encuentran referencias especificas 
a las formas de ejercer la autoridad 
paterna, las cuales, para el caso 
que nos ocupa, hallan sustento en 
una sedimentada cultura rural 
tradicional, dado que nos 
encontramos fundamentalmente 
ante inmigrantes rurales. 
En la medida que la 
"normalidad" que surge de dichas 
pautas socializadoras choca con una 
"normalidad" distinta-aquella del 
joven pandillero que responde a 
principios socializadores urbanos 
y marginales-, se inaugura el 
conflicto, pues queda en entredicho 
la tradicional dependencia 
jerarquica de los jovenes hacia los 
adultos. 
Este conflicto tiene como 
escenario la vida cotidiana de la 
propia comunidad. Se expresa, por 
ejemplo, en las luchas de los padres 
por el control de la vida de los hijos 
y en las luchas de los jovenes por 
los espacios en los barrios; pero 
tambien en las representaciones 
sociales de ambos grupos hacia sus 
opuestos. En este sentido, las 
representaciones sociales y los 
estereotipos de los adultos hacia 
los pandilleros forman parte 
esencial de dicho conflicto. 
Metodologia 
1. La poblacion de estudio: las 
madres de familia. 
En la recopilacion de la 
informacion empfrica se tomo como 
base exclusivamente a madres de 
familia. A diferenciade los padres, 
que en la mayorfa de lo s casos deben 
salir del barrio durante casi todo el 
dia para traer el dinero a casa, 
ellas pasan practicamente toda la 
jornada en la comunidad. Atraves 
de ellas se generan consensos, se 
IISP 
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fortalecen las juntas vecinales, y se 
reproduce cotidianamente la vida 
comunitaria. Ademas, ante la 
ausencia del padre, suele ser la 
madre la que convive mas tiempo 
con los hijos. Por todos estos 
motivos consideramos pertinente 
limitar nuestro universo a ellas. 
2. Descripcion del lugar del 
estudio: tres colonias de San 
Pedro Garza Garcia. 
Cualquier analisis de la 
distribution espacial de la riqueza 
per capita en el areametropolitana 
de Monterrey revelaria la 
preponderancia del municipio de 
San Pedro Garza Garcia como aquel 
en donde se concentran los mayores 
indices de riqueza. Este municipio, 
que limita al noreste con la capital 
del estado, ha abrigado en las 
ultimas decadas las residencias de 
politicos, industriales, y altos 
directivos de las empresas locales. 
Sin embargo, aun en San Pedro 
es posible encontrar grandes 
contrastes socioeconomics: con el 
relativo privilegio de ser "pobres 
en municipio de ricos", un moderado 
numero de colonias populares han 
surgido dentro de su limite territo­
rial. 
En este concierto de sectores 
de bajos niveles economics se 
ubican algunas colonias relativ-
amente jovenes, todas ellas con 
veinte o menos anos de vida. Tres 
de estas colonias se constituyen 
como la poblacion que es objeto de 
nuestro estudio. Estas son 
Fomerrey 22, Vistamontana, y 
Canteras. 
De estas colonias Canteras es 
la mas antigua con aproximad-
amente 20 anos de vida. Le sigue 
Fomerrey, con cerca de 15 anos, y 
finalmente Vistamontana, que fue 
fundadahace mas o menos 10 anos. 
A primera vista es ya posible 
elaborar una catalogacion: las 
primeras dos serian ubicadas como 
colonias populares, de bajos 
recursos, aunque cabe anotar que 
cuentan con la mayoria de los 
sevicios publicos; Vistamontana 
tendria que ser catalogada en un 
renglon aparte, pues se trata de 
una de esas colonias desarrolladas 
con easas"en serie", que nacen con 
buenaparte delos servicios publicos 
integrados. 
El analisis por origen social y 
ocupacion ilustra las diferencias 
entre las colonias: mientras que en 
Vistamontana mas de la mitad de 
los vecinos son natives de 
Monterrey, en Fomerrey y 
Canteras esta proporcion se reduce 
a menos de la tercera parte. En lo 
referente a la estructura 
ocupacional de sus habitantes, en 
Vistamontana predominan los 
empleados calificados (obreros, 
empleados de diversos rubros, y 
oficinistas de bajo nivel); en 
contraste, en las otras dos colonias 
lo que predomina son empleados 
de mano de obra no calificada 
albaniles, seguidos de obreros y 
trabajadores de la econorma infor­
mal. 
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Tenemos entoncesunaprimera 
estratificacion en dos categories de 
colonias. Por un lado, Fomerrey y 
Canteras, cuyos habitantes estan 
situados en un estrato social bajo, 
y por el otro Vistamontana, que sin 
accederplenamentealosbeneficios 
de los sectores medios, esta 
claramente por encima de estas 
dos colonias. 
3. Instrumentos para la 
recoleccion de datos. 
Para recabar los datos de 
nuestro analisis utilizamos tres 
instrumentos: la encuesta, la 
entrevista, y la observacion 
sistematica. 
-La encuesta. Aunque conocemos 
las limitaciones que este 
instrumento presenta para el 
analisis dehechos sociales cargados 
de apreciaciones subjetivas, el uso 
de las tecnicas de medicion de 
actitudes nos permitio recabar 
datos que son utiles para obtener 
informacion acerca de las actitudes 
de las madres acerca de los jovenes 
"pandilleros". 
A partir de dichas tecnicas 
construimos dos indices o escalas 
de actitudes. A1 mas importante 
de ellos le llamamos IAP (Indice de 
actitudes hacia el Pandillerismo), 
una escala que varfa del cero al 
diez, reflejando la cantidad de 
ocasiones en que las madres 
encuestadas respondieron a una 
serie de frases relacionadas con los 
jovenes y las pandillas mostrando 
predisposition negativahacia ellos. 
De esta manera, una madre de 
familia con un IAP igual a cero 
tendra la predisposicion menos 
negativa, mientras que otra con un 
IAP igual a diez tendra la 
predisposicion mas negativa. 
De la misma forma que se 
construyo el IAP, realizamos un 
segundo mdice llamado IAA (Indice 
de Actitudes bacia la Autoridad), 
el cual se define como una escala de 
cero a tres, donde la madre de 
familia que obtuvo un puntaj e igual 
a cero tuvo una actitud menos 
autoritaria, y la madre que obtuvo 
un IAA igual a tres tuvo una actitud 
mas autoritaria.8 
La encuesta se aplico a un total 
de 172 madres de familia, 
utilizando un muestreo estrat-
ificado, dividiendo las encuestas 
en forma proporcional a los 
habitantes de cada colonia. La 
election de las madres de familia 
se realizo seleccionando al azar tres 
casas por manzana, y cada 
manzana a su vez elegida al azar 
hasta completar el total corres-
pondiente a cada colonia. 
-La entrevista. El objetivo de la 
entrevista fue recopilar 
informacion detallada en aspectos 
donde la encuesta, por sus propias 
limitaciones, no nos proporcionaba 
informacion. Asf, muchos datos 
relacionados con los contenidos del 
discurso sobre los pandilleros 
fueron obtenidas mediante esta 
tecnica. 
En total se realizaron veinte 
entrevistas, seleccionando a las 
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madres de familia que, de acuerdo 
a los resultados de la encuesta, 
mostraban actitudes mas y menos 
negativas alrededor de los jovenes. 
-La observacion sistematica. Este 
estudio se nutre tambien de muchas 
observaciones realizadas a lo largo 
de un ano y medio de trabajo 
comunitario con jovenes pandil-
leros en las colonias donde se realizo 
este estudio. A partir de dicho 
trabajo se recopilaron numerosas 
experiencias y observaciones que 
orientaron el camino de esta 
investigacion. 
Analisis de resultados 
Si las problematicas entre 
pandilleros y adultos reflejan el 
choque entre formaeiones 
culturales y origenes sociales 
divergentes, esto necesariamente 
deberla expresarse en las 
representaciones sociales de las 
madres de familia de las colonias 
populares de San Pedro. En 
terminos generales, nuestra 
investigacion nos permitio conocer 
y analizar dichas representaciones, 
tanto a traves de lo expresado por 
las madres en las entrevistas, como 






por el comportamiento del IAP en 
la encuesta. Analicemos este 
ultimo indicador. 
1. Un conflicto con motivantes 
internos 
A1 analizar los resultados de la 
encuesta, fue bastante notoria la 
divergencia en las medias del IAP 
entre las tres colonias (Cuadro 1). 
Estos resultados nos llevan a 
destacar un fendmeno que a veces 
pasa desapercibido para el 
investigador que solo pone atencion 
a las manifestaciones macro-
sociales: el barrio o la colonia 
proporcionan dimensiones part-
iculares a los determinantes 
provenientes de la clase social, el 
nivel educative, el origen social, y 
otras"grandes"variables. Enotras 
palabras, sus habitantes viven los 
procesos estructurales solo a traves 
de las mediaciones que este espacio 
impone a los mismos. 
Pensamos, por otro lado, que 
las explicaciones de las actitudes 
negativas hacia el pandillerismo 
seran encontradas en los procesos 
"intrabarrio" o "intracolonia", mas 
que en los conflictos en las 





Diferencias sigrdficativas en tabla ANOvA p < .0001 
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relaciones entre estratos o clases 
sociales distintos. 
Esto encuentra referencias en 
las diferentes actitudes que 
mostraron las madres de cada 
colonia en nuestra eneuesta. Si en 
Fomerrey y Canteras-las colonias 
de estratos socioecondmicos mas 
bajos-encontramos una mayor 
predisposition negativa hacia los 
jovenes, esto parece deberse a que 
las pandillas son mas numerosas y 
hacen sentir mas su presencia en 
estas colonias. 
Por otra parte, en 
Vistamontana, a pesar de su 
colindancia fisica con Fomerrey 22, 
obtuvimos el nivel del IAP mas 
bajo. Esto es logico si pensamos 
que en esta colonia la presencia de 
las pandillas es menor que en las 
otras dos. Sin embargo, tambien 
nos lleva apensar que los eonflictos 
que surgen de la vecindad fisica 
con Fomerrey (que se podrfan 
entender como eonflictos entre 
distintos estratos sociales) no 
implican un acrecentamiento de 
las actitudes negativas hacia los 
"pandilleros". 
Otro elemento que apoya 
nuestra busqueda de explicaciones 
al interior del barrio en las 
problematicas entre adultos y 
pandilleros es la nula influencia de 
los diarios llamados "amarillistas" 
sobre las actitudes negativas de 
las madres de familia sampetrinas 
hacia los pandilleros. 
No sin cierto desden hacia el 
papel activo de los sujetos en la 
generacidn de sus propias 
representaciones, se ha convertido 
en un lugar comun afirmar que los 
diarios "amarillistas" tienen una 
influencia determinante sobre las 
apreciaciones de la gente acerca 
del mundo que la rodea. Por otra 
parte, dado que en estos medios se 
vincula muy frecuentemente a las 
pandillas con hechos delictivos, 
esperariamos que la influencia de 
los mismos sobre las madres de 
familia tendiera a propiciar 
actitudes negativas hacia los 
"pandilleros". 
Sin embargo, en el caso de las 
madres de familia de las colonias 
populares de San Pedro, esta 
influencia no se reflejo sobre el 
IAP; de hecho, las madres que dicen 
leer mas frecuentemente este tipo 
de diarios, son las de actitudes 
menos negativas hacia los jovenes 
(Cuadro 2). 
2. Patrones de autoridad y 
conflicto. 
Si en el centro de las relaciones 
conflictivas entre adultos y jovenes 
pandilleros se encuentra el choque 
entre los rigidos patrones de 
autoridad tradicionales de los 
adultos, generalmente inmigrantes 
rurales, y las formas especfficas en 
que han sido socializados los 
jovenes, quienes han nacido y 
crecido en un medio urbano mar­
ginal, es importante analizar los 
mecanismos mediante los cuales 
se presenta este conflicto. 
Enseguida analizaremos los 
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Cuadro 2. Mideias del .TAP de acueerdo a la frecuencia de lectura del 
periodico 
Free, de lectura Media* Desv. estandar Casos 
Dario 5 204 35 
Cada tercer dia 5.26 1.44 21 
Semanalment 4.56 21.8 21 
Menos de una vez por 4.88 2.01 41 
Nunca 6.37 1.43 47 
Totales 5.32 1.83 168 
*Diferencias significativaa en labia ANOVA, P .003 
vinculos entre los patrones de 
autoridad y los estereotipos 
negativos hacia los jovenes para 
despues centrarnos en la relacion 
entre la inmigracion y el 
pandillerismo. 
-Los patrones de autoridad, la 
inmigracion y los valores trad-
icionales. 
Sin duda alguna, el proceso de 
urbanizaeion ha sido una de las 
transformaciones demograficas 
mas importantes de nuestro pais 
durante este siglo. Segunloscensos 
de poblacion, en 1950 el 28% de los 
mexicanos eran habitantes 
urbanos, mientras que para 1980 
ese porcentaje se habi'a duplicado, 
llegando al 57%. 
Los efectos economicos y 
sociales de la inmigracion en el 
entorno urbano han sido tratados 
mas o menos abundantemente por 
los investigadores sociales; sin 
embargo, la mudanza del campo a 
la ciudad tambien trae consigo 
conflictos de orden cultural: los 
inmigrantes se enfrentan a un 
proceso de amplia transformation 
de las expectativas, de las formas 
de ganarse la vida, de las 
earacteristicas fisicas del espacio 
en que se radica, de las costumbres 
y, en general, de las reglas del 
juego en la socialization. 
Por otra parte, el proceso de 
adaptation de los inmigrantes a la 
vida urbana no es inmediato, pues 
ellos cargan consigo un si sterna de 
habitos y costumbres intenalizados 
a traves del proceso de socializacion. 
Es debido a esto que puede 
esperarse que muchos de los 
patrones, costumbres y habitos 
tipicos del medio rural perm-
anezcan-a veces, incluso, por varias 
generaciones—en el medio urbano. 
En lo que respecta a nuestro 
analisis, nos interesaba saber si 
las madres defamilia inmigrantes, 
poseedoras de patrones de 
socializacion rurales, concebian la 
autoridad hacia los jovenes en 
forma distinta a las madres de 
origen urbano, y que repercusiones 
tendria esto en las actitudes hacia 
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los pandilleros. 
Para indagar esto procedimos 
a analizar por medio del IAP la 
influencia del origen social sobre 
las actitudes de las madres hacia 
los pandilleros. Los resultados de 
la prueba de comparacion de 
rnedias, que se expresan en el 
Cuadro 3, nos indican que las 
actitudes de las madres de familia 
hacia los jovenes pandilleros son 
significativamente mas negativas 
en aquellas que proceden del medio 
rural que en las que nacieron en la 
ciudad. 
De acuerdo a nuestra pers­
pective, las actitudes negativas de 
las madres de familia inmigrantes 
con relacion a los jovenes pan­
dilleros se alimentan del choque 
entre lo que llamaremos "modelo 
tradicional de autoridad" y las 
condiciones de soeializacion de los 
jovenes en un medio urbano mar­
ginal. 
Para explicar lo que enten-
demos por "modelo tradicional de 
autoridad", es necesario remitirnos 
al estudio de las formas en que los 
sujetos asumen la autoridad, y 
derivaciones de esta, tales como el 
autoritarismo. 
Cuardro 3. Medias del IAP de acuerc 
Lugar de origen Midia* 
Nacidos en Mty 4.88 
Inmigrantes 5.58 
Totales 5.34 
Estecampode estudio adquirio 
gran relevancia en la investigacion 
soeiologica sobre todo a partir de 
las investigaciones de los miembros 
de la Escuelade Frankfurt. Teodoro 
Adorno, en un amplio trabajo cuyos 
resultados son registrados en La 
personalidad autoritaria, analizo 
la propension de los individuos en 
la sociedad industrializada a 
inclinarse a posiciones ideologicas 
extremas, sometiendose sin mayor 
resistencia a las figuras de 
autoridad, y proyectando las 
deficiencias del mundo hacia el 
exogrupo, el cual se convertia en el 
centro de la agresividad.9 
En nuestro pais existen pocos 
trabajos empiricos que han 
adoptado esta perspectiva. Entre 
ellos, una investigacion realizada 
por Lourdes Arizpe en Zamora, 
Michoacan10, nos revela la 
tendencia de los campesinos y 
jornaleros a mostrar indices de 
autoritarismo mas altos que otros 
grupos sociales. Sin embargo, como 
seiiala de inmediato la autora, dicho 
autoritarismo tiene que ver mas 
con posturas conservadoras que con 
principios orientados hacia 
posiciones "faseistas" o 
al origen rual o urbano 




Diferencias significalivas en prueba de hipotesis, P < .025 
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"militaristas". 
La distineion entre 
autoritarismo "fascista" y 
autoritarismo "tradicional" nos 
lleva a reflexionar sobre la 
pertinencia de llevar mecdn-
icamente el analisis de Adorno a 
nuestro contexto. Recordemos que 
este ultimo se preocupo 
esencialmente en la investigation 
de las sociedades con un importante 
nivel de desarrollo, con mas de un 
siglo de estar inmersas en un 
proceso de industrialization, y con 
un grado de urbanization consid­
erable. 
En cambio, aun en el Mexico de 
hoy es difi'cil prescindir de la 
influencia de "lo rural" en el 
analisis. Si esto es cierto en el caso 
de Zamora, tambien lo es en el caso 
del Area Metropolitana de 
Monterrey, y aun mas en el de sus 
colonias perifericas, que en buena 
medida son habitadas por 
inmigrantes rurales. 
Es por esto que en lugar de ver 
en lasformas de ejercer la autoridad 
de algunas madres de familia 
tendencias autoritarias cercanas 
al fascismo, nosotros hemos optado 
por hablar de un "modelo 
tradicional de autoridad", que tiene 
como rasgo central la presencia de 
una figura de autoridad central, 
generalmente el padre, a quien los 
hijos le deben una gran obediencia. 
Este rasgo central se proyecta en 
crecientes exigencias de los adultos 
hacia la obediencia de los jovenes. 
Tomando como base estas 
premisas, debiamos esperar que 
las madres inmigrantes, dado su 
origen rural, sostuvieran valores 
mas cercanos a dicho modelo de 
autoridad. Para esto utilizamos en 
nuestra encuesta el IAA (Indice de 
Actitudeshaciala Autoridad), cuya 
construction explicamos con 
anterioridad. 
En el Guadro 4 aparecen las 
medias del IAA para los dosgrupos 
de madres. De acuerdo a lo que 
esperabamos, las madres 
inmigrantes mostraron un IAA 
significativamente mas alto que 
aquellas nacidas en Monterrey. 
Esto nos lleva a fortalecer 
nuestra hipotesis relativa a la 
presencia de modelos culturales 
tradicionales en las madres de 
origen rural, que encuentran cierta 
disipacion cuando se trata de las 
madres nacidas en la ciudad. 
Hasta aquf hemos apuntado 
como, de acuerdo a los resultados 
de nuestra encuesta, las actitudes 
negativas hacia los jovenes 
pandilleros son significativamente 
mas altas en las madres 
inmigrantes que en las madres 
nacidas en la ciudad. Hemos 
adjudicado estas diferencias al 
hecho de que las madres 
inmigrantes se inclinan mas hacia 
lo que denominamos como un 
modelo tradicional de autoridad 
que las madres nacidas en la 
ciudad, y usando el IAA como 
indicador, hemos fortalecido esta 
segunda affirmation. Sin embargo, 
no establecimos aun un vinculo 
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Cuardo 4. Medias del IAA de acuerdo al origen rural o urban 
Lugar de origen Media* Desv. estandar Casos 
Nacidos en Mty. 1.69 0.62 59 
Inmigrantes 1.95 0.65 110 
Totales 1.86 0.64 169 
Diferencias significativas en prueba de hipotesis P <0.13 
estadlstico directo entre las 
concepciones tradicionales de 
autoridad y las actitudes hacia el 
pandillerismo. 
Para establecer dicho vinculo, 
dividimos a las madres de familia 
en tres grupos, de acuerdo a sus 
actitudes hacia la autoridad 
expresadas en el IAA. Las madres 
que tuvieron un puntaje similar o 
inferior a uno fueron catalogadas 
con un IAA bajo, las que tuvieron 
un puntaje situado entre uno y dos 
fueron agrupadas dentro de la 
categoria de un IAA medio, y las 
que tuvieron un puntaje entre los 
dos y tres puntos fueron agrupadas 
en la categoria de un IAA alto. 
Finalmente comparamos estos 
grupos de acuerdo a sus medias del 
IAP. 
Al comparar las medias del IAP 
entre los tres grupos, fue posible 
encontrar una poderosa relacion 
entre estos Indices. En el cuadro 5 
aparecen las medias del IAP por 
grupos de IAA, y los resultados del 
analisis de varianza. 
3. El efecto de contexto. 
Hasta abora hemos enfatizado 
la estrecba conexion entre las 
actitudes negativas hacia los 
pandilleros y los patrones 
culturales tradicionales ligados a 
formas verticales de autoridad en 
las madres de familia. Las madres 
inmigrantes, masidentificadas con 
el modelo tradicional de autoridad, 
mostraron actitudes mas 
negativas. 
Sin embargo, enfocar nuestra 
atencion solo en las madres de 
familia podrla conducirnos a 
Cuardo 5. Medias del IAP de acuerdo a riveles del IAA 





Media* Desv. estander Casos 
3.7 1.69 49 
5.86 1.59 94 
6.88 1.37 26 
5.34 1.93 169 
Diferencias significativas en tabla ANOVA P. .0001 
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subestimar el papel que los propios 
jovenes, como sujetos activos, han 
jugado en el sugimiento de las 
dinamicas conflictivas que rodean 
al "pandillerismo". 
Es por esto que para entender 
los conflictos de autoridad entre 
adultos y jovenes, es necesario 
asumirlos como problemas de 
relaciones entre dosgrupos sociales 
con posiciones que en un espacio 
social e historico especi'fico se han 
tornado antagdnicas. 
Asf, las pugnas entre adultos y 
pandilleros surgen como "efecto de 
contexto", es decir, como reflejo de 
una serie de condiciones, novedosas 
en el barrio o la comunidad, que 
cuestionan los patrones de 
autoridad con base en los cuales se 
ha estructurado tanto la 
organizacion familiar y 
comunitaria como la reproduccion 
social. 
En muchas de las colonias 
perifericas del Area Metropolitana 
de Monterrey surgidas en los 
ultimos 20 anos, entre las cuales se 
encuentran las que son objeto de 
nuestro estudio, parecen haberse 
presentado dichas condiciones. 
Entre ellas, citamos las mas 
significativas. 
-Las transformaciones en el habi­
tat. Mientras que buena parte de 
los miembros de la generacion de 
los padres vivieron sus primeros 
anos en el medio rural, sus hijos lo 
hicieron en un medio urbano. 
Marginados tanto de las 
oportunidades del mundo urbano, 
como de la vida familiar y 
comunitaria, estos jovenes han 
creado formas propias de 
organizacion, grupos que reclaman 
la calle como su espacio, y expresan 
su condicion a traves de canales 
que transgreden los esquemas 
normativos de los adultos, como la 
misma violencia. 
-La renuncia a la escuela como 
alternativa de movilidad social. En 
antagonismo con las grandes 
expectativas que muchos padres 
de familia adjudicaban a la escuela 
como medio de movilidad social, la 
mayorfa de los jovenes de barrios 
marginales han renunciado a una 
vida escolar prolongada.11 
-El acceso masivo de los jovenes al 
trabajo urbano. El trabajo en los 
sectores informales de la economia 
surge para los jovenes como la mejor 
alternativa, ante el camino incierto 
que representa el mundo escolar.12 
El acceso de los jovenes al trabajo 
les dala oportunidad de desarrollar 
una relativa independencia del 
circulo familiar, pues al mismo 
tiempo que los obliga integrarse a 
cfrculos ajenos al de su propia 
familia, les proporciona cierta 
cantidad de dinero para acceder 
con relativa autonomia a bienes y 
diversiones que de otra forma 
podrian ser limitados por las 
aportaciones economicas de los 
padres. Es en ese punto donde el 
acceso de los jovenes al mundo del 
trabajo se torna disfuncional al 
control paterno. 
En smtesis, tenemos el 
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surgimiento de una numerosa 
generacion de jovenes que se 
apropian de espacios publicos en el 
barrio, que tienen un trabajo 
(generalmente en la econonrna in­
formal o como subempleados) que 
les proporciona algunos ingresos y 
consecuentemente cierta auto-
nomfa sobre los padres, que actuan 
pragmaticamente desecbando la 
escuela como medio de movilidad 
social, y que han desarrollado 
expresiones culturales propias, en 
mucbas ocasiones opuestas a las 
de sus padres. 
Asf, es la conjuncion de estos 
factores la que ocasiona el 
surgimiento de grupos juveniles, 
que al actuar de manera adaptativa 
a las condiciones sociales en las se 
desenvuelven, ponen en entredicho 
los modelos tradicionales de 
autoridad. Esto lleva a los adultos 
a la estructuracion de actitudes 
negativas y a la construccion, en el 
nivel de las representaciones 
sociales, del estereotipo del 
pandillero como joven "desviado", 
en oposicion al joven normal, es 
decir, a ese modelo de joven que 
reune todas las caracteristicas de 
lo que los padres consideran "un 
buen hijo", o al menos "un 
muchacho educado". 
Al considerar las relaciones 
conflictivas como resultado del 
efecto de contexto que imponen las 
condiciones de vida de las colonias 
marginales en la periferia de 
Monterrey en las ultimas dos 
decadas, nos interesa enfatizar la 
especificidad bistorica y social del 
fenomeno. Un conflicto de este tipo 
no podrfa presentarse, por ejemplo, 
en un contexto rural tradicional, 
donde las formas verticales de 
autoridad son funcionales tanto a 
las formas de organizacion 
economica como a la estructuracion 
de la vida social en general, y donde 
los bijos no tienen alternativas 
sociales ni economicas que les 
permitan escapar de la tutela fa­
miliar, pues la vida social esta 
restringidapracticamente algrupo 
de parentesco. Sin duda, en estas 
condiciones podrfan presentarse 
conflictos generacionales, pero con 
cauces muy distintos a los que 
analizamos. Es por su especificidad 
que, creemos, el pandillerismo no 
puede ser reducido en el analisis a 
un problema generacional. 
4, De los patrones de autoridad 
al estereotipo del pandillero 
Hasta aqui nos bemos ocupado 
en senalar la estrecba relacion 
existente entre el llamado 
pandillerismo y el conflicto entre 
un modelo tradicional de autoridad 
ante los cambios que imponen las 
nuevas condiciones urbano 
marginales en los comportamientos 
juveniles. 
La construccion social del 
estereotipo del pandillero por parte 
de las madres de familia de las 
colonias populares de San Pedro 
refleja este conflicto. A traves de 
las opiniones expresadas en las 
entrevistas, recuperaremos 
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algunos de los patrones relevantes 
que conforman dicho estereotipo. 
-La obediencia como atributo 
fundamental. En congruencia con 
nuestra tesis que vincula las 
problematicas del pandillerismo a 
una crisis en los patrones 
tradicionales de autoridad, la 
mayorfa de las madres 
entrevistadas, al ser cuestionadas 
sobre los atributos deseables en los 
hijos, colocaron a la obediencia en 
la posicion mas importante. 
Veamos algunas de sus respuestas: 
"Quisiera que (mishijos) fueran 
obedientes, serios, estudiosos, no 
pandilleros" 22 anos, Fomerrey 22. 
"Obediente, que no haga 
pleitos, que esten unidos (los 
hermanos), que no tome...bueno, 
como sacar uno que no tome, pero 
que sea moderado. Estudios, para 
que pueda tener un buen nivel". 66 
anos, Fomerrey 22. 
"Quien sabe, a esta edad (7 
anos tiene su hijo) no sabe uno 
como van a ser los hijos... 
(Piensa)...primero respetar a la 
gente mayor...si le llaman la 
atencion callarse". 30 anos, 
Vistamontana. 
En concordancia con estas 
opiniones, la mayor parte de las 
entrevistadas destacaron a la 
desobediencia como el compor-
tamiento de sus hijos que les darfa 
mas tristeza: 
"Que fueran rebeldes, 
malcriados con uno, que no los 
pudiera controlar.. .y giievones, que 
no trabajaran, eso me darfa 
tristeza". 42 anos, Fomerrey 22. 
"Que no obedecieran, que se 
perdieran por complete". 49 anos, 
Fomerrey 22. 
"Que nos perdiera el respeto a 
la gente mayor, que no viviera con 
nosotros". 32 arios, Canteras. 
Este enfasis en la obediencia 
es proyectado por las madres de 
familiahacialosjovenescuando se 
les pregunta como son los jovenes 
de hoy. En concordancia con lo que 
hemos expuesto con anterioridad, 
la mayorfa se refiere a ellos como 
quienes han perdido el respeto a 
los adultos. Veamos algunos 
ejemplos: 
"Ahora a los jovenes se les ha 
dado un poco mas de libertad, pero 
no la han respetado, porque no la 
han canalizado de la man era en 
que los padres han tratado de 
darsela: ellos la han malin-
terpretado". 69 anos, Fomerrey 
22. 
"Ahora los jovenes estan 
sobresalientes, ya no obedecen a 
sus padres. Me preocupa 
empezando por mis nietos...mis 
nietos son los que no quieren 
obedecer a sus papas. Si los deja 
uno en plena libertad, a hacer lo 
que ellos quieren hacer, no es 
correcto". 68 anos, Fomerrey 22. 
-El pandillero: la smtesis de los 
rasgos desacreditables. Si tan to en 
los hijos como en los jovenes en 
general la desobediencia es vista 
por las madres como un rasgo 
negativo fundamental, en el 
pandillero este rasgo se suma a 
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otros, todos ellos indignos, que en 
conjunto integran el estereotipo del 
joven indeseable. 
Dejemos que los propios 
testimonios de las madres nos 
ilustren este fenomeno: 
"El pandillero es un muchacho 
malo, que a veces no respeta a la 
gente, que le roba, la golpea.. .hacen 
cosas malas". 26 anos, 
Vistamontana. 
"Andan en las esquinas, gritan 
cosas que no deben, se pelean, son 
viciosos". 29 anos, Fomerrey^. 
"Es horrible, porque se juntan 
y...son personas drogadas, sucias, 
descuidadas, que quieren recibir 
dinero sin trabajar". 28 anos, 
Fomerrey 22. 
"Son los que toman y se ponen 
como borrachitos, hacen pleitos 
...en aquel sector le tumban los 
dientes a los muchachos, avientan 
piedras. No obedecen a los 
papas...esos son a los que se llama 
pandilleros". 66 anos, Fomerrey 
22. 
"Se drogan, andan haciendo 
maldades, escribiendo majaderias 
en las esquinas". 69 anos, Fomerrey 
22. 
Finalmente, vale senalar que 
todos estos aspectos de compor-
tamiento definen al pandillero a 
los ojos de las madres de familia, 
pero existen otros rasgos, tan 
importantes como aquellos, que 
forman parte central del estereotipo 
del pandillero. Nos referimos al 
arete en la oreja, los tatuajes, la 
ropa, los tenis, el peinado, y otros 
rasgos de apariencia ffsica que, por 
su sola presencia, transgreden los 
esquemas normativos de los 
adultos.13 Al preguntarles a las 
madres de familia c'Omo son los 
pandilleros, surgen de inmediato 
estos rasgos: 
"Aqui en la coloniahay de todo, 
jovenes buenos y malos...en los 
modos de vestirse se nota como 
son. La ropa lo dice todo. El malo 
se viste loquillo, con los pantalones 
pintarrajeados, con aretesy cuanto. 
Los buenos se visten muy 
decentitos". 42 anos, Fomerrey 22. 
"Se ven muy distraidos... 
camisas sueltas y rotas, panos 
amarrados en la frente, todos 
desesperados, poni'Endoles 
moquetes a los dem'As". 38 anos, 
Fomerrey 22. 
"Por su manera de hablar y de 
vestir. Unotrabaja, elotronohace 
nada...caminan alocados.. .es facil 
distinguir a un joven de otro". 49 
anos, Fomerrey 22. 
"Hay muchachos que traen el 
pelo largo, sus aretes y mal 
vestidos...y luego luego se les ve 
cuando son de esos.. .caminan mal, 
como agachados". 26 anos, 
Vistamontana. 
"Por la ropa. Andan tatuados, 
sucios, grenudos". 59 anos, 
Canteras. 
El conjunto de las respuestas 
de este apartado nos da ya una 
perspectiva de los elementos que 
componen el estereotipo del 
pandillero a los ojos de las madres 
de familia de las colonias populares 
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de San Pedro. Podrfarnos agrupar 
estos elementos en tres apartados: 
los que se refieren a la rebeldiay la 
transgresion de los patrones de 
autoridad; aquellos que tocan 
aspectos referentes a un 
comportamiento indeseable eh el 
barrio y la comunidad; y final-
mente, pero no por eso menos 
importantes, los que aluden al 
aspecto fisico de los pandilleros 
como rasgo desacreditable. 
Conclusiones 
Al analizar las opiniones de las 
madres defamiliahacialosjovenes 
y los pandilleros hemos corroborado 
la importancia que tienen los 
valores relacionados con la 
autoridad familiar y la obediencia 
almomento de evaluar a losjovenes. 
Dicha importancia, quedestacamos 
tanto a traves de las actitudes 
negativas como por medio del 
analisis del estereotipo del 
pandillero, refleja el vinculo entre 
las problematicas relacionadas con 
el pandillerismo y la crisis a la que 
est'An sometidos los valores 
tradicionales de autoridad paterna 
en el contexto urbano marginal. 
Por otra parte, a traves de las 
opiniones de las madres nos hemos 
acercado a las formas concretas en 
que ellas participan en la lucha 
simbolica por mantener vigente el 
modelo de autoridad que les ha 
orientado a lo largo de su vida, 
frente a un entorno social que lo 
impugna crecientemente. Creemos 
que las estrategias de catalogacion 
y exclusion que adoptan las madres 
de familia hacia los pandilleros, 
instrumentadas mediante la 
aplicacion del estereotipo, 
responden a una logica que ve en 
ellos la personificacion del ataque 
a poderosos valores culturales 
arraigados a lo largo de numerosas 
generaciones. 
Es importante hacer notar que 
aun cuando en este trabajo hemos 
analizado el conflicto enfocando 
nuestra atencidn en las madres de 
familia, esto no significa que ellas 
sean las unicas responsables del 
mismo. Mas bien, sus actitudes 
pueden serinterpretadas como una 
forma de responder a la angustia 
derivada de una situation que pone 
en duda los valores y principios 
que las han orientado a lo largo de 
su vida. 
Finalmente, es necesario 
reflexionar en torno a dos aspectos 
vinculados a las acciones concretas 
que han implementado las 
autoridades para atender las 
problematicas relativas al pandil­
lerismo en el Area Metropolitana 
de Monterrey. 
La primera de ellas se refiere a 
la naturaleza de la action represiva 
de los cuerpos policiacos. No es 
desconocida la fuerza con la que se 
ha actuado frente a los jdvenes 
catalogados como pandilleros, en 
muchas ocasiones con acciones 
desproporcionadas a la real 
peligrosidad de las pandillas. Hay 
quien ha definido la accion 
represiva de las autoridades como 
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una forma mas de la agresidn de 
las clases dominantes a los 
oprimidos;14 en el contexto de 
nuestro analisis, tal vez seria mas 
correcto pensar en estas acciones 
como producto de la confluencia de 
grupos dominantes en diferentes 
espacios de poder. La accion 
represiva de los cuerpos policiacos 
no se genera "desde arriba", sino 
que es producto de una necesidad 
de legitimacion mutua entre los 
adultos y el Estado en sus 
respectivas posiciones de poder.15 
La segunda se refiere a las 
acciones de trabajo social que se 
han desarrollado para atender el 
problem a del pandillerismo. Con 
perspectivas y procedimientos que 
en el mejor de los casos podrian ser 
catalogados como inocentes, se han 
implementado en la ciudad diversos 
programas gubernamentales que 
buscan "acabar con el 
pandillerismo" a traves de 
estrategias tales como la promocion 
del deporte o la propaganda contra 
las drogas. 
Mas alia de senalar el evidente 
simplismo que denotan estas 
"estrategias", nos interesa precisar 
que, de acuerdo con las perspectivas 
que se desarrollan en este trabajo, 
parece claro que cualquier 
programa comunitario que 
pretenda resolver problematicas 
relacionadas con el pandillerismo 
debe dirigir una linea de accion 
hacia los padres de familia. Sin 
embargo, esta linea de accion no 
debe orientar sus esfuerzos hacia 
objetivos tan intangibles como "la 
integration familiar", sino mas bien 
en la busqueda de una reflexion 
acerca de su papel como padres y 
vecinos de una comunidad en un 
contexto que sufre constantes 
transformaciones. 
Notas 
1 Acerca de las caracteristicas generates que asumieron las pandillas juveniles en 
Monterrey, ver Cerrillo, M. (1988) y Herndndez, R, (1990). 
2Tajfel, H. (1984): p. 170. Mas adelante, al revisar las opiniones de la comunidad sobre 
el pandillerismo, se hardn mds evidentes los rasgos aqui senalados, 
3Berger, P; Luckmann, T. (1968): p. 66 y ss. 
4Bourdieu, P. (1988): p. 138. 
5Bourdieu, P. (1990): p. 170. 
6Ibid: p. 164. 
7Lutte, G. (1991): p. 139. 
8Ambos Indices fueron elaborados a partir de frases recogidas de entrevistas colectivas 
con varios grupos de madres de familia. 
9Infante, J.M. (1988). 
10Arizpe, L. (1989). 
"La renuncia de los jdvenes de las clases populares de Monterrey y su Area 
metropolitana a la escuela es un tema que por sus repercusiones y complejidad merece un 
estudio por separado. Sin embargo, podrfamos adelantar algunas premisas: aquellos que 
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ven en la actitud renuente de estos jrtvenes para asistir a la escuela moviles como la falta 
de "motivacidn" o la carencia de "mentalidad triunfadora", olvidan que la escuela deja de 
ser alternativa no precisamente frente a la inactividad o la abulia, sino frente al mundo del 
trabajo, que ofrece beneficios tangibles e inmediatos. Ademas, este rechazo a la escuela 
podrfa interpretarse como una respuesta adaptativa, bastante pragm&tica, de estos 
jovenes a un hecho que ya ha sido debidamente registrado: para ellos, el camino de la 
escuela estd vedado; para seguirlo, hay que sacrificar varios afios de lo que podrfa ser 
trabajo remunerado, y quien lo emprende no tiene ninguna garantia de ser recompensado 
con un ascenso econ6mico y social. Al respecto, ver: Zuiiiga, (1990). 
12En contra de la opinidn comdn que ve en los pandilleros j6venes que no trabajan, 
parece ser que una gran cantidad de ellos lo hacen. En un sondeo realizado a 200 j6venes 
de las tres colonias a mediados de 1992, el 64% de ellos declar6 tener un trabajo 
remunerado. Esta proporcidn se elevo a 74% en Fomerreyy 72% en Canteras. Algunos de 
los resultados de este sondeo se encuentran en: Solis, P. (1992). 
13Todos estos rasgos, que definen el aspecto externo del pandillero, son valorados por 
los propios jdvenes como elementos que conforman su identidad. Sin embargo, el manejo 
de esta identidad no se presenta en un sentido goffmaniano (Goffman, E. 1970), es decir, 
intentando sacar el mejor provecho de ella ante los demds, sino con una ldgica inversa, que 
se sintetiza en lo que Zuiiiga y Palmer (1987) han llamado "la ostentacion del estigma". 
Esta ostentacidn se refleja en el hecho de que, a pesar de que "los otros" rechazan su aspecto 
fisico—o tal vez precisamente debido a este rechazo—, los pandilleros valoran enormemente 
cada uno de los rasgos que lo conforman. En las opiniones de las madres results claro que 
los rasgos ffsicos forman parte esencial del estigma que rodea al pandillero. 
1'1Ver Gomezjara, F. et. al. (1987a,b). 
15Es notorio seiialar que en diversos encuentros con madres de familia y jefes de la 
policia municipal en un ano y medio de trabajo comunitario, como en varias de las 
entrevistas utilizadas en este estudio, tanto madres como policias expresaron muy 
frecuentemente que esta ultima actuaba contra los j6venes s6lo a peticidn expresa de los 
vecinos. 
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The Mexican Border Cities: Landscape Anatomy And 
Place Personality. Daniel D. Arreola and James R. 
Curtis. University Of Arizona Press, 1993. 
To most Americans, the au­
thors assert, Mexico's border cities 
are smallish places whose main 
functions are to serve as gaudy and 
rather tawdry tourist spots, and as 
sites for maquiladoras-plants as­
semble of goods "temporarily" im­
ported from abroad. 
Furthermore most Americans 
and even many Mexicans regard 
these cities as neither American 
nor Mexican urban centers, but of 
abland and essentially uninterest­
ing type all of themselves. 
These perceptions and concep­
tions are wrong. Especially the 
larger of these cities are quite large 
by Mexican standards, and they 
are all growing fast by anywhere-
in-the-world standards. While 
these urban places certainly con­
tain sectors devoted to tourist trade 
and to maquiladora production, 
they are internally complicated far 
beyond these simple sectors. They 
are Mexican cities, retaining fea­
tures such as central plazas, which 
are still important and functional, 
and gridiron street patterns radi­
ating from the town centers even 
when such patterns do not make 
the best use of land area. Their 
centers (los centros), wherein most 
city government offices and impor­
tant commercial operations flour­
ish , remain "alive and well," unlike 
the downtown areas of American 
cities, which have turned into al­
most lifeless and abandoned areas. 
Neighborhoods (barrios) retain 
strong senses of identity, even to 
the point of being mildly competi­
tive with adjacent neighborhoods. 
While these cities retain their tra­
ditional characteristics, they show 
the influence of trans-border, 
American, culture in no uncertain 
ways. Their avenues radiating 
from the town centers are increas­
ing in importance relative to what 
they were in the past-thorough­
fares to get in and out of town-and 
are beginning to resemble Ameri­
can commercial streets. Their elite 
houses capes especially betray 
North-of-the-border influence, of­
ten having open lawns instead of 
being completely enclosed. Fast-
food restaurants and chain-stores 
have begun to appear and there 
are even American-like shopping 
malls springing up. Still they are 
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essentially Latin American places, 
there being a great deal more "life" 
on their streets than case in the 
average American city. Small, fam­
ily-owned, neighborhood stores 
abound. All the cities "end" 
abruptly, there being little in the 
way of suburbs or semi-country 
between them and the fields that 
surround them. 
These cities have begun to bal­
loon in population and size in the 
past two decades. The larger of 
them have increased so and stabi­
lized so that their population in­
crease now comes from "internal" 
births rather than from in-migra-
tion from other areas of Mexico. 
Further, almost all of them have 
become larger than the American 
cities that they lay across the bor­
der from. These are some of the 
main findings that this book makes. 
These authors follow an inter-
estingmethodologyinmakingtheir 
study. They do not discuss in de­
tail the significant traits of all the 
eighteen Mexican cities that lie 
directly on the Mexican border with 
the United states and have an 
American city directly across from 
them. Such a discussion clearly 
would result in a very large book, 
almost encyclopedic in tone. They 
discuss the subject cities in the 
context of six aspects, their histo­
ries, their essential structures, 
their "Tourist and Pariah Dis­
tricts;" and their Commercial, Resi­
dential, and Industrial-and-Tran-
sit landscapes, devoting a chapter 
to each of these aspects. In each 
chapter they make broad state­
ments, then back their statement 
with a case study of generally only 
two of the larger border cities in 
respect to the subject aspect, and 
then make vignette statements to 
bring virtually the rest of the bor­
der cities into comparison and con­
trast with their main statements 
and more detailed studies. To make 
this study in this fashion of course 
is to present only a partial case for 
their statements, but it does result 
in a book of "comprehensible" size. 
Moreover, if the case studies of 
vignette perceptions about 
Reynosa-a city that this reviewer 
has lived close to and visited often 
in the course of the last twenty-odd 
years-are representative of this 
book's overall validity, then this 
general methodology is valid, 
Reynosa is case-studied in its 
commercial landscape aspects. 
They present street maps of its el 
centro and of a primary commer­
cial strip ,AvienedaMiguelHidalgo. 
It seems to me that there is some 
confusion in their presentations, 
they say that part of the Avieneda 
has recently been closed to auto­
motive traffic and turned into an 
esplanade; I believe that it is calle 
Hidalgo that has been closed to 
such traffic. At one point they 
confuse the just described espla­
nade with the Zona Rosa-tourist 
district-which I believe lies directly 
across the bridge from Hidalgo, 
Texas, and is about a quarter of a 
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mile from the esplanade. But these 
are mild mistakes and do not im­
peach any of their major asser-
tions-that the central districts are 
teeming with life and activity, and 
that the commercial strips are be­
coming "Americanized," which is 
to say more crowded with retail 
businesses, includingfast-food out­
lets, chain stores, and even shop­
ping malls. 
This study tries to refrain from 
sociological statement. It makes 
only minimal reference to poverty, 
the authors referring to say "self-
help housing" when describing the 
poorer residential districts of the 
cities that they deal with. When 
discussing the recent growth of 
Matamoros, they note that "aselse-
where along the border.. .the city's 
extraordinary population boom [in 
the last two decades]has far out­
stripped its capacity; to provide 
the desired urban services for even 
a majority of its townsfolk (p. 70), 
Charles Thomas Prather 
Department of History, University 
Nowhere else in the book is this 
common-to-all-border-cities char­
acteristic identified or discussed. 
There is reason to think that they 
"skip" history a bit. When discuss­
ing the history of Tijuana, they 
point out that one needed a visa to 
visit it during World War I. The 
reason for this difficulty no doubt 
had to do with the Wilsonian inter­
vention in Mexico at that time more 
than it did with the occurrence of 
that major war. 
Overall, even if this brief sur­
vey of Mexican border cities are a 
tad bit empathetic to its subject, it 
is nonetheless an interesting book, 
full of keen perceptions and intelli­
gent insights. If its methodology-
making a few case studies of the 
basis of general observations-is 
partial, that fact only leaves room 
for future studies which, if they 
contradict it, have to be very good 
and insightful indeed. 
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